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Pilot Corporation to Take
Over
Travel
Center
in
Hesperia
Pilot
Corporation,
America 's largest supplier of
truckmg d1esel fuel, will take
over Newton's Outpost Station
next month to open a new Pilot
Travel Center.
Pilot will continue to serve
the fast-growmg Victor Valley
area, sa1d executive v1ce president Mark Hazelwood. This is
the third Inland Empire store for
the Tennessee-based company.
The Newton family will
continue to operate the Outpost
Cafe, a regular stop for highway customers
Pomona
Police Targeting
Alcohol Establishments
Restaurants and other establishments that sell alcohol in the
city of Pomona are bcmg targeted for an undercover inspection
by
the
Pomona
Police
Department. Using teenage
decoys under the supervision of
a police officer, the department
is planning to check whether
minors can buy alcoholic beverages at Alcohol and Beverage
Control licensed establishments.
The decoys will operate
under guidelines designed to
prevent bartenders, store clerks
and
others
from
being
entrapped. Clerks who knowcontinued on page 31
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Yep, it's a long way dml'll' Brg Bear-based Pt'Dk Performance! films regular CEOs. managers and accoumant.\ into daring acrobats and O\'Cr·achien·rs. Turn to pagt~ 5 for Rogt•r
Han ·cy's story.

SCIA Development Contract
Approved ; May Recession-Proof
Victor Vallev. Observer Says
The operators of the Southern
California International A1rport
(SC!A, formerly George Air Force
Base) and an Orange County developer have signed an agreement
which may result in hundreds of
millions of dollars and thousands of
jobs for the Victor Valley economy.
The Southern California Airport
Authority, made-up of the members
of the Victorville City Council, and
representatives of Stirling, a
Laguna Hills-based development
firm, signed the agreement in midJanuary. It calls for Stirling to
develop the 4,000-acre retired military base mto a multi-faceted commercial complex built around the
aviation industry.
Wh1le S!lrling is not required to
make a down-payment on the property, SCIAA and Stirling will split

net proceeds equally.
The agreement met with enthusiasm from local leaders. Joseph W.
Brady, president of the Bradco
Companies and publisher of the
Htgh Desert Report said "Anytime
somebody can come up here and
develop SCIA and bring 15,000
jobs in 10 years, we're supportive.
I only hope they can make it 30,000
jobs." Brady said that the deal
makes a bright future for the high
desert.
Brady described Victorville
and SCIA as being headed in the
same directiOn as Ontano, with
massive warehousing and distribution centers built around a1rport
facilities The difference, Brady
said, is that Ontano is running out
of land while Victorville has an
COillillliCd 0/1 page 31

Proposed regulations for hiring
foreign professionals under H-lB
visas, as changed by the new
American Compellllveness and
Work Force Improvement Act, have
been issued by the U.S. Labor
Department. The proposed rules for
H-lB workers are open for public
comment on or before Feb. 4.
The new law, signed by
President Clinton on Oct. 21, 1998,
increased the number of H-IB
visas available annually from
65,000 to 115,000 for fiscal years
(FY) 1999 and 2000 and to
107,500 FY 2001 before reverting
to 65,000 FY 2002.
The new law requires H-lB
dependent companies (or companies
found to have willfully violated the
law) to attest that they will not lay off
any similarly employed American
workers 90 days before or after filing
a petition requesting an H-1 B worker.
They must also make good faith
efforts to recruit U.S. workers for
these jobs. 1l1ese dependent compacotllinued
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Kaiser Permanente
Presents $25,000 Good
Neighbor Grant
to Children's Fund of
San Bernardino County
Kaiser Permanente Medical
Center in Fontana recently awarded a
$25,000 Good Ne1ghbor grant to
Children's Fund of San Bernardino
County during their lOth Annual
Celebration of Giving event. The
grant will be used towards an emergency medical fund for outpatient
services for indigent children which
Kaiser created last year.
Children's Fund has ca~es
referred to it by case managers, teachers, school nurses and other agenc1es
that serv1ce low--mcome families.
The grant also gives Children's Fund
the resources to provide medicallorL~.
contmued
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A Global View at the Top of the Hill
Con~ressman David Dreier, !'io\~
One of the Most Important
Players in Washin~ton D.C., Sees
th e Inland Empire's Economic
Fortunes
Tied
to
ll-ade,
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He is the highest ranking member of the Caltfornia congressional
delegation ever. He ts among the
five most powerful people on
Capitol HilL He is a strong, committed advocate of business, especaally world trade and exporting.
He as from our own backyard. He is
Representative David Dreier, and
he's got big plans for California.
Claremont
Dreier,
a
Republican, became cha1rman of
the House Rules Committee in
early January. That body has
immense control of all of the
nation's legaslallon. It is the Rules
Committee which determmes the
procedures by which all bills that
go through the House will be consadercd.
Rules Commattee spokesman
Rachard Mills compared the committee to a "traffic cop" for legislation. The committee schedules the
lime and length for all debates and
votes, !he number of amendments
wh ich may be added and other
technical aspects of the legislative
process. The committee can even
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ABOUT THE COVER
The Lorna Linda Un~vcrsaly Medical Center is mH onl} one ot the lcadmg
hcallhcarc providers 111 1hc Inland Empire. it is also a wnrld leader 111 med1cal
science and tcchnolllgy. Thclf cuttang. edge ~tforts 1n tnfant care, carc.l1ac CJ.rc
and cancer treatment have produced lafc-savmg results that have hccomc stan~
dard around lhc globe. lltc In/am/ Empir<' Business Jm~mal IS proud to salule
Loma Linda Univcrsaty Med1cal Ccnler with thiS months cover.
It is the aypc of innovallon seen a1 Loma Linda and acros~ the reg1nn that
gives the Inla nd Emp~rc such a pronusmg outlook. ':n l·cb. I~. t.he IFBJ w1ll
host the a nn ual Economic Forecast Conference at the Onlano M.~rnott Ho te l.
Look to page o2 for more informalion on tlus outstandmg, 1nformat1VC prcv1ew
of what will develop 111 1999.
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operations of the !louse A bi-partisan group of committee members
worked to condense the package of
rules from 51 to 2X and elimmated
outmoded and confusmg language.
Dreier's package constituted the
first significant changes to the rules
m 115 years.
The congressman as not shy
about the opportunity he has. "I
reaII y feel very honored to be in a
position to help the people of the
Inland Empire and all of
Cali forma," he said, adding that he
intends to use his position to
advance a legislative agenda which
he feels will strongly benefit
Califormans. He saad that his top
priority is to improve the ability of

Peak Performance! You Can't Fall to the Top

t t'llfll·
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Cla~~ifi cd Ad ~

it was "hard to miss the
President ~s· desire to be all
things to all people''
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change the language of a hall after 1t
1s passed out of a comm1ttec So, as
head of the Rules Committee,
Dreier has vast opportunities to
mfluence the legislative landscape.
The post was actually held hy
the Speaker of the House until its
dulles became so time consuming
that they were separated in 1910.
A~ the youngest chairman of
the committee ever, Dreier has led a
recodification of the rules to Simplify. streamline and modernize the
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Peak Performance! 1s an Inland
Empire experience that stratosphere
companies lake Goodyear Tire, MCI and
AT&T have called upon for a boost to the
next level. For the cost of a round of golf
they also delaver adventure and excitement a., metaphors for the real·life chal·
lenges of small organizations, youth
groups and even families. CEOs frozen
with fea r on one of the high ropes courses can attribute their breathlessness to
!he pristi ne mountain views 7,000 feet
above freeway traffic. But. even if you
are coaching a team of blmdfolded coworkers through a maze near your sealevel office, the Peak Performance! trainers deliver a custom·built program that
will definitely elevate your emotions.

"Office work" is an oxymoron for
owner Mark Rowland. He doesn '! spend
much l1me behind a de,k. Mark and I
exchanged pleasantries in the lobby of
the Northwoods Resort - a ma\terful
blend of rustic and refinement. "This 1s
where most of our corporate clients
stay," said Mark. I could see why as he
showed me one of the elegant suites
overlooking B1g Bear Lake. Then we
climbed into his SUV and drove to the
largest privately·owned lot on the mountain. The Peak Performance! traming
site is where "Parent Trap," many of the
"Bonanza" episodes and a string of other
films took advantage of this one-<Jf·akind location. Mark pointed out a small
granite outcropping on the fa r honzon.
"There is a Forest Service block-house

colllinucd on page 18

the 'tate and the country to do business abroad with a global trade
agenda. Equal tn Importance, he
said. will be addressing national
security issues. Providing for the
"common defense," he noted is the
government's first duty as specifically outlined in the preamble of
the U.S. Constitution
Dre1er emphasized th~ importance of exportmg and global 1rade,
saying that 96 percent of the
world's consumers are outsade of
this country Thas means that
American businesses must be able
to get their products oversees and,
with the massive growth on the
horizon for this regaon, that is a key
for the Inland Empire
Other matters of specific interest to the Claremont McKenna
College Alumnus include biotechnology and technological development, both of which he considers
important to the nation's economic
performance.
A., he enters has tenth term in

Congressman Da1·id Dreier

the Congress, Dreier finds him~elf
at one of the most historic points in
the nation's history. He cast four
votes in favor of impeaching
President William Jefferson Clinton
in the last term of Congress. A~ for
the proceedings in the Senate,
Dreier said he wanL~ to get to the
truth of the matter, and counts himself as one who wants to put the
incident in the past.
Regardless of the outcome of

contmued on page 24

A New Era for Indian Gaming
E ditor's Note: On No\. 28,
Gove rno r-e lect
G r ay
Dav is
a ppear ed a t the Indio P owwow
on
th e
Cab azon
India n
R eser vati on . The te xt of his
t·em arks a ppea rs below.
We all come here today for this
powwow to hear the drums and
dance that mark so many different
ways of ltfe. Yet the drums remind
us of a common beat that beats
within each and everyone of our
hearts. For all 0f us tn our hearts
have the des are, and now the
opportunity, to embrace a new
beginning in the state of
California; and I am so proud to be
here as you post the California flag
for maybe the firs t time in th is
tribe's history.
The tribal nations represented
here today. along with federal. state
and local governments. ma ke up
the American family: and as your
outgoing Lt. Gove rnor and incoming governor, I am so pro ud to be
w ith you here today to extend the
hand of frie ndsh ip a nd to tell you
the error of wedge-issue politics is
over once and for all. We will

march together for the benefit of
our common peoples.
The time has come for us to
walk the walk and to marshal o ur
collective resources so that we can
effectively serve our peoples and so
we can prepare the way for the children who will follow us. I believe
one of the cornerstones of this
effort is to respect the sovereignty
of each and every tribal nation.
Honoring this historical and
Constitutional relationship between
the state of California and the tribal
nations that inhabat part of this
great state will restore !he respect
between our peoples that has been
lost.
This election sends a ve ry
strong message that California w ith
all its cultural diversity can be a
model for the rest of the world that we can appeal !o our common
values and commo n desires to
bridge ignorance and cultural barriers a nd prove that we can work
toge ther for the benefits of all the
peoples who happen to reside in the
state of C alifornia and build a state
that will be the e nvy of America

continued on page 28
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Another Example ofEmp-o-phobia How ManY• Times Should We Pay for One Orange?
There 1s such a thing a" Emp-ophobla. the fe.tr of adminmg that
} ou live or \\ ork m the Inland
Empuc. The \\Orst examples are
the one" commtlled h) go,ernmental entitie,, and thc po\\crs that be
m Rancho Cucamonga arc the latest to deny thcmsche"
They ha' e a 'acant, I 03-acn:
lot, up on Baseline, \\hlch \\a'
supposed to have become a park
) ear, ago Havmg sat unused for
too long, the Cll) ha' now dec1dcd
to find out if an) one '>hll \\ants the
area to become Central Park
I orget for a moment bere that for
years the area around Foothill and
!Iaven has been referred to a,, Cit)
Center.
Rancho Cucnmonga ·, Redevelopment AgenC) ha' deddcd to
say good-b) e to $76,000 m ordcr to
ask 1f the Citizens shll want a park
at Baseline and Milhken. And the
worst pan 1 that all of th1s money
goes. to a pubhc relations firm O\cr
m Long Beach
There are :my number of \ er)
quahf1ed marketmg and P R fill'ru>
nght here m the Inland Emptre, but
11 ha been dec1ded to send valuable
Cll) tax doll.trs off to Long Beach
The thmkmg on the e matters 1s

alwa)s the same If,, compan) ha'
a I ong Beach address, the) must
be better than an) one out here.
Rememhc1
that
R.mcho
Cucamong.1 has one of the most ,u.
!ling utili I) t,txes of nn) Cll) here.
And )CI the) haw no prohlcm
sendmg a he,tp of local money out
of IO\\ n on spec
An) other tov. n v. ould either
build the park, or sell the land to a
developer. That 1s. after all, 'orne
'aluable acreage up there. But. no.
Rancho Cucamonga \\ants to pa)
for focu, groups, polb, ma)be even
a b.tllot mea,urc on the park l"-'uc.
And the) ha\ e dectded that no firm
in the Inland Empire ''good enough
to do all of thts To he perfect!)
frank, that much money could he
spent on turf and pkmc tables.
Rancho Cucamong.t 's Rede' elopment Agency needs to review
the1r v. asteful pendmg policy. Is it
an) v. onder tbat nonhero Rancho
Cucamonga Citizens den) their Cll}
and call themsehes Alta Lorna
Their Cll) ha done the same thmg.
If the redevelopment people want
to do busme s with Long Beach,
rna} be they hould move to Long
Beach That' one ~ure cure for
Emp-o-phob1a

A Stout Defense for Process
In recent v. eek!!., the county
of San Bernardmo has been
rocked by allegation of consptracle and plots mvolvmg the
Rall-C}cle proJeCt The office of
Dtstnct Attorne} Denms Stout
has tenaciously, but not over
zealously protected the public'~
mterest by ensunng that the
poht1cal
and admmistrauve
processes of maJor dec1s1ons are
followed
Our interest tn th1s 1 ue is
not v.rapped tn the pan1culars.
We w11l not vouch for one ide or
the other. The truth v. ill be determtned by 11 JUry whtch will be m
a courtroom ever) da). The
md1ctments that have been handed down came from a grand JUry
wh1ch ha ed 11 deCISions on
weeks of test1mony far to complex to summarize here. Our

1nterest 1

m the punt) of the

process
The Inland Emptre IS on the
cusp of astronomical economic
expansiOn The onl) thmg
between S,m Bernardtno and
Nevada 1 opportumty. But
v. nh tho e opportumt1es come
opportumlles for graft, decen
nnd abuse. It w1ll be the charge
of Mr. Stout .tnd his successors
to ensure that these opportumlles are dealt With an fairness
and mtegnt}.
The San Galmel Valley suffers from post-World War II plannmg and econom•c dec1s1on th.tt
were made wtth the mfluence of
bribe , pa)offs and favors We
applaud Mr Stout for standmg up
for all businesses and people m
the Inland Empire by defending
the integrity of the process.
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Jlo\\ man) ume' ,hould \\ e
ha\C 10 P·'~ for a (',dllorllla
orange?
I, tor one, ,1m ,1 great supporter of the free enterprise system.
So 1 understand that 1f the orange
gru\\.ers of Central California lost
their crop to a freeze, the) lost
their mw,tment for the ycar. And
I understand that the R1\ cr,ide
cnrus grov.crs Will reap a \\andfall, accordingly It's called "upply and demand. It\ hov. the s)s·

tern \\orks.
And if I ha\e to pay more for
m) oranges because of II, that·,
just how thmgs are I am "orry 1f
the Centrul Californtu citrus
farmers lost their crops and the)
had a b.td Christm,,,, and thcir
k1d" are reading community college brochures mstead of talking
to Stanford recruiters.
Every farmer knows that each
) ear's crop 1 another roll of the
dice Or at least 11 should be. But
wait' Here comes Governor Pete
\\ 1bon to the rescue. Just before
leavmg office. he signed

a mult1-

mill ion doll.tr rehef prugr.tm for
the four northern counties who
lost thetr lemons Th.lt means
th.tt, in,urance or not, citrus co-

op or not, the l.trmers up north
are CO\ ered. And thcy arc covered hy our ta-. dollars
Do the math You pay more
for the oranges that survived the
frost and you pay taxe:-. for the
ones that died. What's wrong
here? Is it ·'") \\onder people
refer to us '" the Left Coast?
Such socialized agriculture must
he the envy of Cuba and Red
China. Thts 1s why I ask: "HO\\
m.m) t1mes must I p.ty for one
orange'?"
Many years ago. my grandf.tthcr showed me .m orangc with
the letter~ C.A I.. I F pnnted on it
111 blue Thts \\as hcforc thc Post
Office decided that states only
necdcd a I\\ o letter ahhrevmtion.
Grand D.td asked me 1f I kne"
what C.A 1 I F stood for, and
when I told him I didn't know, he
said it meant Come And Live In
norida. Grand Dad never knew
Pete Wihon But he had the nght
idea.
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'Big Mouth for Small Business' Gets to Sacramento

Nell Soto Graduates from Pomona City Council to State Office
b1 Ro/J<•rt Pari')
Aller three• dt:l,tdcs ol service to
her Pomona commumlj, Nell Soto
h,ts pulled up her ''"kcs and moved
her t>per.tllorL~ to Sacramento \\ hich I'-ll 't to say that she has
"topped sen in~ her community.
l"m\, Soto scn·cs Pomona (.md
much ol the \\t:sl-cnd) as,, member
of the 'it.otL A•;sembly.
').tcr.trnento is "a pl.tcc where
you can make [X!Sllive changes tf

"If I had my way, there
would not be so many
regulatiom on busmess,"
Solo .wid, "businesses
make money for citu•s."
) ou \\ant to," Solo says And she
\\ anb Inland I· mp1re hu.sme-..s people
to knov. that she 1s a '-lrong advc1Cllh:
of small busmcss wllh a rewrd of
"ucces,fully ,ndmg husine,ses
through gmernmcnt bureaucracj
Soto o,;tys th.tt her commitment to
hclpmg sm,tll husmc-.....es cnmes from
her cxperiencc helping run her husband's small elcctronks "hop and
v.atching the struggles of her children and other friend' who owned
husme scs.
A une of Legblation
Nell .md Phil Soto h.td been marned al mo l 50 yeMs v. hen he p<Ls.-.ed
away 111 Scptemher of IIJ97. She still
,pe,tb of thetr union ,md sometimes
Phil, as v.cll, in the present ten.-;e.
Phil, an clectncal cngmeer, nm the
husincss v. 1lh Nell until hc w.ts elected to the St.tte ksembl) in 1962.
She had o\\.ncd her own busine,s, a
dre"~ shop 111 1..1 Puente called The
Doll llow e, hut hecause it wasn't
making money, she dosed it so "he
~·auld help Phtl
\\ h1le Phtl was servmg 111
Sacmmentn, ell saw the way the
political proce s \\Orkcd and \\.hat
v.as requtred. Soto ha.' been tn\olved
in Democratic P,trty pohtiQ. fi.lr more
than 40 years and developed what
she tem1s "a love of legislallon." She

"pen! much of that lime helpmg other
people get elected .md constdered a
run for an ofhcc of her own to he
"wi,htul tlunkmg " In f.tct, she say"
she encouraged l'lul to run for ott ice
"to he m) surrogate " But, 111 the
mid-llJSOs the opportumty to run for
office herself finally o~rose .md she
\\as elect..:d to the: Pomona C1ty
Council.
In 12 yc.trs of sen tee, Solo \\as
mvolved m m.my Important projects
and provided Jeadersh1p to her v. est
side distnct. She hsl~ one particular
matter <Ls heing of utmost tmportance: hclpmg the Cll) of Pomona
purch<Lse the property of the former
General Dynamics munillon.s plant
on Mis.sion Blvd, which closed 111
1994 takmg 13,000 johs. A ne\\
multi-user manufacturing laoht) ha'
no\\. opened ,md hrought thousands
of oncc-lo"t Jobs hack to the commumty.
She proud!} t.tkes credit for
helpmg to start the Pomona Pohce
Depanmcnt's equestnan urut, and
her d1stnct "as home to the l'ohce
Department\ first satellite police station. She also claimed credit for helping start a "hnng the mountam to
Mohammed" program 111 \\hieh the
Cit} Council held it" meet mg.' in v.trIOUs pans of thc city
In oddttion, Soto helped v.ith a
Youth [mplO)ment Program wh1ch
brought kids off the street .md mto a
formal \\Ork c:mtronment The program taught the )Oung people a \\Ork
eth1c and g.t\e them »>rne spendmg
money, satd Solo.
A Balance for Bu~ine-.s
Nell and Phil had "ix chtldrcn,
one of whom 1~ current!) involved in
[Xllitics m S.mta Momca and another
v.ho 1s runnmg to fill the seat Nell
\acated on the Pomona Cll) Coune1l.
It is through her chtldren that she
gamed more msight on small business. One of her soJLs operated a
restaurant, ami Nell soon diSCO\ ered
that some of the b1ggcst dtfhculhcs
he faced y,ere m dealing v. ith gO\ernment regul.ttions and requirements. One of the most annoying.
she said, was the ~ign ordinance.'

wh1ch hmtted h1 ub1hty to
ad\ert1se "If I had my w.t), there
\\t>uld not he so many regul.t·
tion' on husam:ss," Solo -.aid,
"husmcsses m.tkc mone) for
Clllcs"
Soto\ first opportuml) to
great!) affect the \\ oy husinc ses
and government» mtcract came
\\hen she \\as aprx>mted to the
hoard ol the South Coast A1r
Qua 1JI) Management District
(S( \Q\1D) hoard as J memhcr
of the Pomona Cit) C.Alunol I'he
SCAQMD regulates emtssions
from busmcssc" of all types ,md
sizes to clean up the a1r m
Southern (~lilomia. Tasked w1th
Ass•·mh/nwman Ndl Solo (D-Ontar~o).
rcprescntmg 63 mumcipahlles m
ence." That is 'ell Sotn's rca'<mmg
the area, Soto stXln found that the
for running for the St,tte A'>semhly.
agenc) v.as not WI') husinc"s-fncndThe Ontano Pomona area district she
ly.
serves has a
hght stallsllcal
She "oon hecame .tware that
Democratic
majonty
and that made
emi"'ions educ:~uon progr.tm" had a
her thmk a run for Sacramento was
maJor tmpact on busmcss
indeed fea,ible.
Earl) on m her tenure, .t rc tauSoto's top pnurity, like th.tt of
rant O\\ ncr came to her \\ ith ,, reguGovernor Gray Davts, 1s educatiOn.
lator) prohlem. :Sev. regul.ttion.s
"Too many chtldren are falling
meant that, with hts equ1pment, he
through thc cracks," "he sa1d. Her
would onl} he able to cook SO
higgc.-.t concern IS parental mvolvepounds of meat a da), not ncarly
mcnt. She has introduced a hill to
enough to "crve hts customer,.
requtre parent-teacher compact.s. In
Realiting the impact that \\.ould have
additiOn, Soto sa)" that the incrca'<had on her -.on\ restaurant, shc set
mg influx of 1mmigmnts into
Califomta has brought many parents
''I'm a big mouth for small who may not be .tware of the high
business, " Soto declared standard' of the Cahforrua education
S) "tern. "I've talked to educators and
they are v. aiting to get parents m."
she added.
out to find a Wa) to help and soon
She developed a goal of estabsecured an SBA lo.m for the restaurali:-.hing a standard for excellence m
teur to bu) the nece"-'31') equ1pment
graduates in the next s1x years, at
I ..tter, Soto helped put together a
v. hich point she v. til be forced out of
"home rule" working group wh~eh
office hy term ltm1ts. Other goals
put "regul,tted communiues" in the
mcludc estabhshmg a better qu.thty
deciston-making process "I'm a h1g
of life m the state through recreatiOn
mouth lor small husmess," Soto
programs, further clas.s-s1Ze reducdeclared, ,md cnes that as a reao;on
hon and more spendmg for books
why she has the backmg of man}
Soto says she 1s enJO) mg
small hu,me: ~ "\\e can ha\e a
Sacramento. Her translllon to htgher
balance hetv.een taking care of m.tll
officc v.ent qmtc: ;moothly, and he
hu,me.'-' and takmg care of the en1i Iha' opened an office m Ontano. "The
ronment."
laws I \Ole on now affect everybody,
not just one httle area," she sa1d
l'iot Just One Little Area
"I thought I could make ,, differproudly.
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The Issue: The \\Orkers' compensation permit) Ia\\~ hit cmplo)er'S
\\ ith :.tiff fine'\\ hen the.) don't folio\\ str·!ct guidelines
·
ft
d\ocac• oroups: Should the pcn.tlttcs S)stem he
for pa)ing injured \\orkcrs. In this month's pro con \\Cask n:presentaltHs o
rcfonned?

YES, The Current System Is Unreasonable
b\ Eluabetll ~horl, Amcncan
Jnsuram e Assoczauon
Evef) payda}. mtlhon of
Cahforma \\Orkers go to thetr
hanks and deposll their paychecks
or ha\ c thear check~ depo tied
directly through ;m electromc funds
transfer (EFT). tost people do not
C<~sh the full amount of thctr pa}check.,, they simpl} dcposrt 11 and
ellher pocket some cash or conltnue
to go ahout thetr mefT) \\ill} \\ nung
check.' Even if someone wanted to
c.rsh thetr paycheck, ho\1. ever, the
hank ts under no obhg.llton to c.1sh
the check rmmcdtatel} Federal and
tate bankmg regulatron allow a
hank to place a "hold" on a check
untrlthe funds arc vcnfied.
Mo~1 of us never have nn)
d~rcct expencnce wrth these banking regul<~tions. But, then agatn,
mo t of u are fortunate enough not
to be injured on the job and have to
file a clntm under C~rlifornta'~ complex \\Orkers' compensation laws.
For tho:.e who are InJUred on the
joh - and for their employers the
ab1hty of a hank to place a hold on
a check c.tn have :-.erious and
expensrve consequence..,.
The Califorma Labor Code
S8)S that \\Orkers' compensation
tndemnity check.<; - the check.~ that
repl.tce a worker's mcome whtlc he
or she is unable to work - must be
immcdmtely
negotiable
and
payable, in cash, on demand. In
laymen's terms this means that an
injured "orker has to be able to
walk into a bank, present the check,
and get the full amount paid to htm
or her, nght there on the spot. If the
check rs not immediately cashed,
the employer (or msurer) hao; VIolated the law and can he subJeCt to
senous penallies.
Some of these checks are btg really btg tn the tens of thousands
of dollars Some inJured workers
allcmpt to cash these checks at a
bank near the close of busine s. The
bank docs not have the cash avatlable, so even if they wanted to cash

the che~k the} could not. That"' a
'tolatmn of the Ia\\. Some mjurcd
"orkers have no bank account, or
attempt to cash the che~ k .tl a !lank
other than the one at \\ hich the)
h.tve dD account \\'hen the bank
sa}" no, the emplo)er has\ wlated
the Ia\\. The penalttes emplO) er"
face because of the apphc-<~tion of
thts dcpresston-cra li1\\ can be
staggenng. Tlle pcnalt} 111 such
ca,es t 10 percent of the entire
amount of the dts.tbthl) payments,
not just I 0 percent of the amount of
the checks the tDJUred worker tned
to cash.
\\ hile rnjurcd workers are all
too often m de~perate need of
I.trge .,cttlement amounts hy the
trme d worker • compensalron
case closes, tl ts ~•mply unfair to
assess a pen.tlt) agatnst .tn
rmplo) er solei) because a bank ts
not compelled to cash a check
immedtatcly upon it being presented. J·or those mjured workers
\\ho have no bank account, allowing the employer to establish one
.tnd deposit an indemnit} check
dtrectly into th.tt account would
provide a heller servrce to the
InJUred worker than another court
heanng seeking more penalties.
Dtrectly dcposttlng "orkers' compem..tlton checks into an account
\\here the mjured worker already
has payroll dtrectly deposited
would be yet another way to expedite access to tunds.
It has been well publictzed
that the Legislature mtends to
increase benefits to injured workers thts year. Policy makers would
be well served to look at corre~.o"l
ing some of the glartng problems
of the workers' compensation system as part of improving the lot ot
rnjured workers in our ;.tate.
Treattng workers' compensation
payments the same way payroll is
treated and stopptng the mational
penalties assessed employers for
actions over whtch they have no
control would be a good place to
start.

\HJ il

~ .,

No: Penalties Protect Injured Workers
From Suffering Further Harm
men! due to them on time.
A kgisl.Hive commillcc which
held a hcanng on in.sureh' ah)sm.tl
The purpo,e of penaltic" 1.' to
record With regard to making timepro\'lde mccnttve for earners to
ly
payments to injured workers
make umc:ly benefit payments and
found that ,ts much as SS4 millton
to deter conduct harmful to inJun:d
111 henctrt payments wluch wert·
,, orkcr" "ho depend on benefits for
uncontested and due were Withheld.
baste susten.mce, su.:h as house
According to the st.l!e's
P")ments rent, food. clothing, famDivision
of
11) expenses, etc
\\orkers '
fhc worker,..'
One out of every Compensalton. the
compensatiOn sysol
tem docs not exist fi~·e injured worker percentage
cl.tirns
.tudited,
to tmmunize rnsurdid not receive wh1ch resulted in
.mce compames for
'rcttmizing mjured weekly benefit pay- penalties for f.tiling
to pay hencftts on
\\Orkers a second
ments due to them tunc or even notity
t1me. !"he '}stem
on tirne. injured workers
extsts to pro' ide a
s.tfety net for tndtOne out of every th.tl they were entitled to benefits. was
vldu,rl VICllm~ of
three permanently 4 7 percent in 1992,
workplace mjuries.
disabled workers 41-: percent m 1993,
This "s,tfcty net"
abo provtdes prodid not receive the 47 percent in 1994,
51 percent m 1995
tecuon for victims'
first weekly benefit and 65 percent in
familtes.
payment due to 1996.
Carriers
are
The most common
obligated h) hl\1. to
them on time. violalton
over the
noltf} injured workyears consistently
ers promptly of hen·
has been f.ulure to
efits to which they
noufy tnjurcd workers of the benearc enlttlcd, ,md make hcncftt payfits to wluch the) are entitled
ments promptly.
Other common viOlations .1re fatlfhe 19HIJ reforms mandated
ure to make weekly hendit payannual audtts of sample insurance
ments on time, and failure to pay
companies to determine the rate of
the workers' medtcal hills on lime
compliance wtth thc'e laws. The
Insurers can avotd penalties if
first audits were had, and the results
thelf cl.ums adjusters make umcly
ha~ e gro\1. n wor~e each year.
payments of benefits. The audit
In 1997, although there were
penalties cited above refer to undis33% fewer audits than in 1995, and
puted heneftts that were not paid on
h,tlf the number of actual ftles
reviewed, the amount of due hut
time.
Any discussion ol penally
unpaid benefits increased by 7%.
The decreuse tn the number of
t!>.,ues begs the ovcrridtng mtcrcst
of inJured workers and their famiaudtts was a result of ongoing,
lies who rely on these weekly henlong-tenn mvesttgaltons and a
shortage of auditors.
efll payments to survive.
One out of every five injured
Rohcrl Vines, of Ontarw, 11 pres/·
worker dtd not receive weekly hen·
eftt.payments due to them on time.
dent of the Callforma Appllmnt.1'
One out of every three permaAllom£'YS
A l.locwtwn, ••hOl£'
nently disabled workers did not
mcmben reprt'lclll IIIJurctl "arkreceive the ftrst weekly benefit payen.
by Rohcrl I. \'im•1·
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Averbeck Insurance Follows Traditions of its Founder to Continued Success
hy Clwrbc RO]ll\
In 1931 , b . Elwell Averbeck
was onl) a lew }Cars removed from
his undergraduate days at thl·
Univctsity of Otliforma, Berkeley.
But even at a young <~ge, Averbeck
had come to understand that he was
an entrepreneur, much more cmoltonally su1ted to e'tablishing and
runnmg his own husmes..~ Desptle
the fact that the huge stock market
crash had occurred only two years
before, and the nation was in the
midst of the grcate't economic
depression Ill its history, E. Elwell
Averbeck began selling msurance, a
product which would seem impossible to market during that desperate era. I lis success had to do with a
fundamental ethic hy which he
lived.
"l:lwell put himself in the pl.1ce
of his clients," S:t}S Richard C'reJn.
''Selltng insurance was not the most
tmportant aspect of his business. It
was rather to fundamentally understand how hts client's business
worked, what were its nsk factors,
and always seeing things from the
aspect of the clients that he worked
for. When he accomplished that,
then he was in the best position to
serve Ius clients."
Crean should know about Mr.
Averbeck's style. He is a pnnctpal
partner at Averbeck Company
Insurance Brokers, the company
started hy Elwell Averbeck nearly
seven decades ago. from its inception, the company has focused on
serving the largest commeretal ventures in the Inland Valley. And, as
Crean points out, the ethic that
Elwell Averbeck used to begin his
business is the same one that the
company uses today.
"The last thing that we do is sell
tnsurancc The mo!>t important and
primary aspect of our business is to
analy.te and understand the nsk of
our clients. It often turns out that
insurance is not what they need. It
may he that what we recommend to
lower their risk will eliminate thctr
need lor insuram:e. And often th.11 is
the case."
As a way of underscoring that
point, Crean recounts a story that

Elwell Averbeck was fond of
tell mg.
"In 1937, Elwell had gone to
sec a Pomona m.tnufacturing finn
about their msurance needs. A' he
was being g1ven a tour of the plant
by the 0\1. ners, he noticed that the
two of the pl.mt's pnmary machtnes
were flO\\ cred by motors made in
Genn<~ny In 1937, Elwell had
he come aware that there \\ere going
to he problems in hurope. But the
firm's owners had not anticipated or
understood the tensions in Europe
at the time. They thought their main
problem was a need to msure the
plant. Elwell knrw that their real
problem was getttng backup motors
for their machines. Rather than selling insurance, he recommended that
they get backup motors. It turned
nut that during the course of the
\\ar, one of the motors failed, and it
\\ould have been impossible to
replace it. Elwell's recommendations saved that manufacturer's
business. lie did that regularly. It
was not selling insurance hut serving clients that was what Elwell
Averheck did best."
The legacy of that ethic is that
Averbeck Company Insurance
Brokers ts one ot the largest commercial insurance brokerages in the
region B.tsed tn Ontario, the firn1
has grown to include thirty-five
employees who serve their corporate clients tn the fielcls of property
and casualty insurance, as well as
employee benefits. Richard Crean
a1me to Averbeck in 19SI, after he
merged his own firm with
Averbeck. lie had entered the tn.surance field in 1969 "ith Prudential
prior to sinking out on his own. He
partnered wtth El\1. ell Averbeck
until the latter's reltrement a few
years ago. Averbeck dted last year
at the age of 92.
Along wrth the compan} that
hears his name, Averbeck also left a
legacy of philanthropy throughout
the Inland Empire. One of the
largest benefactors of his contrihu·
lions is the Unhersity of La Verne.
Last year, the Averbeck estate presented the university with a cash
gift of $1.2 million dollars. It was
the largest contribution in the histo-

ry
of
the
University ot I.t
Verne, and ",1s in
add11ton to another S I million 111
gtfts that the universtly recetved
over Averbeck's
ltfettme The prcVtOlls gtfts went to
the
E.
Elwell
Averbeck
Endowment,
wh1ch
provides
scholarshtps and
internships
for
students interested
in u career in
insurance.
The
$1 2 million dollar gtft w1ll he
added to the current endowment
and w1ll .:ontinuc to he used for the
same purposes.
Along with the UniveNty of La
Verne donations, Averbeck donated
sigmfic:mt amounts to Cal Poly,
Pom1'na. a~ well as several other
charities in the Inland Empire. In
descnbmg the Umverstty of La
Verne donattons, Richard Crean
spoke of the admiration th.11
Averbeck had for the Umverstly's
president, Dr. Stephen Morgan
"Mr. Averbeck had a great deal
of respect for the philosophy of
Stephen Morgan and the vision that
he has for the school," says Crean.
"He felt qutle strongly ahout funding education and, because he was
horn in Pomona and grew up tn the
region, he felt qutte close to many
of the organizations and umversities
in the Inland Empire regton." Crean
pointed outth.lt Averbeck C.ompany
Insurance Brokers also has an
active donalton and commumty
sernce record. The company has
contributed hoth lime and resources
to the Orange Show, D.rm1en I Iigh
School, the Boy Scouts and
Y.M.C A. "Contributing allows us
to siB} focused in the communi!), in
that we arc very much a part of it as
well," he satd
When asked what the future
will he for the msurance mdustry tn
general and hts company in particular, Crean spoke about the continued consolidation of the field.

i ll/1/Jir/(CIJJ/P~IJ.
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"Currently, there is a huge pool
of C'dpttal that is avarlable worldwide for tnsurance companies to
access. At the ~tmc time, the in....urance compames and brokers have
to acquire an even greater expertise
of their clients' husincs.o;cs. But the
numt>er of clients that can adequately use all those services ha'
shrunk So what you have is larger
numt>ers of insurance brokers trying to serve a smaller number of
clients. What ha~ happened is that
profit margtns have shrunk. There
is a continuous need for greater
cupitalization. The result ts that
there is gomg to he even more consolidation in the field and more
companies mergmg."
Crean noted that that scenario
is true of most U S. industne . He
s:ud that currently Averbeck
Company Insurance Brokers is
engaging 111 a financial analysb of
an investor interested in a capttal
contribution into the company.
But there is one other trend that
has created a great deal of excitement in the insurance field: The
emergence of the Internet.
"What the Internet has done is
allowed the consumer far more
choices than ever and allows a much
greater understanding of the products "c sell. The creation of the
service called E<ommerce will help
facilitate that choice. I believe that's
where the future of our industry is.
And I beheve it will be a great
enhancement for our company."

GETTING ORGANIZED

Corporate Video Editing Comes to the Desktop for PC & Mac Part 2
bv KC\111 Lamb &
Lcllll>ergcr

1.

AileII

Last month, we delved into the
wondrous world of desktop video
editing with a review of basic software systems. This" month, we look
at the "how to's" of video production.
Getting Started: The Nuts and
Bolts
I start up Premiere, use my
Premiere/Firemax software and
actually control my digital video
camera with my Mac keyboard and
mouse. Premiere grabs it and
dumps it into its simple interface.
Premiere lets me drag the video
clips into a "timeline" where I can
manipulate my footage. I can trim
clips I have imporled hy setting new
"in and out'' points, I can rearrange
the order in which my video clips
appear, and I have total control over
the sound that goes with the clips. I
can overlay additional sound, like
music or narration. I can even layer
video. Premiere gives me an astonishing 99 tracks of video and 99
tracks of audio to simultaneously
layer!
And how difficult is it for me to
rearrange video clips? It's not! l
simply use my cursor. Premiere is
a'i simple as cut and paste, drag and
drop.
So if you are in charge of making videos for your company and
you have spent • countless hours
supervising your project at an editing house in Burbank, well, now
you can do the same work yourself,
at your office or at home.
Another cool thing: Premiere is
fully compatible with other Adobe
programs such as Photosbop and
Illustrator. Just import your work
from these applications and you're
ready to integrate them into your
video. With Premiere and After
Effects you can even animate
Pbotoshop layers!

Premiere 5.1 Goes Pro
When Premiere first appeared
in 1991, it was more of a novelty
program than anything else. Today
it has becoole the software standard
for professional video editing. Is

there a drawback for usmg a soft'' arc-h;hcd solution rather than a
dedicated hard\\ are solution hke the
Avid or your computer to render the
transuions'' No. With th~ release or
the faster 5.1 versiOn, it only takes
my Macintosh about 45 seconds to

!ems when crcaung broadcast-ready
video.
And Prem1ere can now handle
long proJects. It supports three-hour
projects; up from the one-hour lim1t
that Premiere 4.2 had.

render a standard dissolve from one
video clip to the next. If you prefer
not to wait that long for renders,
you can spend $50.000 for a dedicated piece of video editing
machinery.
I'll pass.
Besides, Premiere lets me
instantly "scruh," or preview, transitions to make sure the effect is
exactly what I want.
Previous versions of Premiere
loaded your screen with lots of
floating windows and palettes.
Now, Premiere has integrated these
rogue elements into just a few modules that are much easier to see and
use. The new "Timelinc" window
allows you to do cuts and transitions within a single track, and you
can add layers of text or other video
into the suhtracks for layering
effects. You can collapse and hide
tracks too.
In other word\, when you are
finished working on a track, you
can "put it away," thus reducing
clutter. But much of the basic editing of a clip can he done in the new
"Monitor" window, which also acts
a~ an editing interface. It lets you
see your clip large and up close for
frame-by-frame editing. Then,
when you are satisfied with the
work you have done in the
"Monitor" window, you can bring it
into the Timeline.
Premiere 5. I also incorporates true "3-Point" editing.
That's the standard for high-end
dedicated systems. It's amazing to
see this capability come to the
desk top.
Broadcast users will particularly love the fact that Premier now
supports the NTSC 29.97 standard.
This means that when you are making documentaries or commercials
for television, you can be dead-on
with the broadcast requirement. The
old version of Premiere only supported the 30fps standard, which
invariably caused sound sync prob-

Effects
Premiere is stealing some of
After Effects' thunder too. That's
OK. The new version of After
Effects, due this year, will have to
be a killer app. In the meantime, the
new Premiere user gets animation
and keyframing. The motion wmdow in Premiere lets you fly text
and pictures and even video in and
out of your base video clip. "Picture
In Picture" is simple. More remarkably, you can do "bluescrcen" work
in Premiere. That is, shoot a person
or object against a blue or green
background and then drop that
footage seamlessly on top of different video footage It's just like when
they drop your local weatherman in
against the map behind him. You
can now do this on your home computer. But you 'II need to get your
own weatherman.
There arc also 75 transitions
plug-ins for a variety of effects as
you merge from one clip to the next.
You can also use effects from
Adobe Photoshop. Let me say this
again because it is pretty amazing.
Those effects you love so much in
Photoshop can make your video
clips look just like your still images.
Audio
Without going into great detail,
let's just say Premiere has a 99track recording studio inside. You
can control pan, stereo and volume
right from within the Timeline. And
you get dozens of high-end filter
effects like reverb, flange, echo,
digital delay and more. And you can
save sound in high bandwidth mode
good enough for making COs, or
you can save sound in smaller sizes
perfect for the economy of Web
publishing.
Titling
Titling is greatly improved. If
you can do Word or PageMaker,
you can do titling in Premiere. You
get to use all of your Adobe fonts,

even TrueType fonts. Th1s is amating considering that some hundredthousand dollar editing stations
require another computer or program to generate fonts for v1dco.
You can apply all imaginable attrihutes to a font. The control over
shading, shadow and gradients 1s
incredibly simple.
Basically there arc hundreds of
improvements in this program So
many 111 fact, it could take a dcd 1cated user half a year of usc hdore
all the nooks and cranmes have
been explored
Adobe After Effects 3.5
This is the perfect companion
not only to Prem1ere, hut to the
dozens of other programs, software
and hardware based, that compete
for market share in the danling
area of animation and special
effects. You would he surprised to
know how much of what you see on
television and in the movies is done
with After Effects. If you can visualize an image, or effect, e1thcr for
video, objects, photos or typelitces,
you pretty much bet there is a way
to do it. With the exception of
intense 3-D wircframc object creation, After Effects can pretty much
make any idea or image come alive
on the screen. This program is a
standard for digital post-production
for video, film and multimedia. It
provides high-resolution compositing for multi-layer motion control
of objects you shoot or create for
video.
The only thought that troubles
me as I finish this article 1s that I
wonder if I should be disclosing all
this information. A-; my company is
one of the leaders in commercial
and corporate video production, it is
with some pain that l tell you how
much power you now have in your
hands. But this is such an exciting
revolution in the digital broadcast
content world, I just can't contain
my enthusiasm ... or amazement.

A Balanced New Year

.,

..

by Crmil 1 !i1rre.\

between thetr work life and personal
life.

Getting organited and losmg
weight usually arc among the top
five most popular New Year's rcsolutwns So, d1d you start back to
work w1th a clutter-free desk and
clear mtnd. or was it clutter-free
mmd and clear desk. Either way,
bc111g nrgan1zcd really docs help
bring balane<: to your work life and
personal life Let me guess, you're
probably saying to yourself "What
personal life'!"
I intentionally waited until
this i~suc to talk about balance, as
February 1s about the t1me we
begin to falter from that which we
resolved to do on January I. Let's
take a quick test. For those of you
who resolved to get organized and
lose weight, open your desk drawers and check for those mid-morning.tlate-afternoon, not-so-healthy
snacb that h,l\e m.1de the way
back into your desk drawer
Not1ce I said "check," not
"remove" - it's not my JOb to
help you lose weight, just the clutter, so while you ' re at it, take 10
minutes to reorganize those drawers 111 need.
Back to the subject of balance. I
want to provide you with a simple
tool-termed "values balancing." I
learned about 1t from the book, "To
Do ... Doing ... Don.:!" by G. Lynne
Snead and Joyce Wycoff. In helping
my clients get organized, I have
been effectively using variations of
this tool to help my clients realize
where they are lacking balance

Begin wuh a blank sheet of
paper (X I '2 x II, or larger). Draw
a large circle 111 the m1ddle of the
paper, then draw four lines diVIding the Circle 11110 eight slices.
Make a list of things you value
in your life Some examples could
be family, fncnds, work, health,
sports, music. etc. If you determ111e
man} things of value. narnm it
down to the top eight, and hst one
value 111 each of the c1ght slices on
the sheet of paper.
Rate (and indicate with a small
dot) the amount of time you currently spend on each identified
value. Usc a scale of zero (no
time) to 10 (a lot of time), w1th
zero be1ng the inner most point of
the circle, and I 0 being the outer
most point of the circle. If, for
example, you ha\e designated
work as something you value, and
you curn:ntly spend far too much
time at work, 111 the slice designated "\\ ork," druw a small dot
towards the outer portion of the
slice Do this for each value. hut
remember to rate th.: t1me you currently spend, not the t1mc you
would like to spend on each value.
Connect the dots. In a nicely
balanced life, you '~:.ill sec a closeto-perfectly-shaped
circle.
Realistically, though, your cncle is
probably somewhat lopsided, looking more like a UFO or perhaps the
state of Florida.
You have just created a vi~u
al tool that has helped you

items. Make them daily considerations. We are all busy, and usually
try to do too much Our success or
failure seems to he measured hy
the state of busyness. Over-committmg disrupts the balance
between our work life and personal
life Focus on your values and what
counts.

define. clanfy and rank your values
1\ow look back at the resolutions you made 111 the new year.
Arc they in sync with your values?
If you value health or fitness,
resolving to lose weight is just a
start. Dcfmc a few goals to help
lose the weight, but he a goal getter! Make llme and work out twice
a week. Buy the groceries to prepare healthier meals. Keep the junk
food out of your office. (Oops, I
just had to go there again!).
February is a great month to
make ne\\ rcsolulions and develop
goals that hnng balance to each
valued thing in your life. What
have you defined as a value, hut are
currently devoting little or no time
to~ Start there.
Don't get caught up thinkmg
that goals and OhjeCtlvcs are yearly

Cvnd1 1 Torres 1.\ founder am/
pn11cipal
of
Stream/me
Orga11iZi11g, a Pomona based CO/lsulttng business specializing in
mformat/011 a11d 1/lne mwwgeme/11.
ller clients range from corporate
cxecuti1•es to .mull/ busmess el/lrepreneurs. Torres i~ also a\'ai/abh•
for in-house semi11ars on the subject of orga11ization. She can be
reached by e-mail at streamlineco(j_t earthli11k.net or b)' calltng
(909) 241-2690.

We're not exactly new.
We've had 106 years to learn
what you want from your bank.

-Kevin Lamb is senior parma in
Quinn/Lamb Media, 'Ill Inland
Empire ad agcnq. Ylm can call him
at (909) 886-9479. 1. Allen
Leinberger is a regular co11tributing
columnist for the Journal.
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EMP LOYERS GROUP

Employer Rights at Time of Ter mination
hy Lona Bmma
There are laws prohib1ting
employers
from
discouraging
employees from applying for
unemployment msurance (UI) benefits. Also, there are sanctions
against employers who encourage
employees to g1ve misinformation
to the Employment Development
Department (EDD) when applying
for benefits.
Employees who are out of work
or working less than full-time have
a right to file a claim for Ul benefits. Section 10!->9 of the California
Unemployment Insurance Code not
only prohibits employers from discouraging employees from filing a
cla1m, it mandates that they give
employees notice of their rights to
benefits. The three actions an
employer is required to take to

comply\\ llh this code arc:
I) Post mformauon regarding
employees' rights to benefits.
2) At the time of the termmation. give the termmated employee
EDD's booklet "For Your Benefit."
3) If the employee is laid off,
discharged, goes on a leave of
absence or changes h1s or her status
to mdependent contractor, give the
employee written notice of the
change of status. Th1s notice must
include:
a. The employee's name and
social security number
h. The employer's name.
c. Whether the change in status
is due to lay off, discharge, leave or
change to independent contractor.
d. The date of the status
change.
Details of a termination are not
required and a notice is not neces-

sal) when the person voluntarily
qu1ts. is pwmoted or demoted,
stops work due to a trade dispute, or
has a change 111 location or work
assignment
Also, EDD will not recognize a
private agreement made between an
employee and employer regarding
termmation. If an employee 1s discharged, hut the employer agrees to
record the termination as a voluntary quit. the former employee
should he encouraged to give EDD
the full circumstances of the separation. The same is true for employees who are discharged or who voluntarily quit and ask if they can tell
EDD the1r separation was a layoff.
Section 1144 allows for fines
against any employer that condones
or coerces an employee into filing a
fraudulent claim for benefits.
EDD retains the sole right to

determine who is ,md is not eligible
to recc1vc benefits. The law
requ1res that both the former
employee and employer give correct information
Employers can order the postings and booklets from the
Employment
Development
Department's warehouse: EDD
Forms Warehouse, 1733 West
Sports Dr. Ste. B., Sacramento, CA
95814-6496, (916) 322-2835

Lona Bonner 1s the Unemployment
Insurance Claims Super\'lsor for
the Employers Group. fhe 100year-old, not-for-profit assoc1at1011
IS one of the largest employer represelltatit•es for human resources
management issues in the nation.
The group serves 4,000 member
firms which employ approximately
2.5 million workers.
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Dennis J. Smith
ProfessiOnals in I Iuman Resources Association
The ProfessiOnals in Human Resources
A~socmtion (PlliRA) recently elected Dennis

J.

Sm1th as their new prestdent of the hoard for
1999
" I look forward to the challenges of heading a dynamic group of professionals," s<lld
Sm1th. "PIHRA will continue to serve as an
advocate and source of expert information on
human resources for employers and human resource professionals."
Sm1th is president o~ the Smith Group, a human resources consulting
group Ill Claremont olfenng mdustry-specific solut1ons to human resources
problems. His clients include manufacturing and service companies in the
health care, aerospace, communicatiOns, financial and consumer product
fields.
Sm1th received his bachelor's degree from the University of
Wisconsin, and master's degree from the Univers1ty of Evansville. lie has
lectured for the UCLA Executive Management Program anti the Umversity
of Redlands AJjunct Faculty. A resident of Claremont, Smith served on the
planmng comm1ss1on of the city of Claremont for eight years.
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William A. Maier
SunL111e Transit Agency

The Inland Empire's
only
Local TV Newscast
* NEWS & WEATHER
*BUSINESS
* HEALTH BREAK
* ENTERTAINMENT

*COMMENTARY
*FEATURES
*SPORTS
* RESTAURANT REVIEWS

7:30 a.m. Weekdays
Call us today C!t 1.800.9.Subnet (800.978.2638) to drscuss
your Internet ProJeCt, or vrs1t us on the World W1de Web
at www subnet.org/lebJ

su bnet

we are looking forward to speak1ng w1th you ..
L-----------------------------'

or ask your cable company
where to find us!

Wilham A. Maier was recently named chief
financial officer (CFO) of SunLine Transit
Agency, announced general manager Richard
Cromwell, III.
SunLinc is a jomt powers authonty that
operates the Coachella Valley's public transportation system and the SunLme Serv1ces
Group (SSG), which is responsible for programs
including regional street sweeping, bus shelter maintenance and graffiti
removal, alternative fuels, taxicab administration and facilities management.
Throughout his 34-year career in the areas of aviation and real estate
services, Maier has been responsible for dtrectmg financial, purchasing,
human resources, facilities management and pension administration activities. includmg work w1th the Transamerica Corporation.
Maier earned h1s CPA credent1als while wtth Price Waterhouse &
Company in New York City. His bachelor's degree from llofstra University
111 New York is in business administration. He is a member of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants

Kathryn Gonzales
Citizens Busmess Bank
D. Linn Wiley, president and chief executive officer of CitiZens Busmess Bank, has
announced the appOintment of Kathryn
Gonzales to the position of vice pres1dent and
banking officer for the sales and serv1ce division.
Ms. Gonzales' professional career
includes over 18 years of banki ng expenence with both Security Pacific
National Bank and We lls Fargo Bank. Prior to her appointment with
Ci tizens Busmess Bank. she was vice president and manager of the Small
Business Banking Gro up for We lls Fargo Bank.

continued on page 29
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• Same Day Delivery
• Couriers
• Tailored Delivery Systems
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• Overnight Letter Service
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Three Ways to Grow Your Business
Small and pnvately-held companies often don't kmw. how to plan
for growth. There seems to be an
endless number of \\ays to plan (or
not to plan) for growth. Some companics pwbone dail) about every
new idea the) hear. Others allow
daily operations and problem" to
prevent any planning at all.
Most of the research on successful compantes indtcates that
planning for growth is paramount.
Yet, too much time can be spent on
planning. I see two interesting overplanning scenanos. "Paralysis by
analysis" is common Disjointed
financial information 1s present and
decisions are made by perfectionists
or those who make decisions slowly. The other is the "everyone's an
artist" syndrome. This is where too
many people are a-.ked for their
opinion because they are "creative,"
and the decision maker values all of
them.
A:; simple as it sounds, you can
only grow your bu.sines:; revenue
three ways: increase your share of
fhe market, be in a growing market,
or create a new market. A few lucky
businesses can easily determine
which type of market they are in
because they have a single product
or serve a single market. But most
businesses have more to do.
Each division, product category or even product has its own market, therefore each needs to be
evaluated at that level. Planning for
grOWth requires knowledge about
each of these markets at the appro-

priate level As simple as the three
ways to gro\\ business sound, the
reason few busmcsses do a good
JOb planning for growth 1s because
of the complexity of planning multiple markets w1th different strategies. It's easy to get lost in the
process
It doesn't have to be that way
Planning should be reduced to a
normal operational kind of functiOn
Once the proces.s is determined and
the goals ure set, the marketingplanning portion has a road map to
folio\\ The marketing and sales
departments can then build campaigns that have a much better
chance of success and measurement.
First, let's look at the three
ways to grow a business.
A stagnant market is one that
grows at, or just above. the inflation
r<}te. In this market, the only way for
business to expand is by stealing
busines:; from competitors. Good
growth is inflation plus several percentage points. The only way to
grow is througn a concentrated
effort to increase the customer perception of quality, price, service and
image. Pressure on margm can be
intense. Some companies take the
low price approach. The only ones
that win the low price game are
those that can produce for less.
Many fortunes are made in an
expanding market. The personal
computer market is an example of
this. In an expanding market a product or category of products can
grow ea-;ily by simply keeping up
with general trends. Many compa-
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nies grow faster than the general
rate of gnm th. If your market is
expandmg at I 0 percent per year,
and your business is only growmg
at 8 percent, it is not necessarily a
good year Sooner or later growth
markets hegm to mature and then
only the strong and best-managed
survive as the market stabilizes.
Creating a new market includes
inventions and newly configured
services and products. It can also
include new approaches to a mche
market When this 1s successful, a
business can grO\\ as fast as the
market it creates. It can afford rap1d
growth, but atlracts allentwn and
more competition. Companies that
solve customer problems w1th
unique solutions or new combinations of serv1ces and products create
their own products wllh private
niche markets. While few inventors
(some say les.~ than I%) ever reap
the rewards of a new product, many
companies are adept at re-fashioning existing markets into new niche
markets where they create the busines.~.

So how did you plan for growth
with your product category for
1999?
With knowledge of the market
growth types above, it is easier to
develop strategies to increase business. Each has iL~ advantages and
disadvantages. Every company has
limited resources. Understanding
exactly what type of market a product falls into, and where to put those
resources, as:;ists the long-term stability of the business. Wasting
money on an expensive image campaign in a high growth, "low price is
winner" market is a waste of
resources. However, in a highly
competitive, stable market, the
skillful use of company aesthetics
can mean a differentiation which
more than compensates for the
effort and meanwhile increases
business revenue and gros.o; margins.
ABSOLUT vodka is a case in
point. Vodka is vodka, to most distillers. But consumers must think
ABSOLUT is betler, based on its
incredible performance in the U.S.
The only difference is the aesthetic
difference. Without this differentia-

11on, a vodka maker must compete
with price and in-the-trenches compelition in the distribution channels.
Understanding the external
market is Important in building
expectations for growth. Asking a
sales force to increase sales by 10
percent without a clear reason why,
is a plannmg cop-out. If the market
is stagnant, then the salesperson
must steal business from competition. A company that has 60 percent
of a market has a tougher job
increasing business than one that
has only X percent of the market
(unless the size factor gives 11 a productionipnce advantage). With any
competition at all, this type of performance is very tough to repeat
A market with dozens of competitors (meaning most companies
have only a few percentage pomts
of the market share) may have better mobility. To assist the selling
team, an understanding of comparative value components and delivering the strategy to improve them
should be accompanied with the
new quota.
It is also possible to be positioned to grow twice a~ fast and yet
not realize it, thus askmg for too little growth. Success is defined as
being ON plan, not beating the plan.
Beating a plan means unexpected
pressure is being put on customer
service and production - issues that
will cause delivery failures to your
customers.
The value components are
quality, price, serv1ce and image.
All purchases are made w1th these
elements in mmd. A growth plan
that asks for a large increase in
revenue should include the marketing campaign to position the
product as better, cheaper and with
superior service. This marketing
campaign should communicate
with the approptiate buyers in a
way to enhance the image of the
product.
Designing a plan for growth is
much more than just selling the goal
and a~king for it. It must be integrated into each department, with
external conditions in mind, and a
marketing campaign that is built to
maximize resources.
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10 Tips for Effective Exporting
by Susan JJwma.\

image

Exporting ha~ become a vehicle for growmg the U.S economy.
Exporting results in a lower trade
deficit, and creates jobs at a rate
estimated to be double that created
by domestic sales. For the Inland
Empire, recent Department of
Commerce statistics indicate an
astounding export growth rate of
81 2% between 1993 and 1996.
With nearly $2 billion in total
exports in 1996, the Inland Empire
ranked 56th m the n.Hwn and ninth
among Pacific Stales
I'he D.O.C., with 11s m1ssion
of encouraging, assisting and advocating U.S. exports, offers 10 key
recommendations for export success, as well as ways to avoid the
pitfalls that may he encountered.
They include:
Obtam qualified export counseling and develop a master international plan before starting an
export business. Goals, objectives
and problems encountered should
be clearly defined.
Secure a commitment from top
management to overcome the initial difficulties and financial
requirements of exporting. Early
delays and costs involved in
exportmg may he difficult to justify compared with established
domestic sales. Therefore, a longterm view of the process, as well as
monitoring of marketing efforts,
will be required.
Take sufficient care in selecting
overseas
distributors.
International distributors act more
independently than their domestic
counterparts. U S. manufacturers
must ensure that their products are
hemg represented in a manner that
reflects their overall company

Establish a basis for profitable
operalions and orderly growth.
Primarily respondmg to unsolicited
trade leads means trusting success
to the element of chance. A definillve plan must be established for
targeting international markets.
Devote continuing attention to
export husmess when the U.S market booms. Many companies place
emphasis on exporting only when
domestic busmess becomes slow
Then international business 1s neglected, or relegated to a secondary
pos1tion, when domesllc business
begins to mcrease again.
Treat international distributors
on an equal basis w1th domestic
counterparts. Advertising campaigns, product discounts, sales
incentives, extended credit terms,
warranty offers, etc. are often carned out m the domestic market.
These types of programs should
also he offered to buyers m mternational markeb.
Do not assume that a given
market technique and product will
automatically he successful in all
countries. What works in Canada
may fail in Germany. To ensure
success, each market has to be
treated individually.
Be willing to modify products
to meet regulatiOns or cultural preferences of other countries.
Governmental restrictions of the
country of import, as well as safety
codes, language variatiOns and
marketing strategies, cannot be
ignored.
Print scrv1ce, sale and warranty
messages m locally understood
languages. While a distributor's
management may speak English,
all sales and service pasonncl may

not have this ab1hty Import regulalions may requ1re packaging, operating instructions and labeling to
be printed in the local language.
Provide readily available servicing for the product. Without
appropriate after-sale service support, a product and the manufacturing company can acquire a bad reputation.
There is tremendous polent1al
for companies that want to integrate exporting into their marketmg plans, or for those who want to
expand into additional countries.
The Department of Commerce
advises "it is up to each company
to weigh the necessary commitment against the potential benefit."
Advice and assistance are available

at little or no cost regarding trade
opportunities, foreign markets lor
U S. products and services, evaluating overseas buyers, financial
aid, trade exhihit1ons, documentation requirements, economic statistics, export licensing and seminars
and conferences. Contact the
D .O.C. Inland Empire Export
A'is1stance Center (909) 466-4134,
or the Trade Information Center at
(XOO) 872-8723

su,·an Thomas IS product manager
for
Oplahalmic
Innovations
InternatiOnal, Inc., an Inland
Empire manufacwrer of mtraocular lenses. Thoma~ may he contacted at (909) 626-4558 or hy fat at
(909) 626-7338.
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Learning to Lead by Backing Off

How to Enforce Your JudgiDe n t
by Lazaro E. Fernandez
So, you sued and won.
Congratulations! Now turn that
judgment into money. Here are
some ideas.

The more common methods of
collecting rely on the writ of execution and judgment lien. However,
there are other arrows in the creditor's quiver with which to collect.
By using an Order to Appear for

Examination ("ORAP"), the creditor
obtains a lien (the "ORAP" lien) on
the debtor's nonexempt property
that lasts for one ( 1) year. This is an
invaluable tool even if the debtor
files a bankruptcy because, under

Equipment, Service and Supplies Are All Included
Small Table Tops • Large Duplicators • Mid-Size Units

Before you buy or lease
another copier, Call ABM.
"The Can't Be Copied Copier Compm~r"

ABM will place a copier in ~our office Free of Chargt•.
With the Cost Per Copy Program, you just pa) for the
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copies. ~ot only
you will sa,·e
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compared to your existing

pttrch~bc or lease program. We guarantee it.

Call: B00-576·FREE
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certain circumstances, the creditor's
lien defeats the trustee's possible
interest in setting aside the lien.
Using the judgment debtor examination allows you to identify property
in possessiOn or control of the judgment debtor for purposes of a writ of
execution and turnover order.
This procedure also allows you
to learn about property not subject to
execution, i.e., future acquired property, or the identity of persons who
may possess or control property in
which the debtor has an interest, or
who are themselves indebted to the
judgment debtor The procedure is
available for both judgment debtors
and third parties.
If the debtor rece1ves rents,
COmmiSSIOns, profits, royalties,
accounts rece1vable, copyright
and/or patent payments, you would
use an order ass1gning these payments to you. This can also be used
if the debtor has out-of-state ao;sets.
This is the better choice for the
enforcement of a money judgment.
Payments can be made directly
to the creditor or to the creditor's
attorney until the judgment is paid in
full.
The use of a receiver is a good
idea if a writ of execution cannot
reach certain property or if other
remedies appear inadequate to preserve the value of property or to
enforce a judgment for posses.~10n of
the subject property or the sale of
subject property.
Suppose your debtor is a partner
in a partnership. A charging order
enforces a money judgment against
the debtor's partnership interest.
There are two pomts to keep in
mind: first, remember that a partner's right in specific partnership
property is not subject to enforcement of a money judgment except
on a claim against the partnership.
Secondly, you cannot execute on a
partner's interest in a partnership
unless the partnership 1tself is a
judgment debtor. •
If, however, a money judgment
is rendered against a partner but not
the partnership, the judgment
debtor's interest in the partnership
may be applied toward the satisfac-

continued on page 28

by Peta G Penson, Ed.D.
Parents struggle to redefine
thetr roles as children grow into
teenagers. How many ngid guidelines should they now give? How
quickly should they let their daughters and sons find their own way?
"It was so much easier when I
made all of the decisions and had
total control and accountability,"
parents frequently lament. "Now,
my child needs to assume more
responsibility for the future, and the
boundaries of my contribution are
blurry."
Thts confusion 1s similar to the
evolution taking place in the workplace as managers and employees
deal with new definitions of leadership.
Pseudo-dictatonal styles and
techniques that have been the standard leadership modus operandi for

the past few decades do not have
the ability to create the fundamental
changes our organizations require
to excel in the 21st century. If we're
unsure of a lot, we are all in agreement that the business of everyone
today is change.
It seems as if every executive in
America has given a speech in the
last year on change: the need to
develop a future orientation, to
challenge the status quo, to conceptualize strategic initiatives into a
vision, and to lead the organization
through 11. It's this last imperative
that is the toughest nut for managers to crack
For orgamzations to change,
people have to change. For people
to change, they have to be willing
to take a risk. And for people to
stick out their necks, they must feel
confident that the leadership is not
lurking above, hatchet in hand.

If you take <I puppy out for a
walk and let him off the leash, he
will happily scamper off to explore
new territories. But every few minutes he'll stop and look back to
make sure you're still there If you
hide behind a tree, he'll whimper or
backtrack or take off fast, often running m the opposite direction from
your intended destination.
Today's leader must offer people freedom and encouragement,
and yet be a visible presence to
reassure them that "Yes, management really does want you to pursue
new ideas." Julian Darley, who was
president of BP Exploration Alaska,
Inc. during a maJor three-year corporate transformation, says that the
hardest part of his job was figuring
out the new definition of his leadership role during a period of revolutionary change.
"On the one hand, I couldn't be

there enough," he says. "It was
important for me, as president, to
start off our workshops and team
meetings which tackled the challenges, and return later, when the
walls were covered up with !lip
chart pages and reassure people that
this was, indeed, the shake-up fresh
thinking we wanted.
"But I also found old habits
were hard to break," he add~. "I'd
be at a meeting and find that I wanted to very much jump in and make
the decision. Other people sitting
around the table also wanted me to
make the decision. But the only
way to get a group to take collective
ownership of an organizational
change is to set the challenge and
then require iL~ members to lay out
the issues and options, and to generate the best solution.
"One of the most difficult lead-

continued on page 26

On February 22, a new leg (SR-261) of 1he Eastern Toll

Road officially opens - adding 7 m iles of uncongested,
open highway to your commute options.
TI11s nt:\\ ~cgment of The loll R<xlds 1s your dinx t
conne<..tton bt:tW<..'<.."n the lnbnd Empire and Tustin Ranch
or Jr. me
"IlK· 261 leg, runnmg from '>anllago Canyon
Road Chapm;l11 ,\\ cnue to .J.ImiXJrt:e Road south ol till'
I.'), 1s JUst a huck lor 2 axiL· \ dm:ks.

You'll :l\'Otd stopltghts ;md loc.11 tt~1ftk. gaining quich·r
access to The Tustin .\Lu·ket Place, the tr.·in<..' Busine.ss
Complex ,md t:\'<..'11 John \\';1yne Airport.
So hop on "l11e Eastern "]()II Ro;ld and take a mn on our
ne\' leg. Bec:.lus<..' life's too shon to sit in traflk
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Peak Performance
COIItinuctl from page 5

"At first, I thought I wanted to he a
profes.,ional scouter," Mark explained.
up there with a 360 degree view of
"I got m~ bachelor\ degree in ~ outh
Southern Caliiornia that takes in everyleadership and worked for a few .:ompathing from Catalina Island to Palm
nies that conducted high adventure expeSprings," he sa1d.
ditions. Noticing that I liked the trips we
Mark spends occasional nights up
did for corporate execull\'es best. I
there as a volunteer watching for forest
changed direction." Mark went on to
fires after a lightening storm. He is a guy
earn an MS in experiential education
that likes the view from the top.
from one of the only two colleges in the
country with such a specialty. In 199~.
~
''1''
he started the company which became
or Your Team Byildjng
Peak Performance! He now runs the
Ignstmcpt;
company with partner John Ryan and 32
part-time trainers - some of whom are
o Decide on what you want to get
interns from college programs in the
out of our training. A good team
ea't. Working with Mark is a great way
building vendor can help you
for them to break into the growing numarticulate educational and behavber of companies now specializing in
ioral objectives for higher
experience-ba-.ed training. His enthusiachievement.
asm for the work shines as he explains
o Differentiate team building from
how participants get absorbed in the
recreatiOn. They're both valid
activities and become deeply invested in
goals, but require different
outcomes. "It is the perfect learning
approaches to get the most benefit
environment -challenge. problem solvfor the company.
ing, immediate feedback and transfer.
o Get consensus support from
The experience makes la,ting. positive
management and communicate it
organizational change."
decisively to all participants.
We walked to a natural amphithe• Involve as many employees as
ater overlooking the lake. Like a lizard
possible. Cultural changes require
basking in the sunshine I soaked-up
itical mass. Tempting as it is to
Mark's lifetime observations of group
y, "The managers will teach the
dynamics. He isn't just another thrillthers," this seldom happens.
seeking extreme sport enthusiast - even
• )( part or a larger meeting,
the place he chose to talk to me was
chedule team building early
deliberate and purposeful. He explained
(probably first!) to harvest the
that they use different vistas for each
benefits of improved relationships
evaluation. That makes it ea~ier to recall
in the rest of your sessions.
and communicate learning experiences
• Know your group. Help your
when clients get back home.
vendor really understand the par"Remember what we talked about by
ticipants and unique culture o
that little lake? That's what's happening
your organization, so they can
here," is a common shortcut used for
best fit the program to the players.
problem-solving in the work place.
• Prepare participants. Besides
Mark explained how a program is
maximizing positive expectations
designed. "An individualized needs
and minimizing negative anxiety,
assessment starts every relationship. No
oreshadowing or introducing
two courses are alike. I won't name the
cepts can help them prepare
compauy, but I once worked with a group
mentally.
where we actually concluded that the corPlan for follow-up. You can't
porate culture was, 'We lie, then we cheat,
re a dJSeaSe in a day. There are
then we lie about cheating.' The compamany ways to "milk" more benefit
ny makes a lot of money. Our job isn'tto
from team building during he
infiltrate a morality adjustment. I'm there
onths following the program.
to help the company do what they do only
• Select a vendor with experience,
better. I have training instruments that
ferences, profCSSJonal staff and
emphasize trustworthiness. We didn't go
ansuraac:e who wall truly cusdaere. We worked on other skills itL~tead
aze the ~xpeneace for you
like aeat1ve problem solving, unambiguazat100. Ask a lot of qucsous CODUDUnJcation and leadership."
1
Milk quictiy added that there are thing-;
lie won t belp a company do

ProKram parttopcmh clwllc.·ngc.• the.·

Pt·a~

Pt.·rformann·.' partttblc.• wall ton l'T tu build
self·cmrfidc.·lrcc: muilc:am \f'lrll.

"Some companies use us a\ sort of
an elaborate company picnic. They get
their money's worth and everybody has a
great time. but next year they will probably do something else. Our repeat husiness comes from companies that are
already doing most things right. They've
already made the easy changes. We help
with the tough ones. Most of our business comes a\ a result of referrals from
these kinds of companies."
I a~ked about the hard part of his
business. Mark and John both spoke at
once. "First you have to realize that
what people say they want often isn't so.
Our challenge is to cut though the fog."
Challenge equals fun for Mark as he
skillfully decodes what a client really
wants and selects the best tools he has to
build it. Repeat business confirms that
his approach works. "We aren't psychiatrisK Individuals may hide their true
identity as they work to solve problems.

But groups never do. Facllllators frequently mwhcar somcthmg l1ke. 'The
way we all worked against each other
mstead of working a.s a team is exactly
what happens in the otficc."'
Peak Performance! JUst fin1shed
trainmg over 200 sales people, account
executives, managers and some technical
folks from AT&T I asked about safety.
"Our most serious injury came as the
result of a person walkmg along lookmg
at the scenery 1nstead of the trail. She
turned and broke her ankle. There is
always a job on the ground for members
of a group who don't hke to chmb; but
frankly, more people try the h1gh ropes
course than you'd imagine. Once I get
someone in a safety harness I can control
what happens. I can't do that while they
arc moving from site to site. Our industry\ twenty-year safety record parallels
that of real estate or financial businesses." lie speak:; with authority; he is the
lead accreditation reviewer for
Ao;sociation Experiential Education
(AEE) - one of the professional organizations for his industry.
"There arc real risks in our traimng,
but they are very well controlled. The
perceived risk is what makes experiential
education so indelible," says Mark. I
agree. Experiential education often
become more valuable with time. Most
other learning fades. I particularly recommend Peak Performance! to harmonize a recently merged organization. For
more information on Peak Performance!
call Mark Rowland at 8R8/H75-7325 or
visit
his
web
site
at
www.peaktraining.com.

Before Long, We'll Be
Welcoming You With
Open Doors.

Soon our new Arrowhead Regional Medical Center will open its doors to welcome all of San Bernardino County.
We have the most advanced medical center in the counuy offering:

'Y Advanced neonatal intensive care
'Y Emergency, trauma and bum units
'Y More than 68 specialty resources

A compilation of 1998's
top business lists

CAtt

'Y Private rooms
'Y Individual family birthing rooms
'Y Built to withstand an 8.3 earthquake

And along with state-of-the-art technology and equipment, we offer something else completely unique-over 100 years of experience.
Our staff is among the best in the nation, and now they can work in an environment that equals their ability.
Of course, we'll also continue the tradition of our open door policy-serving every person who comes to us for help.
So if you want more infonnation or a closer loo~ at the new Arrowhead Regional Medical Center, just call toll free 1-877-USE-ARMC.
Soon we'll be opening both our doors and our hearts to the community.
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Western State Entrepreneurial Center to Give Law Students Business Understanding
Western
Suite
University
College of Law (WSU) has
announced the establishment of an
Entrepreneurial Law Center. It is the
first program of its kind in California
for law students who want to acquire
specialized skills necessary to represent and guide small business entre-

preneurs.
The
Entrepreneurial
Law
Center, which will offer WSU students an innovative curriculum and
practical experience focused on the
effective representation, guidance
and leadership of small or start-up
businesses, is a response to the

explosion of small business in
California. In 1997, according to the
U.S. Small BusinessAdministmtion,
99.2 percent of California's 837,802
busines.o;es fell in the category of
"small busines.~."
"'An expertise in both law and
business will enable Western State

Congratulations to Our
Ontario Office for a
Record Breaking 1998
111 Larry Andrews
111 David Baird
111 Bobby Bedi
111 Guy Enriquez
111 JC Fan
111 Shauna Hurst
111 Udi Katz
111 Shelli Lohman
ill Kevin Lutz
111 Gwen Murphy
Ill Kemal Ozkarahan
111 Ricky Santos
111 Jon Sorokowski

Ill Tony Awa.n
Ill Ron Santos
Ill .Mary Bates
Ill Robert Chui
Ill Kris Etamadi

•II

Ill
Ill
Ill

•II
•II

Ill
Ill

Jack Ghazarian
Chris Jaramillo
Peter Leftwich
Scott Lunine
Marti Morrison
Dennis O'Donnell
William Pyle
Scott Wilson

Looking Forward to an even better 1999

,,,
SPERRY VAN NESS
THE IIVEITMEIT REAL ESTATE SPECIALIST

For

••u l.'tlltrtitll ri1it our •tblitt t1t: •up://www.n1.co•

graduates to provide their clients
with effective legal solutions to busines.~ problem~." said Dean Dennis
R. Honabach. ""By providing our studenL~ with a better understanding of
business decision-making and the
necessity of developing organizational tactics, Western State will
graduate allorneys uniquely prepared to help small business owners
and entrepreneurs navigate more
effectively.
We
believe
the
Entrepreneurial Law Center is a natural extension of our innovative
skills curriculum."
The College of Law's campus is
strategically located in Orange
County, adjacent to River.-.ide and
San Bernardino counties. These
three counties, fueled by small business, are the fastest growing in the
country.
Upper-division students will
enroll in courses that develop competence in transactional mailers,
drafting and negotiating contracts,
and counseling clients regarding
compliance with applicable laws and
regulations. Certain other upper
level courses will empha~ize their
interaction, relevance and application to business. Externships with
small busine.~es, law firm~ and corporate law departments will further
develop the students' expertise as
they work with attorneys in the field.
The center will sponsor community service projects and annual
symposia on topics of concern to
entrepreneurs. Students and faculty
will also conduct and publish highly
relevant research on topics of interest to entrepreneurs. Through the
Entrepreneurial Law Center, the
College of Law plans to establish
strategic partnership>, including possible joint degree and certification
programs with local colleges and
universities.
"Many of our students already
have a keen understanding of the
business world," said Honabach.
"Their interest in law is often
inspired by their professional experience. Coupling that experience with
legal studies that focus on the interaction of the law with the practice of
business will ensure them of extraordinary credentials to practice law or
reenter the world of business."

ECONOMIC FORECAST

Business Climate Survey: Education, Tort Reform Are Top Concerns
by Charlie Rojas

.,

A survey commissioned by
two business groups finds that
education reform is the most
important bsue for California
voters and business leaders. The
two groups who commissioned
the survey,
the California
Business
Roundtable
and
California
Chamber
of
Commerce, retained Charlton
Research, a Walnut Creek firm, to
administer the study. Along with
education, the survey found that
other issues which respondents
deemed critically important were
infrastructure improvements and
tort reform.
"The survey shows that the
public thinks Governor Gray
Davis and the newly elected state
Legislature are on the right
track," said Bill Hauck, president
of the California Business
Roundtable. "83 percent of voters
and business leaders agree that
quality education is essential for
the future growth of the state's
economy."
Formally known as the
Business Climate Survey, the
analysis asks respondents to focus
on current economic conditions,
expectations for the future and
issues of concern to the business
community. Both voters and business leaders thought that education reform could be effected by
establishing strict performance
standards
for all schools,
statewide testing to ensure the
standards are met, the publication
of those tests and the abolishment
of social promotion from one
grade to the next. But both group>
felt that the need for good teachers and lack of education funding
would hamper the drive to
improve statewide education.
Along
with
education
improvements, the Business
Climate Survey found that
respondents
overwhelmingly
agreed oa the need for increased
capital improvements in streets
and highways, colleges and other
public facilities throughout the
state. To accomplish those goals,

the survey found that many
Californians wanted to dedicate a
portion of the existing sales tax
for a limited period to funding
infrastructure improvements. An
overwhelming majority did not
want new taxes or more toll roads.
But where voters and business
leaders diverge is in their views of
the California economy. Business
leaders are much more optimistic
than California voters about the
economic future of the state.
Somewhat paradoxically, those
same voters were not as concerned about their personal economic situation. Rather, they see
their personal financial situation
as better than two years ago and
remain optimistic over the next
two years.
But few signs of pessimism
could be seen among business
leaders in the state. They continue
to respond optimistically to future
business trends and with the same
fervor that was measured in 1997.
This was in marked contrast to
their responses in the early part of
the decade, when less than half of
business respondents found anything opttmrsttc about the
California economy. Survey
results showed that nearly 90 percent of business leaders expect
their California work force to
either remain the same size or
expand both this year and next.
But, according to the survey,
one issue still looms on the horizon as a major impediment for the
development of California business, especially for business leaders. They continue to be troubled
by the effect that liability and
civil law suits have on their busi·
ness. In fact, when asked to rate
the impact of a number of items,
business leaders since 1991 have
consistently rated law suits as
having the worst effect. However,
business respondents see some
improvement in that aspect.
About 56 percent now believe
that the effects of law suits are
bad, compared to 87 percent in
1991. As in previous years,
reforming liability laws and civil
suits is still considered extremely

important for the future of
California's economic growth by
both business leaders and voters.
This year's Business Climate
Survey is the ninth consecutive
year that the California Business
Roundtable
and
California
Chamber of Commerce have conducted research to assess the
California business climate. Two
separate surveys were conducted
by Charlton Research Company.
In one, 400 business owners and
managers were interviewed. Of
that group, 254 were from smallto medium-size companies with
under 100 employees, while 153
were from business considered
large with more than 100 employees. The second survey was conducted among 600 self-identified
registered California voters.

ey Findings of the Nint
usiness Climate Survey
• California business leaders and voters agree that a results-oriented K-12
ublic school system is the stale's
highest priority.
• Business leaders feel that unreasonable liability laws and civil suits hinder business expansion and, therefore,
believe reform is critically necessary.
• Business leaders and voters alike are
concerned about the need fo
increased investment in highways,
schools and other public facilil~s.,
and they generally support two prosols for addressing those needs.
• Voters continue to remain optimistic
about their personal economic siluation, while business leaders are slightly more optimistic about/he economy.
• Despite a slight decrease in optimism
abow the California economy comred to 1997, business leaders expec
their California work forr:t: lo remain
either steady or expand this year
next.
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We've got the Southland covered!

Population, Economic Growth
Predicted for State, Region
Two recent predictions of the
condition of California's economy
predict that the state and the Inland
Empire will enjoy both long-term
and short-term growth. One evaluation, from First Security Bank, predict>. that the state will see a growth
in personal income levels of about
o.O percent, or a total of about
$953.3 billion, w bile the population
will top 33 million.
hr,t Security chief economi"t
Dr. Kelly K. Matthews said that
growth in 1999 wtll slow moderately because of the A~ian economic
situation and potentiall) rcduceu
markets in Mextco and Latin
Amenc,t
Matthews predtcted that unemployment will average 6. 1 percent.
Nationally, Ftr t Security CEO
Spencer F. Eccles predicted that
unemployment will rise to the 5
percent level. The bank also pre-

dieted that the Dow Jones
Industrials average will reach the
10,500 m.trk, possibly by the second quarter of the year. Favorable
interest rates and inflatiOn are predicted.
The Seek) Company, a 90year-old Los Angeles County-based
commerctal real estate firm, has
made healthy long-term predictions
for the loc:-~1 economy A new survey from the company predicts that
the I .A basin population will grow
18 percent hy the) ear 2010 (a total
of about three million people) while
employment will grow 16 percent
(about one million job:.). Half of the
employment growth will be spht
between Orange County and the
Inland Empue.
As a result, conunerctal real
estate growth is expected to
explode The demand for office

continued on page 36

Inter Valley has Member Service
Reps who pick up the phone to
answer your employees' questions.
So you don't have to.
Of all the health plans available to you, why choose Inter Valley Health PJan?
Because we treat your employees. our members,
with the one-on-ooe peoonalized service they deserve.
Every employer is assigned an Account Service
Representative who takes the time to get to know you
and the unique needs of your employees.
And.lnler Valley also has Member Service Reps who

pick up the phone to answer your employees questions.
You'll love our responsiveness and our track record. For 20 years, non-profit
lnb:r Valley Heal1b Plan has built a reputation of providing the highest level of
service. Sc:rvice tbalnow covers 5 counties in Southern California, and had
95% of our employers renewing last year.
So call us today, and ask about the Health Plan that rakes better care of

800-251-8191

Bonnie O ' Conner

WEB SITES
Aviastar Communications, Inc. ..... ... hllp://www.aviastar.net
Agricultural Export Program (AEP), Calif. Dept. of Food and Agriculture
......... ............
.................. http://www. a11ne1 . org/a ~p
Bank@ Horn e, Union Ban k '~ Internet Banking Center
............................ ................. http://www.tdm i.com/usa
Business Bank of California
......... hllp:11www busme"bank.com
California state go.ernment home page
... ... ... .... ... ... .... ... ... .. ... ... .. hllp:/ "'"''·ca.gov
Center for International Trude Deulopment
hllp:t/www resourccs4u com/c1td,
City Business Guide CITI\' U Rancho Cucamonga
. . .............
http://WWW CIIIVU.COID
Columbia Chino Valley Medical Center
... hllp://www.cvmc.com
First Federal Sa\·ings of San Gabriel Valley
http:/ www fu-stfedera1sgv.com
Giant I.E. RV
.hllp: /www.gtJntf\-.com
I.E. Small Business Dev. Ctr ..
hllp;f/www.lcslxlc.org
San Antonio Community Hospital
http:/ www.sach.org
Small Business De,elopm. Center
http:/iwww 1csbdc org
U.S. President .. . . .. ...................
hllp:/iwww.whltehousc.gov

Bonnte 0 ' Conner ts proud to say that sh.:
is a native-born Caltforman . The executive
director of the San Bernardino Children's
Fund was born 111 Riverside, raised 111
Fontana and currently restdes in San
Bernardmo
"'There's not too many of us around, so I
li ke to announce that when I can," says the
33-year-old O'Conner.
After graduattng from Fontana High School, she went on to gain
her degree in business and management from the Univ.:rsity of
Redlands. Currently, she is on track to recetve her master's in public
administratton from Californta State University, San Bernardtno.
While laboring as an undergraduate, O ' Conner worked full-time and
now believ.:s that expenence gav.: her a tremendous advantage when
she took on her current positiOn vv ith the Children's Fund.
"'From an early age on, I had to take on a great deal of responsibility, and it proved to be an invaluable learning experience . It certainly has helped me 111 the work l do now," she says.
O'Conner explained that the Children's Fund 1s a private, nonprofit organization that works with the county of San Bernardmo to

E-J\.IAIL ADDRESSES
Bill Leonard
....................... .
senator.lconard(p sen.ca.gm
California Center for Health Improvement
.cchimai1C!J aol.com
Inland Empire International Business Association
.................. ..
..... ......... .
. ... letbatrade(i;• aol.com
U.S. Go\·ernment Printing Office, GPO Access
gpoaccess(U gpo.gov
president~• whitehouse.gov
U.S. President .

proVIde soctal services to needy children throughout the count>
"'We help to fill 111 the gaps in scrvtces that the county tries to provide," satd O'Conner. "The Children's Fund docs that by partnering
with pnvate busmess and indivtduals in order to help raise funds. The

lnformarwn is subject to change "nhout not1ce and some operators may charge fees.
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games, acuve message bases, ('109) ~97--1469
Appl• E UI< II: Ncl.,orked mes.\dgmg, on-hnc games, transfers for Apple II and Mac. 14.4 baud,
(909) 359-5338.
11ot BluepriDI Placr BBS: CAD·plolllng scrvoct, drop ··owo· ,\uto-CAD files, LOpped and text file
on CAD hbrary. 14.4 baud. (310) WS-5088.
MiD< nd Yo•n BBS: WWIV NeO.orks, Large Fole. MSG Base, Games. lntcrnel o-maol and Local
Echoo, Fees free; (760) 244·0826.
Ebb - BusiaftS: Dusmess management. labor Ia"' s, CPA ISSUes. human resoun.:es, cmpiO) ec ben ~
efiiS, 14.4 baud 24 hours; (7t4) 2.19·(>1>64.
lavntorU.k: Slock, commodity prices, re-al a.Lue. daily news, personal finance. mutual funds,
2S8 baud. (SIR) 131-4611.
M ommadillo's BBS &. Br. .kfast : WwovNcl. E·maol, TradeWardo;. Lord Scrabble On·hne. 14.4
baud; (310) 432-2423.
PC·Wbodo,....kn BBS -A.U.G.I.E.: Computer user giOupclub BBS. supporting IBM. Alan and
Mac downloads. on·hne gamo. R IP menus. 28.8 baud. (909) 637·1274.

---------------------------------~

"The President's Ctrcle is composed of the CEOs and owners of
companies in San Bernardino. They have been instrumental in allowing us to rece ive great support from the business community," says
O'Conne r. " And contnb utors know that every penny that is given to
the Childre n's Fund goes directly to the kids. You can't get a better
return on your m oney any place else."

.
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Vall ey
ll o ,pll<~l
Metltcal Center prestdent and C"LO
Rllhartl Yodmm has been honored
by the Old Baldy ("tnmcil o f the
Boy Scouts of Amenca with that
group's Ciood Scout of the Year
Award for I !J9H. The award was
presented at a January dinner
which featured a numher of local
dignitaries, includmg Congressman
David Drcter, Pomona Mayor
Eddie Cortez and others .

1\ Navy ve t~ran o f the Vietnam
War. Yochum holds a bachelor's
degret: in health care admtmstration
from Loyola Untvcrstty, and a master's from Cornt:ll University. He
has been at PVIIMC for 20 years.
Yochum is a former Cub and
Boy Scout. '"Scouting is an i~we of
dcvclopmg leadership. You build
real integnty. You build responsible
leaders for the future," said
Yochum.

Two Major Projects Underway in Ontario
Con.,tmction h;L, commenced on
a mammoth Ontario dtstrihullon center for Pier I Imports. It is one of two
maJor projects currently undetway 111
the city
The 750,000 square-foot Pier I
facility will serve nearly 150 of the
houseware company\ stores 111 11
states. When it open., 111 the spnng.
the buildmg will feature 14,000

syuarc-lt:et of oflice space and 60
truck doors. There will he l!KJ people
employed there.
"llu! new Ontario Plant shopping
center is a mtxcd-use development
1\X.~Iled on Mountam Avenue at Founh
Street. 'The new-concept development
features a retail center blended with !«J
senior apanment~. Total cost of the
development is ahout $23.3 million.

The Children's Fund was established 12 years ago by the efforts
of three men: Judge Patrick Morris, Stater Brothers Markets President
Jack Brown, and A. Gary A nderson, who helped to establish the
A nderson School of Business M anagement at UC Riverside.
O'Conner references the creation of the Children's Fund's President
C ircle in helping to outreach to lhe business community.

Alice'.!ii \\o'oadn-..ad: Amateur radiO. Ps1on and Renegade 5upport. CD·ROM. No RatJos. On hne

O

PVHMC,s Yochum Named
Good Scout of the Year

county pays our overhead and we focus on acquiring funds in the private sector."
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LONG TERM FINANCING

PETER COULTIS
Assrstant Vrce Presrdenll
SBA Loan SpBCralrst

• Commerc 6el Real Ear.te

PurcNM or Refinance

THE INLAND EMPIRE
AND
PALM SPRINGS
ITo Add to Our Existtng $250.000.000 Portfolto
• $2-S 15 million per propert)
• All Cash or "Subject To"
• 30 days due dilligence
+ 5 days more to close
• "As is, Where is"
• Fee simple or leasehold
• Bwkers willing!) protected
Roh Lc\1otnc
(7 141 919-566()

• ConatrucUonllmprovementa • Purchase ol Bo:s.ness
CALL

Peter Coultls

Roh 1\ IhrrdH

OUR VERY EXPERIENCED SBA LOAN SPECIALIST IN

(7141 919-5660

L A AND ORANGE COUNTIES

l f,<HJ
l rnprro•

t <llotl< j l

• Work•ng Cap•lal

• Equtpmenl Flflancang

We Want to Buy CLASS B & C
Commercial, Reta il and Industrial
Properties in

..,.,,,_ ,

(714) 434-7700 .

,_

__,_
Gl

Or Suhmtt lnform,ttton to:
Don.ald G Ahhr)
rhc Ahht.:) Comp.111)
12 '~-' Lt.:wi' Street, S uite 200
Ci.trd..:n Grm r, C r\. 92~-10
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A global view ...

WHo's WHo

continued from page 5
the Senate trial, the House leadership is dedicated to forward
progress. Dreier noted that Clinton
has endorsed many of the
Republican proposals as his own.
"He never would have had a balanced budget or welfare reform
without us," Dreier said. He added

that he is "optimistic but realistic"
about the prospects for healing the
wounds created by the Lewinsky
scandal m the Congress.
Dreier said that, as he sat
through Clinton's State of the
Union Address, it was "hard to miss
the President's desire to be all
things to all people. It was unique
to say the least," he chuckled. He

described Clinton's $300 billion in
spending proposals to he "troubling," which, coming from the
head of the House
Rules
Committee, may be troubling to the
chief executive. Instead, Dreier has
proposed hat the Congress devote
60 percent of the nation's budget
surplus to shoring-up the Social
Security sy:;tem, and returning the

NOW OFFERING UP TO
90% FIXED-RATE FINANCING
FOR SMALL BUSINESS
Southland EOC is pleased to offer the SBA 504 loan program to
San Bernardino County - designed for established owner-users
for real estate purchase and new construction.

• Up to 90% financing
• AHractive, below market
interest rate of 7.36%*
• Long, fixed-rate term
• Assumability option
• Aa of Q/13199. lnl8r88l ratM may vary.

LET

US HELP YOUR BUSINESS

REACH ITS FULL POTENTIAL

Call Julie Phillip, Loan Officer,
for more information:
Toll-free
(888) 560-LEND office

(909) 237-1143 voicemaillpager

SOUTHLAND

EDC
CORPORAT10N

rest to the American taxpayers.
Taxes arc a major concern of
the congressman. The first bill he
submitted on the day Congress
opened is to cut the capital gains tax
rate to 14 percent for individuals
and 28 percent for corporations. His
goal is to do away with the tax
entirely eventually. He also has proposed eliminating the "death tax"
which siphons away large amounts
of estates from survivors. lie noted
that the people of the United States
currently have the largest tax burden in history.
He also expressed concern
about the nation's securit~. He
specifically cited Middle Eastern
terrorism and instability on the
Korean peninsula as potentially

"He never would have had
a balanced budget or welfare reform without us, "
Dreier said.
dangerous to Americans.
On issues of Social Security
and health care, Dreier wants to
allow uninsured senior citizens to
enroll in the Federal Employees
Health Benefit Program until they
are eligible for Medicare. His
"Flexible Benefits Reform Act"
will allow employees who do not
use all of their flexible spending
account funds to place the leftover
dollars in medical savings, retirement or education IRAs instead of
simply forfeiting the money to the
IRS. This will also provide more
choices for employees' health care.
Dreier's "Education Bill of
Rights" seeks to ensure parental
choice, set higher standards and
reward effective teachers. This is a
key point in his mission of enhancing the country's global economic
prowess. Having the best trained
and educated work force is a key to
doing economic battle.
Reflecting on his 18 years in
the nation's capitol, . Dreier
described his experience as
"extraordinarily fascinating" and a
great honor. He said the job is still
very much a challenge, and he has
no plans to run for any other office,
especially while he chairs the Rules
Committee. "I never thought, when
I first ran for Congress at age 25,
that I'd still be there at age 45."

Dawn Prather

D
..
•

awn Prather. a 23year resident of
the
. Greater
Menifee/Sun City area, is
the hranch manager of
Downey Savings· Sun City
branch
at
'2737X
Sun

City Blvd.
An ;u;tive community member,
Da\\ n is involved wilh the Rotary
Cluh, the Pall1ma Valley High School
lntera<:t Cluh and is the secretary for
the Greater Menifee Valley Chamber
of Commerce. Dawn also ha~ been
involved with the IY("S/\ and the high
school\ Education Foundation. Dawn
and her branch also support projects
for the Community Cupboard and the
Lake Menifee Women's Club.
1\ personal concern for Dawn is
elder abuse prevention. She has
trained her branch staff to look for red
flags that may indicate their senior citizen customers arc at risk. She also put
together an Elder Abuse Prevention
package. which she gives to her senior
citizen customers upon request.
Dawn invites all Inland Empire
residents and businesses to visit her at
Downey Savings for competitive
banking and home loan product~ and
services. Her phone number is (909)
672-1971.

IN BANKING

Monterey Bay Uank m Monterey, California
Locally, he is the treasurer of the Palm Springs
Desert Museum, trca~urcr of the Frank Sinatra
Celebrity Invitational. is on the governing board
of Desert llospital and a board member of the
Dcscn llealthcarc Foundation. He is a board
member and former chairman of the United Way
of the Desen and former president of the Palm
Springs Chamber of Commerce.

of dae North American Native

Bauk«'s Al!sociation alld a~ of

andace
Hunter
Wiest is the president and COO of
Inland Empire National
Bank, Riverside's local
business bank. The bank

C

Loans to Finance Ideas

Stephen G. Hotlinann
_Stephen
G.
Hoffmann is
the president
and
chief
executive officer
for
Canyon
National
Bank, the only locally-owned community bank in Palm Springs. It
opened its doors July 10, 1998. He
has over 26 years of experience in the
banking industry. Mr. Hoffmann has
been in the desert for more than 10
years. originally as president and
CEo for Palm Springs Savings Bank.
A founding director of Canyon
National Bank, Mr. HoffmanD maintains extensive professional and commuruty ties. He is a founding director

Candace Hunter Wiest

Amazing Things
Can llappell

with tJu. Right
Bmrkillg Relationship

\\brking lunches. La1e nighls. Early mornings. It is a regular pan of
business. Beooming a sucress was a challenge. but remaining a 8UCCI!IIII is an
even greater one. That's why you l1t"t'd the support and serviml of a hardworking business bani< -Citizens Business Bank.
Citizffis Businell6 Bank is a community business bani<. We are comnutttd
to our customen and the mmmuni!Ws we serve. We know your name and
we know your business. We will help you make the right financial
. decisions. We offl'r aliihe servi<,.,.. a busillt"56 willt>Ver need And we carebecause your sucx:ess matters.
(:all

the team at Citizens Business Bank and watch amazing things happen.

CITIZENS
BUSINESS BANK
,..,........._ ..... o.
CaB .. at 909-9&1-4030, or YWt . . oo the wtb at www dJbank com
Twenty-three Olficea, Over One Bilioft m AlliN

Ollica•Aralio. Brea, Uoino, Cokon, c-., Cewina, ........ Aallel-,tac..la .................
............. Riwnide, s.n Benwdino, s.n Gllhrioi,S... ~Saud. El
llpiMd -~
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Learning to lead
cominued from pa$<' 1 7
ership skills I've ever had to learn
is how to encourage teams to
assume ownership and accountabilit)," he says.
A vice president at Dominican
Hospital in Santa Cruz concurs.
Over the past three years,
Domimcan has engaged in an
extensive continuous improvement
effort that questioned and altered
many of the core processes of running a hospital. But the toughest
personal challenge for the VP was
not copmg with the multiple operational changes, but learning "how
to stop being the quarterback and
assume the role of an effective
coach on the sidelines."
Effective leadership in the
'90s, during this ·era of exponential
change, means being an expert at
backing-off. The manager still has
tremendous amounts of responsi-

I N REVIEW
h•lil) a nd acnmnt.JhJht ) - in so me
w .1ys more than ever bdore
hecause of the frantic and c haoti c
competitl\ e environment that
seems to be swallowing e\ c r)
industry segment. c hunk by chunk.
But achievements have to come
from collaborative partne rships
between employees and managers
that lead to a high-performance
workplace.
Like wilderness explorers with
their eyes locked on a tightly
gripped compass, the people of
your organization will expect the
directional signs of your leadership
to take them due north to the 21st
century. Just like the puppy, they ' re
counting on you to keep them on
course as they search for new trails
to the outpost of the future. But you
can't walk the walk for them.
Learn to back off, managers, if
you want your people to grow and
seek new ways to work.

.,

Pomona First Federal Savings & Loan has acqu ired three
Inland Empire branches from Un ion Fed eral Bank.
1994
UCR Officials dedicate the new Gary An derson
Graduate School of Ma nage men t.

1995
The San Bernardino City Council unanimo usly approves a $ 10.5 millio n
loan underwritillg for the Harris Company to kee p its Caro usel M alllocati ('n o pe n.
Manufacturing in the S an Be rnardino-R ive rside regio n
has grown for the lHth consecutive month.

1997

Predictions are that residential housing starts in the region will
enjoy significant growth in the ne xt year.

bureaucracy, call us. Being locally

1998
State class-size-reduction programs have resulted in booming business for
Inland Empire relocatable classroom manufacturers.

to deliver p1a.pt......,. and
personalized solutions. We specialize

a. lllllas every loan to fit our customer's needs.

Optivus Technology has announced plans to build a proton beam cance r
treatment center in Taiwan.

Consumer

fradltionally, Amcnco~'s c.m
sumcrs prepare for the coming year
hy cre;Hing endless lists of New
Year's resolu!Ions- most of which
are never addressed and arc soon forgotten. This year, however, consumers enJOY an enhanced opportunity to act upon the resolutiOn at the top
of everyone's list : they can improve
their financi.II health by becoming a
credit un10n member.
On Januar} I, new, hard-won reg·
ulations took effect that permit consumers and employee groups to once
agam select credit unions that meet
their needs. A~ a credit union member,
consumers have a voice in managing
their own fi nancial institutions and
ensu ring widespread access to affordable financial services. And busi nesses
can increa\e their competitiveness by
offering credit union membership to
their employees.
Predictably, the banking industry
(which for years has been trying to
stop people trnm joining credit unions)
sued the credit unions' federal regulator this month, hoping to halt the new
regulatiOns in their tracks. Consumers
shouldn't let this latest harassment b}
the hanks deter them from seeking to
jom a credit union. While the courts
consider th is latest lawsuit, the new
regulations remain in effect.
Credit un ions are non-profit financ ial cooperatives owned by the people
(members) who have money on
deposit with them. Each member is an
equal owner, regardless of the amount
of money he or she has in the credit
union or has borrowed from it.

Why do consumers benefit as
credit umon members'' Bcc;tusc credit
umons offer lower r;Itcs on loans, lugher returns on savmgs and fe,..er and
lower fees than other financial tnstitutions. Many credit unions, for example, prov1dc tree checking, no matter
how small the balance. A 1998 survey
by the Consumer Federation of
America found that credit unions
charged fewer and lower fees across
the board.
And members have access to a
"1de range of fmanctal services, so.rvmgs accounts, checking accounts,
credit cards, access to ATMs,
Christmas clubs, and auto, education
and home loans are offered by many
credit unions. Most credit unions also
offer certificates of deposit and IRAs.
Some ma ke loans to their members to
use in starting or enhancing a business.
How do credit unions provide
these benefit;;? Because credit unions
are not run for profit. They focus on
providing affordable financial services
to members - not earning money for
outside stockholders. The credit union
board of directors 1s a volunteer body
elected by the members. Service also
tend~ to be better at credit umons, nnd
credit unions <~re more tlcxiblc 1n
meeting consumers' need~. such as
makmg extremely small, short-term
loans.
Credit unions, however, can take
deposits from or lend money to thtir
members only, not the general public.
To belong to a credit union, you must
fall wi thin that credit union's "field of
membership." Members have a common bond: they work for the same
company, or they belo ng to the same

association or church, they live m the
same eomrnunit) or they are related to
someone m the qualif) mg group.
Dcfinmg who IS w1thm the field of
memb.:rsh1p was the obJCCt of the new
regulations. In 19R2, thc government
started allowing the employees of several different companies to JOin the
same credit union. The Supreme
Court, in a narrow decision, invalidated that policy. Congress then voted
overwhelmingly to restore consumer
access to credit unions. The new regulations reflect the new law, and affect
all federal credit unions which now
serve multiple groups.
The multiple group policy makes
credit umons extremely attractive to
business owners, especially those with
too few employees to form a viable
credit union of their own. The new
regulations ensure that employees of
small busmesses can join a credit
UniOn as a group. It's one more benefit
that business owners can offer current

and prospective empln)CCS, making
their company more etlmpelltiv.: in
recruiting .md retaming quality "orkers.
C'rcdl! umons h.we hL,tnnc ties
with American busmes.~cs and workers. They provide a non-profit alternative in the financial services industry
- one that assists consumers in
achieving financial self-sufficiency
and a better quality of life through prudent savmg and lending programs.
Credit unions have been a part of the
Amencan landscape for more than 60
year>. With these new regulatiOns m
place and new generations of consumers to serve, credit unions will sustain their decades-old tradition as the
nation's premier financial services
alternative in this New Year and in the
years to come.

Howard Owens is executive d~rector of
the
Consumer Federation
of
California.

FREE
~~~~----~1111111111!1111~11111
CHE CKING

- - - - - -.......1111111

111111......-.-----Enjoy sen ice-charge-free Alliance Regular checking with just a $SO
opening deposit, and get all this ...
• No monthly senice fee • No minimum balance required
• FREE 1st order of up to 200 Downey Savings checks • FREE ATM
card (use it free at all o ar ATMs!) • Unlimited check writing

2 Ways to Go FREE!
I. Just sign up! We'll waive your monthly sen ice fee for two ye-MS
from the date you open your account
2. Direct Deposit! As long as your pa)TOll, social security or other
monthly recurring cht>cks are deposited directl) - and at no charge - into
your account, you'll pay no monthly sen ice fees.
Whichever direction you choose, you're money ahead! Visit your

fNe ~ from poor service. Cal! us today.

KESQ radio has switched to an all-sports
format from Spanish language.

dll L lelldrlnf

Owner-User&. Investor

1993

The Inland Empire Economic Partnership's " Sunrise Inland Empire" campaign has exceeded its $7.5 million fund-raising goal.

owned and managed. weare able

Consnuctlon Loans

The City of Adela nt o is seeking pcrm issmn to establ ish
Las Vegas-style gambl ing 111 the high desert.

Construction will begin in March .

. . in the endless layers of big bank

.... w.a-

The M etropolita n Water D i~trict i~ pla nning a new reservoi r in the
Domcnigon Valley ncar Hemet. Completion is s lated fo r 1999.

An Asian trade center is planned for Adelanto.

If your loan requests are getting tied

C1

/Jy lfoward Owens,
Fcdcratwn <1 Califorma

1992

Agua Caliente Development Authority has sold
$~ . 75 m ill io n in lw nds to renovate the
Spa Hotel & Min eral Springs in downtow n Palm Springs
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Now Is the Time to Join a Credit Union, Despite NewBanker Lawsuit

Kotes .1nd highlighh frnm past February 1ssues of l'hc Inland I•mpire
Busmcss Journal

1996
The Fanta~y Springs Casino will double its fl oor size hy Octo ber,
the Cabazon Band of Mission Indians has ann o unced.

Is Your Current Bank
Restricting Your
Business Growth?

In cw •
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You can now incorporate in any
state. including name resetvation,
by phone. fax, or Internet. Think
of it. In less than 7 minutes, your
small business can be enjoying
big business benefits. Call now.

Sun Ctty • Dawn Prather, Manager
27378 Sun City Boulevard
{909) 672-1971

50 State "Incorporations

Call -80().936-9639)
1-800-9
DOWNEY
or m1t us on lht mttmet at

• Complete Services
• Low-Cost Guarantee
• Guaranteed Workmanship

Laughlin Global, Inc
www.laughlin-global.com
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Who's who

Indian gaming
continued from page 5

thanks this holiday, must acknowledge the contributions of the peoples that came before us - people
who fought battles, people who
fought and died m wars, people
who built businesses and hospitals
that provided us opportumlles that
they couldn't even dream of
We pay them back by being
adults, by showing leadership and
by preparing the way for the next
generatiOn.
So I ask you to JOin me in this
JOurney to serve our respective
peoples, to waJk together in friendship and cooperation, to find ways
to bridge past differences, and to
set an example for the other 49
states.
I believe that if we work
together, we can recapture that
almost mystical belief that all
things really are possible in the
state of California, where we are a
people and a state of destiny.

with trib~ that prosper and flourish within the borders of this great
slate.
Together, my friend.~. we will
do this. So I ask you to JOin me and
my wife, Sharon - who, by the
way, will be the first Democratic
first lady in 32 years in the state of
California. Our Attorney Gener<~l
insists she brings the humanity
quotient to the Davis family. She
brings a lot more than that.
I just want to close by telling
you today we begin a journey
together- a journey that will last
for at least four years, hopefully
eight years, where we can walk
together, serve together, pray
together, prosper together, and prepare the next generation for the
task of leadership that will fall to
them.
Every one of us, as we give

CALIFORNIA BANK
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Claremont
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Pomona
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Moreno Volley
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commued from page 25
has approxtmatel y $69,000,000 m
assets and has three branches, two
in Riverside and one tn Fallbrook
Wiest was appointed president
in June of 1993, having been with
the bank since 1988 - previOusly
serving as a lender, branch manager and the bank's credit administrator. She has been a community
banker for 18 years in Caltforma,
Arizona and Nebraska, specializing
in construction lending and special
assets Prior to that, she was
employed in the commercial msurance mdustry, specializing in bonding.
Her current community activities include the California Bankers
Association,
Mission
Inn
Foundation, Greater Rtverside
Chamber of Commerce, California
Independent Bankers, the Athena
Association,
Silver
Eagles
A~sociation, and Inland Empire
Boy Scouts of America. She is
chairman of the board of the Umted
Way of the Inland Valleys. She has
been a member of the Chancellors
Executive Roundtable and the A
Gary
Anderson
School
of
Management Executive Forum for
four years. She is director of the
Inland Emptre National Bank and
First National Bank of North
County.
Ms. Wiest was featured on the
cover of the national trade publica-

tton Independent Banker tn
December of 1997 She was the
foundmg president of the Inland
Empire
Lenders
Community
Development Corporation, a consorltum of Inland Empire financial
mstttutions lending to small bustnesses that do not quite qualify for
traditional bank credit. She was
named an Athena recipient as a
YWCA Woman of Achievement in

collf1nued from page

TRUST

www.calbanktrust.com

lion of the JUdgment.
By using a JUdgment debtor
examination, you may learn of a
lawsuit ~here the debtor is
involved. You can then acquire a
lien in a pending action by a judgment debtor for money or property,
and on the rights of the debtor under
any judgment subsequently procured.
Pending release of that lien, the
debtor's recovery in that other case
may not be enforced by writ or otherwise. Moreover, there can be no
compromise, dismissal, settlement
or satisfaction of this second lawsuit or any judgment obtained in
that second lawsuit unJess there is a
coun order or the creditor consents

-

Citizens Busmess Bank is the largest hank with headquarters located in
the Inland l:mpire.

Russ Russell
i

1995.

Lynn Smith

UYO:t~

1999

VII/rill Bank of California
Mar\'in L '"Russ" Russell has bcc:n prmnot·
ul to regional director of the Private Bank at
Untnn B.mk nf Cahforn a, ·A (UBOC) where
he'll he \\ork ng wtth !ugh net worth dtents. lie
ts a \ tce pr~~tdent .1rd ,s based at the hank's
1ndi.m Wells office
Russell, 42, joined UBOC in 1993 as vice

WOMEN & BUSINESS
EXPO
Keynote Speaker:
Arianna Huffington

pre~t~cnt and .branch manager of the Palm Desert office. He later look on
addrtwnal duttes overseeing opcrattons at the Rancho Mirage offtce Prior
to workmg .11 UBOC. Russell spent I~ years wtth the former f-irst Interstate
Bank.

a s

the best of
both world.~;
a JOb she
enjoys
doing and a
job that takes her out of the office
and into the community.
" I enjoy the diversity of my job
and the challenge of meeting new
people," Smith said. "Everyone I
meet becomes a friend."
As a vice president with City
National Bank, located at Riverside
Commercial Banking Center,
Smith is responsible for sales and
marketing of the Inland Emprre
Region. She said the most fulfilling
aspect of her job is the opportunity
to meet numerous people and to learn

Russell ~olds a bachelor's degree from the University of 1\ew Mcxtco
and .t m;IStcr s I rom the Graduate School of Bankmg at Southern Methodist
Umvcrstty in 'Icxas. Born in San Otego, he currently resides in Palm
Springs.

others to be announced
Date: May 21, 1999
I Time: 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
lace: Riverside Convention Center

lie currently is prcsrdent of the American Cancer Soctety Assnuate
Cm,up and most recent!} he served as prcstdcnt of the YO.P. Bob Hope
Cultural Center McCallum Theater. He is currently on the board of directors lor the Palm Desert Chamber

David Patterson
Sun Btmardino Com·entlonand Visitors Bureau
David Patterson has joined the San
Bernardino Convention and Visitors Bureau as
dtrector of sales and marketing, according to
bureau head Steve Henthorn.
Patterson. a I 0-year marketing veteran,
will oversee the sales effort of the bureau to
attract group meetings and conventtons to the San

continued on page 37
Hernardmo area

in writing.
You earned your judgment,
now get out there and collect on
it!

Lazaro E. Fernandez IS a partner in
the law firm of DesJardins,
Fernandez & Smith, LLP, located in
Riverside, California. The firm con·
centrates its practice in the fields of
bliSiness and civil litigation, trial
work, real estate and bankruptcy
litigat6m. Mr. Fernandez is a former law clerk to the Honorable
Mitchel R. Goldberg, United States
Bankruptcy Judge in Riverside,
California. The article is for discliSsion purposes only and is not
intended as legal advice. Readers
are urged to contact counsel with
fact-specific questions.

• ••

I~

~s. Gonzales has a degree in busmess management from Mount Saint
Marys Untverstty m l.os Angeles.

How to Enforce Your Judgment
continued from page 16
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San Diegos Grossmont Bank merge. we pledge

personal relationships
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Prior to the bureau, Patterson was rcgtonal marketmg director for
[ ngtld Corporation. a San Diego-based hotel management company overseeing the advertising and marketing programs of 20 properties. His cxpcncncc also mcludes sales and marketing posrtions with Shilo Hotels in
Dtamond Bar, the Palm Spnngs Hilton, San Bernardino Hilton, San
Bcrnardmo Convention and Visitors Bureau and the Empress Hotel m
Victoria, Brittsh Columbia. '"My mam goal is to work with the member
hotels, motels and attractiOns in order to promote the city and increase
overnight stays and visits," Patterson says.

3717 1\.larn <;treet
Suite 104
Ri' crstde, C \ 9250 I
l·.p, (llOCJ) 787 S270

:--lcmhct I Ill(

3727 t\rlincll'n A\enur
(909) ?SS-2265

Suite 202 \Rl\crslde,l \ 'l2506
Fax (909) 7~8-96S l
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Hemet, Valley Banks One Step Closer to Acquisition
Two Inland Empire banks have

taken a st~-p closer to being acquired
by a Laguna Hills holding company.
Pacific Community Banking Group,
(PCBG) signed revised acquisition
agreements with Riverside-based
Bank of Hemet and Moreno Valleybased Valley Bank. The agreement

delineates pnce per share.:, board mcmbcl'>hip <tnd other terms of the transactions.
After combining Bank of Hemet's
$250 million in asset~ and Valley's $85
million, PCBG will have $375 million
in total asset~. The two banks have 12
Inland Empire branches combined.

VIB Posts Record Numbers for 1998
Valley Independent Bank posted the best financial year in its history during 1998. The news was
reported by Dennis Kern, CEO of
VIB Corp, the bank's parent company. VIB 's 1998 earnings were a
whopping 28 percent higher than
1997's. Total asset~ at the end of
December were $546.6 million, a
23 percent increase from the beginning of the year.
Total deposits increased 17 percent. A significant factor in the
growth was the opening of VIB's

Palm Springs branch which gave
the company significant increase in
market share. In addition, new loan
centers were opened in Indio,
Rancho Mirage, Carlsbad, Orange,
and Las Vegas. Total loans were up
25 percent on the year.
VIB Corp also took steps to
acquire Fresno-based Bank of
Stockdale, which will add about $140
million to the parent company's assets.
VIB Corp also is in the process of
acquiring the Hemet branch of
Fremont Investment and Loan.

Familiar Faces, New Firm
The Inland Empire's newest
firm carries the backing of two of
its biggest business names. Robert
Klemme, a former senior executive
for
Roberts'
Entrepreneurial
Capital Corp., owner of the
Mission Inn in Riverside among
numerous other properties, and former Ernst & Young Riverside
office head Don Ecker have formed
a new partnership to address

financing issues for small- and
medium-sized companies.
CEO Strategic Solutions is
Klemme and Ecker's new venture.
The two men, both age 53, will use
their vast experience. They intend to
provide small- and medium-sized
businesses with services normally
associated with larger firms such as
venture capital, IPO arrangements
and other financial matters.

Mortgage Prepayments Cause Drop
in Mission Savings' Earnings
Mission Savings and Loan has
reported that its fourth quarter
1998 earnings dropped nearly 18
percent compared to the same period in 1997. Earnings per share
came in at $.18, a drop of six cents
per share.
Total earnings for the year
were off about 8 percent for the
year. The institution's total assets

dipped 3.5 percent for the year
CEO Donavon P. Ternes satd
that the earnings dip was a result of
a sharp rise in pre-payments of
mortgage loans and mortgagebacked securities. lie noted that
1998 was the ninth consecutive
profitable year for Mission. There
has been only one qumtcrly loss
reported in that penod.

Bank ofAmerica Names Aurora Mariscal
District Manager ofPomona Valley District
Bank of America has promoted
Aurora Mariscal to the position of
district manager of its Pomona
Valley district.
Mariscal will be responsible for
23 Bank of America banking centers in the Pomona Valley area,
which encompasses the area from
Claremont and Glendora to Ontario
and Riverside. Her main office will
be in Pomona.
According to Leigh Cross, senior vice president and manager of
the bank's southeastern banking
region, Mariscal brings a vast
amount of experience to her
respected district.
"With this new appointment in
one of our most important districts,
I'm extremely plea~ed that we have
selected a manager who has spent
many years working with our valu-

able clients in the neighborhoods
she has represented," said Cross.
"Aurora will continue to work with
area banking centers to help
increase both consumer and business banking products throughout
the Southland."
Mariscal, an 11-year associate
of the bank, most recently worked
as a regional service operations
manager in Los Angeles. She has
held positions in banking center
management, operations and marketing.
Mariscal
attended
California State University, Los
Angeles from 19H I to 1983,
where she majored in business
administration. She is an active
member of her local United Way,
Junior Achievement and Greater
Valley
Diversity
Network
Associations.

Lender Offers SBA Loans to San
Bernardino County Businesses
The Southland Economic
Development Corporation is offering several Small Business
Administration (SBA) financing
programs to businesses in San
Bernardino County.
The SBA 504 loan is designed
to both assist business with a three·year history of expansion in achieving new growth and promote local
job growth. It provides low-cost,
long-term, fixed-rate financing, up
to 90 percent of the loan value. This
loan is primarily for real estate
acquisition. Loan officer Julie
Phillip described it as "one of the
most successful economic development programs ever sponsored by

the federal government."
The SBA Pre-Qualification
Loan Program is the newest service
provided by Southland EDC. It is
designed to promote business loan
program~ to women and minorityowned businesses. The program
assists prospective borrowers in
developing viable loan applications.
Additional services provided
by Southland EDC include: affordable housing development; loan
program servicing and administration; and program sponsorship and
funding.
For more information, call
Julie at (888) 560-5363..

SCIA development
immense desert to fill. "It just
breaks m} heart," he dcad·panncd.
Brady added tlwt Stirling's principal Dougall Agan has already made
good relations with local land brokers and developers.
Brady minced no words in
describing the 1mportance of the
SCJA project. "A~ long as the economy of California remains relatively strong-- and Stirling and CB
Rtchard Ellis market the proJeCt
well we will never sec another
recess1on rn the Victor Valley."
He added that the project

will bring much needed high-tech
and upper management Jobs to the
area, improving the economy.
Stirling has announced that C'B
R1chard Ellis will handle property
brokerage and marketing for the
project; Orange County-based
DeRevc & Associates will handle
architectural issues; and Robert
Bcin, William host & A~sociatcs
will do the civil engtncering. The
team is made-up of industry profes-

sionals the Stirling partners have
worked with for .r decade or longer.
The agreement calls for Surlrng
to de\'clop, market and lease the
re\'cnuc producing portions of the
complex. Constmctwn w1ll begin
th1s spring to improve the infrastructure of the s1te. SCI AI\ 1s ohlrgated only to pay for $40 million of
the $110 m1llion in anticipated
Improvements to roadways and
utilities which w1ll be required to

make the site commercially viable.
Current plans are to nearly
triple the current cargo traffic
through the au-port over the next 16
years. Stirling pl.ms to invest $41H
millron to make the a1rport, whtch
has 360 days ot good nying weather each year, into a worldwide distnhution huh with high-tech, biotech, manufacturing and multimedia companies. There arc already
35 businesses operating at SCI A.

At deadline
COIIIiiiiiCd

from page 3

ingly sell to minors face a
penalty up to a $1,000 fine
and/or six months in jail.
Business owners may incur a
fine and license suspension.
The program will last all
year.
Ontario Firm Gets $54,000
to Upgrade to Efficient
Equipment
Smithford Products of
Ontario has received a
$54,000 incentive check from
the Gas Company to help
cover the cost of upgrading
its equipment to more energy-efficient models. The 30year-old firm produces aluminum castings for commercial and defense aerospace
projects, including the Patriot
missile system.
The new equipment will
save
Smithford
about
$40,000 a year in reduced
energy costs. The upgrade
was based on an audit performed by Gas Company
Account Executive Benjy
Nepomuceno in July of last
year. "The numbers sold us,"
said Smithford President Pete
White. He said that, when the
firm saw the audit and realized the potential savings,
"the decision was an easy
one." The incentive check
and efficiency savings should
pay for the equipment in
about one year.
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San Bern~r!1ino Firm Continues Pursuing Overseas
O~portun1t1es for Breakthrough Cancer-Fighting Technology
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Opt1vus Technology Inc. Finalizing Deal with Taiwan Hospital; May Turn Region into World Leader

Economy May Hit Speed Bump, But California's Housing Market Will Race Forward in 1999

hy Robert Parry

b1 DancJ Chapman

center was operational by 1990.
Protem treatment of cancer was
Negotiations to build an
one of man) outgro\\ ths of the
extremely high-technology cancer
World War 11-era Manhattan
treatment center in Taiwan are nearProject. In 19_.6. physicist Robert
ing completion and officials with
Wilson wrote a paper which, in
San Bernardino-based Optivus
1954, resulted in the first use of proTechnology hope to be in constructon beams (using a physics research
tion on the mao;sive proton beam
accelerator) to treat tumors.
treatment facility soon. Jon Slater,
Optivus says that proton beam
founder and president of Optivus,
treatment is superior to standard
said that Chang Gung Memorial
photon (X-ray) radiation treatments
Hospital in Taiwan is still "in the
because doctors can control the
decision making process," but indistrength and placement of the beam
with extreme precision. In standard
radiation treatment, photon particles
"Proton Beam Therapy
are fired into the patient, toward the
is a highly effective
tumor. But, because the photons
Patient prcparn for proton heam thcrapr at Lama Lmda Uni\ cnil)' \lt:tbcal Ccntc:r.
method of treating canlack mass and charge, their results
work has been at Lorna Linda.
massive. Each of the three treatment
cer... It allows treatare diffused and healthy cells are
Custom-built apertures are used
rooms at LLUMC has a 90-ton
damaged, resulting in severe sidement with a higher dose
for each patient so that the proton
gantry system to maneuver the
effects. A~ a result, doctors use less
and fewer side effects
beam is directed precisely into the
beam into the precisely correct
powerful radiation, which is not as
tumor, Slater said. Some of the
than other forms of
place in each patient. The Chang
effective.
company's developments involve
Gung hospital project was estimated
radiation therapy. " Slater said the LLUMC facility
equipment to precisely position livto cost $70 million last year.
Optivus Technology Inc.
can place the beam within one-tenth
ing, breathing, moving patients so
Construction takes about three
of a millimeter in the tumor. That
that the beams can be directed into
years, Slater said. He hopes to have
means that more radiation at a highareas the size of the tip of a pencil.
another facility underway in the
cated that progress toward finalizer power can be used - and there are
Building a proton beam treatnext 12 months and more signed in
ing an agreement is being made.
still fewer side effects.
ment facility is no small chore,
the next three years. Slater said that
Last year at this time, published
The benefits can be tremensomething which has made the
efforts to slash health care costs in
reports had predicted that negotiadous. Slater said that LLUMC has
Taiwan negotiations much more
the U.S. have made treatments like
tions would be complete by April
bad 96% success
proton therapy, a~ effective as it is,
1998. But, the fast-moving economtreating
ocular
too
pricey for domestic use, so
ic troubles in Asia significantly
melanoma, a form
Optivus has looked to other counslowed the process. Slater said that
of cancer which
tries to launch the treatment.
negotiations are currently "at the
generally requires
Optivus is seeking to turn the
CEO level." He added that there bas
surgical intervenInland Empire into an "industry
been "no one thing" that caused the
tion and the loss of
cluster" for the technology. Just as
delay. For instance, the bead of
vision
for
the
the Silicon Valley became the
Formosa Plastics, one of the finanpatient. The center
world's leading production area for
cial backers of the project, bas been
has treated about
microchips through concentration
4,000 patients since
distracted by the collapse of the
of
infrastructure and talent (such a~
it opened in 1990,
Asian economy. The company is
Stanford University), Optivus sees
and the cure rate is
actually in discussiom with six hosthe opportunity to turn the Inland
pitals in Taiwan, two of them for
running
two-to- The Proton Beam Treatment Centt!r accdt!rator at Loma Linda
Empire
into a Mecca for proton
educational purposes only, while the
three times above University.
beam
technology.
Two major
the average, Slater
others are CODSidering purchasing
complex. For instance, the first part
research universities in the field arc
said.
systems.
of the construction entails building a
in this area (Lorna Linda University
Five-year-old Optivus bas about
Slater
formed
Optivus
new
three-story
building.
This
alone
has
a cutting-edge medical school
65 employees in its San Bernardino
Tccbnology after heading up the
can
cause
delays
because
of
probwhile
Harvey Mudd College is a
headquarters. The company recently
technology group that built the
lems
with
contractors,
differing
world-class
engineering school).
spun-off another firm, Permedics,
world's first proton beam center., at
international standards and, in the
The schools can provide the talentLoma Linda University Medical which does information technology
case of Taiwan, economic unpreed and skilled workers for firms
work and is located in the same
Center. He joined the project in
dictability.
This
also
makes
prices
such
as Optivus, which will give
building. Slater said Optivus bad
1987 while it was sliD in the confor
the
facilities
vary
broadly
them
employment and produce
ceptual srage. That facility cost $40 about $6 million in sales in 1998.
around
the
globe.
profits
for investors; all in one
Prolan
beam
treatment
technology
lilillioa to build, lullf of which came
In addition, the equipment is
region.
is its only product. Most of that
from lbe fedeal penuaeat. The

r

Although As1an troubk' have taken the frenzy
out of California's economy, pent-up demand and
low-mlercsl rates will create strong demand for housing throughout the 'late during 1999.
Non-fann job growth, which grew at a healthy
2.7% in 199!l, is expected In slow to ncar 2.0% in
1999. But strong population growth and buoyant
consumer confidence will boost home-buying.
"We. art very bullish on the. housing fore.cast," said
UCLA economist Raje.e.v Dhawan at a recent confcrtnce..
Most state tconomists predict construction of
between 140,000 and 160,000 homes and apartment units m California during 1999, up from an
esllmated 125,000 unib in 199!l. But this is still
we.ll below the 2(Kl,(Kl0 units needed to satisfy current population growth levels of over 600,000 per
ye.ar.
Vigorous demand for housing will also tx
fueltd by low-interest rates. making homes more
affordable for a wider spectrum of the home-buying market. With Alan Greenspan intent on preventing a U.S. recession, and a lack of significant
inflation, the Federal Reserve. is likely to combat
any national slowdown with additional rate cuL~.
This should sustain the current low level of mortgage rate.s through most of 1999.
In California and elsewhere, peopk continue.
to hc bullish aboutthtir finance.s and the. de.sirability of making major purchases. Job security is high
and the so-calltd "misery index," a mixture. of
inflation and unemployment rdtes, is at its lowest
level since. the 1960s.
What about the impact of an increased pace of
job layoffs?
The close attention given to large companies
as they shrink their payrolls distorts the reality of
the current job market. Smaller businesses, the
lifeblood of many rtgional economies, are activtly hiring, as reveale.d by a more careful look at job
statistics. For e.xample, the ratio of the initial
weekly unemployment insurance claims to nonfarm employme.nt is the lowe.st it's hcen in the last
15 years, which includes the boom years of the
1980s.

Consumers who ignore the specter of "the
crash of 1999," continue to be very upbeat. For
example, a recent survey of Orange County residents conducted by the University of California at
Irvine, showed that 91% are delighted with their
quality of life and 72% believe this is a good time
for major purchases, which includes home buying.
Some economists view Asian's problems as a
welcome restraint to the U.S. economy, which otherwise would have overheated, leading to more
active inflation. This typically results in a cycle of
rising interest rates followed by economic contraction.
Instead, the Federal Reserve cut interest rates
three times last fall in order to create more liquidi-

m world markcts.
Nevertheless, with exports to ea,lcrn A~ia comprismg 5"c of California ·s economy, some impact on
local job growth IS unavoidahlc in 1999. During the
second half of 199!l, Silicon Valley bore the brunt of
A~ia 's problems, Wllh zero net job growth. During
1999, the bay area and other markets w11h a conc.:ntration of Asian exports will see dampened job
I}

gruwth. although a recession appears unlikely.
Most people were surprised by the surge in home
pnccs during 199!{. But a huge excess of demand
over supply is now a significant force in California's
housing market.
The roots of the slate's supply-demand imbalance lie in the state's deep recession of the early

cominued on page 36

Dominion Contractors, Inc.

An Pleucd To Announce the Completion of
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Construction Financing Doesn' t Have to be a Nightmare
one fee and one ncgotJatJon. It elJmJnatcs surprises.
Whether you arc .1 doctor huilding
a nc\\ dmtc or an entrepreneur constructing ) <lUr first office hutldmg,
using n knn\\ ledgcahlc constructton
lender can make the dtfkrencc
hctwcen holding on to )Our dream or
turning n into a nightmare.
Con~ider

some of the common
ohstades that can crop up during a
project: lack ot proper lien release!>,
title insurance disputes or construction
change orders. A miscue can dela)
your project and lend truth to the cliche
that "tm1e ts monc) ." In the worst-case
scenario. del:n s can 'Ink a project
cnttrcl).
So, hO\\ can you m 01d some of the
perils and p1tfalls? Here arc st\ helpful
hmLs th.l! should help )OU find construction financing and get your project
staned correctly from the hcginning.

Get O ne Loan
Find a lender who will provide one
loan to nail down your financing nt!eds.

Thc loan can mel ude ground-up constructiOn. renovation or tenant
improvcmcnLs. Don't be afraid to follow your optimism or ;tsk about 100
pc:rcent financmg. One loan means no
delays in rollover. It means just one
dosmg, one set of documenLs, one rate,

Qualit) Control

I enders \\ ho Me cxpencnccd m
construction lending can also help )OU
select a qualified contractor This helps
:t-.sure the suJtahtltt~ of the contractor
and 11 ts abo a hutlt-in chcd~-and-hal
ance system. A lender that has an experienced construction lending department can cover licensmg and credit
i-.sues, verify qualifications and check
the track record and tinanctal hbtOr) of
the contractor
Control Di~bur.emenL\
Even relatJVCI) small commercial
construction projcCLs can cost hundred'
of thousands ot dollars. On a dail)
hasis, vast sums ot money arc patd out
to vendors and suhcontral'ts. To help
guard agamst th~ danga of misappropriating funds, your construction lender
should he able to handle your fund disbursemt:nts. This helps keep tht: job
free of lit:ns, allows you, the borrower,
to concentrate on running your husiness and a-.sists in making sure the
project is completed on time and on

the tirst lc-.sons in c.trpcntry. In n

Top Commercial I Industrial Contractors

Experience

\\:1},

Finally, th~re 1s no suhstitutc for
experience. When shoppmg for a construction loan, ,tsk a prospective lender
about its construcllon prnjcct cxperi
cncc As a borrm•er, you'll be busy JUst
keepmg your bustness runnmg, so
you'll need to rely on the knowledge
and expencncc of your lender.

the same thing applies to vour construction jOh. ,\ 4Uallt) lender c~m help
you dnuhlc-c·hel'k your n~st anal) sis so
there \\ nn 't he ,ul\ surprises. An cxpencnced construl'tion lcnd~r can .tlso
catch any O\ crlook~d clcm~nts of the
joh.
-\lso, make sure you• lender provides insurance agamst things like
unprcdtctahlc cosls and e\'t:nts. Thts

Whether the project is grnund-up
construction, renovation or tenant

protects you and the lcndt:r agamst catastropiHc loss resulting from a mishap
on the project.

Improvements, an expcncnccd lender,
at the very least, will provide a s~nsc ot
security and could make the dillcrcncc
between the success and f:ulurc of your
prnjecl.

Interest Re~ene
lla\e your knder tnclude an
mterest rcscr\'C Thts .ts.surcs that

l.t•i<'tl , 1/tJ/wlll·tim//y

Firm
Addrw

II.E. Proj.
(complettd}

City, Stale, Zip

1985- t998

AI Skaaklt Coutnctlo1 Co.

Cmmcl Bldg>. Ia I.E.
1o<blrl. Bldg>. Ill I.E.
(sq.

27

143

tt,70!l,932
477

405,700

t5375 Barr.onca Pl-wy., Sle. C 104

ft.fark flogallt\ 11 busu"''-' dtTdopmc/11
offin·r wlllz Tlze Money Store
Commercwl
Lendmg
Dtn.llim
(TMSCLD) 111 fn·uw HISCI f) /zu1

~·

deducted f~m the loan . The
~sl reserve prevents dtsruption
of construct 1on due to cash-flow
prohlt:ms.

hct'll one of Amenc11 \ leadmx .\mall

b11.1"111ess /em/en su1ce 1979. Mr.
Hogan IIIII)! be reached by cnll/11!(

210
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sold during the same period last
year.
Sun City Palm Desert also saw

31. This represents a 50 percent
increase over the 153 homes sold

Desert is a residential community

lifestyle. The I ,600-acre commu-

records and, with the opening of
two new model homes as well as

mty has been named one of
America's best retirement com-

expansion into our next phase, we

munities by Vcw Chmce1 magazine for six years in a row.

~'·>lei

4,110,000

296

Caluans, Coq. Q( F.ngoll<tlll,

Flood Conlrol Damage. Sltec:I.S

S B, Roven , Orange, LA

Subdl\'tslon, Grading

Counloes, 011<> (50). Pnvalt{200)
Brodgcsronc/Fore;Jonc
Kush\\ood Furniture

355

Town C'lr. Plaza Plm De.en

Rod Morpb)
Presodenl

Commercoal.1nd.,ln.tl

lll<loo Me.Jic-al Clonocs

(760) J.l(~942>~29

Co~lco

Newpon Beach

Commerml, lndU>tnal,
Health Care, R&D, Retaol,

Walk ow;

Ptler J, Lasl{fom Each
CEO,'('()()

Tenant Improvement

tBG

Rivmid<:

Concrete Till-Up.
Mod-Rose Offoe<,

Canclu.<. Tttmmcll Crow

OoJano

Commeraal Remodeling.
Tenantlmpro,c:mc:nb,

2500,000

N/A

9,064,680

Jrvane

EDJertunm<n~

3t27 Jefferson Sl

145,834

General Amcnom, The
Krrun Corp.,

1:1(H.

t78

San Doego

Rclall, Hoopil•hl),

AISchftr

Promentory Ap.u1m<ni.S
Cent remark
Cil) of Rovcrsode

12

Commercoal.~ndustrial

(Tot• I)

Whonoer

Se~>moc

Proje.::LS.

Shea

Pres1dcnt

TcJWol lmprovemtnb

Prtt One D"tnbUIJon Ctr.

Cornm Tnd.lill-Up Consl/

Epsleon.

Comm lnd. T.l. Rehab,

Toammell Crow Co.,

Cona. Oni)!Superfl Coocr Floors

Angelus Block

WND

WND

lndustroal •

WND

San Bernanlono

Bullllo Sull

So)dtr Laocstoo

tcughc 1

~allcng

productivity ... nd
) .1r

n

n.p n

& Bt. n

')

p

n f·or rn re

nr

lut n t, r tud<~ o1nd tom rr v.

cn' \lJ.

"'

8

60,000,000

h ·'p

co..tnactio• Co.
3lo E~eculive Park, *150

nc m1

lrvone, CA 92614

Turatr
rmaw non 1l w we

• fDI

II

.10

L:- t
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(7t4) 543-3366/543-3388
Ralpk Atfailali
PresideD!

351)+

d

Sundanet Spas, Wildro>e Developmeol,

Desogn Build

Gard<ru; on El Paseo

[\.\

lrvme

(909) AA9~1311381-388t
Slepbeo Jooe>
President

(9-19) 863.9200 1!6.1-1087
mf!l(!o >nydtt-lang>lon.com

Healih Que,

Lorna Linda U. M<d. Or.,

CommmJaL1nduolrial,

Cal Speedway,

Dc:sogn Bu1ld. Pubhc CM

Ontano Convcnloon Ctr

HospoJals,
Educatlllnat

Comm llospoJal, IHOP, Luxfcr Industries,

Prmcpal

lnslllUIIOJIJts

Coca Cola, RIVerside Unoficd School Dost.

(909) 688-J22tt688-7063

5,000,000

6t91 Jurupa Ave.
\\-WW

Wai.Son Lab, Toyt>U Mo1or Sale>,

Thmkey,

3,420,000

(5<J2) 943-424:!1695-9267
Da>id Prizio

lnduslroai/Ct>mmercoal
lrvme

800,000

W.B. CoO>Inclloa Co.

Q',
llltp

t 20,000,000

lrvme, CA 92614

from cncg) cfh~t. · ency anJ env1ronm~ntJI conL ms to
11~ c:vo~h.. t1

50

17962 Cowan

cu>stl mer ,oluucr:'S to m.1n; or ~our

Rob<rt M. Holmes
OoaomtJD

CEO

San.Bernardino, CA 9240t

\l.,n;:~gc· .1n:: vmmm~-d tc... rindmg rt·al

Sle>eo C. Martole
(619) 291-0>30(.!93-7620

a.,...,.. Propenoes

Foun1aio Val19

Prc:sodcnl
(949) 7~9.S30(\1789-llJJ9

C.alofomoa Spetdway

Retwfol,

(foJal)

393 W. Allool. 12

Prc>odcnl
(909) 485-4029t485-1704

Rancho CA Walcr Dos1roc1

ReJaol

(909) 684-2820,'684-3&1
BaeD Mun,Jr.

AMC On~>no Molls,

Mcdocai/Heahh,

32,000,000

Founlaoo Valley, CA 92708
38

'"lne Co

lndUSir"l Remodel,
Dcnul Me.J Buoldmg>

Senoor Communolou
lndusJroal,

29,000,000

16480 Hwbor Blvd, Ste. tOt

Jack Ha... ki»
Preso<!ent

Corporate, Multo-Family Res , Cenlury Theater., Ametoswles Hole!,

San Doego, CA 921 to
10005 MLS:iiOll Moll Rd.
Wbollier, CA Q0601

(949) R51-22t 1!851-24!0
jhnden(a hboCOIISI com

Sman& Fon.l,

Slore Remodeling

367,357

Prc>o.JcrJI
(909) 68.1-S36u/641644
Rob<rt A. Follmer
Prc>odcnl

One Eleven Town C'lr(Pb I&: Ill)

t85,000
205,000

Nielsea Dilliagbam Builders

Carl Boyer

Relaol Buildmg.,
Medocal Buildongs,

7,500,000

31

RalpiJ Atfailatl Ceasll'8<1ioa

(9-19) 4504133 450-0733

Freeways, Railroads,

Me.Jocal

PrWo Cooslnlclioo, lac.

St Voe< Ptesid<nl

Spi!ISIK<lel One

Palm Desen

1!,900,000

Oltmaas CeDSinactioo Co.

(91l'l) 682-6:!25it>l\2-M06
Raady Seou

(909) 947-9.167!'147-5241
pal(!' fullmcrao.com

Jr.ine, CA 92618

The Power
Behind
Peace of Mind

for adults over 55 .1110 over who
want to maintain an acttve

during the same period last year.
"We l'Ontinue to set sales

are well on our way to making

\nFlJt\0\ f,,.:fR\ \PO, \1 · L mp.. ny

Del Webh Corporation, based
in Phoemx, ts the nation's leading

huilder of single-family homes in
the United States. Sun City Palm

Assostcd uVlng Servoces

Trammell CruwrCentrepomtc

Bnc• T. llellicer
Prauleol

Fcndet M~~>ocallru;lrumeni.S

2,850,000

175 Te<:hnology Dr.

1

idents.

record sales for the first half of the

Coru;lrucloon MgmnL

310,000

t02

MBK

3AOO res-

fiscal year with the sa,le of 230
homes from July I through Dec.

Th1o, Rtdlands Fe.J B, CB Cornmertial

Moreno Valley, CA 92556-1407

1999 our best year ever." s;ud

builder of active adult communities, and ts the seventh largest

Cluugo Tille, I.E.fl P
De.ogn-Buold

Chauman
(7t4) 544-2828/544-2!05

Systems Fum1turc

160,000

Marco Dtv. & Cooslnlctioo, Joe.

ED I SON

PelerAnold

Rov Comm flo<p, H.lnn

ConcreJc 'lilt·UJl'.lndu;lloal.
Tenant lmpro..,emenb,

Ontano

Newpon Beach, CA 92660

Del Webb's Sun City Palm
Desert Sets Sales Records

population of more than

Vancouver

N/A
23,000,000

4921 Borch, Sle. One

"Measure twict! cutonct:" is one of

1998. That represents a six percent increase over the 91 homes

Wal-man SIOres, Inc.
SL IleJnddonc Med. Ot, KDII,

Rh·en1dt

T.I./Remodel
Tn-Qiy Corp Ccnler, RoveBrdt
Comm. Ho&p., Heahh Net,

Palm De.en, CA 92261

Cost Analysis and Insurance

than 2,100 homes had been sold at
the community, with 1,923 closed
escrows. The community has a

Aleunder Haagen Co.,

115,000,000

HBI Conslnctioo

2375 Oncago A• e.
R1vmide, CA 92507

the company's fiscal year. The
project posted 97 net home sales
from Oct. I through Dec. 31,

New Coru.trucuon,

32

PO Box 1124

J.D. Dilfobaack Ia<.

sales during the second quarter of

T~tm

(714) 996-R9601528-lo49

dondt~I!IIIDI<llOl<XI

E.l.. Ytt,tr Coast. Co, I•c.
1995 Agua M•nsa Rd.
Rovet>odc, CA 92509
Fllllmer Coostnctloo
1725 Soulh Grove Ave.
OnJano, CA 91761

budget.

Helen McEnerney, vice president
and general manager.
As of Dec. 31, a total of more

Pto Cornu~ UPS

General Construcllon

GJ. Mnp)Jy Conslnaclioa

(9.J9) 251-90/0.

AIShaklt
CEOiPruodenl

The Home Depol,

lrvooe, CA 926 I8

th.:re arc adequate funds to pay Inter·
est during the term of the construction. ldcall), the funds arc automat!-

Born,

HostOOcal Res•orallon

Rovcmdc, CA 92501
2,000,000
2,000,000

~

Commercoal, lnduslnal, Relall,

847,200

Domlaioo Cootnoctors, Joe.

Top Local Exec.
Tille
Pboae/Fu
E-mailAddres5

Farmer Broo. Coffee,

Tcnanllmprovemeoi.S

l'uslm, CA 92680
Capstoae Co~~>tndloa Co, lac.
36511lurd Sltetl

l

Concrelt 1ill·Up,lndu>ltoJI & Ofhce
An.lheom

8,106,02t

14742 Ncwpon, N103

Chulde'Projecb

n. compltltd1

2.400,000

Anaheim, CA 92807
Anlold Joduslrlts

Spedalht>

Compaa} Hradquarters

600,000

42t4 E. La Palma Ave

P.O Box 1407

Del
Webb
Corporation
announced that its Sun City Palm
Desert devt:lopment had record

I of Ucell>td Coolroclon

(Total)

Rl\cr<ode, CA 92504

David M. StaltroDI
Voet President
(9-19) 798-SI00/19S-1199

San Anlonoo Comm llo,o;p., Redlan<h

Willia• B. Allea
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Economy may hit speed bump
continued from page 33
1990s when an uncertam job envrronment and low consumer confidence
caused people to delay forming new
households.
Sluggish recovery of job markets
continued to impact demand into the
mid-1990s, and only in the last two
years did buyers become more active

"C

Ec~st'

Foreea
Breakfast

director of the UCLA economrc forecast, "we arc building ;1 deficit in housing." A\ a result, home prices should
continue to nse until the rate ot home
building in Califurnia exceeds
200,000 units annually.
In evaluating their business strategies for 1999, builders should keep in
mmd several emerging trends:
• Acceleration of demand

in forming households and buymg
homes. Howevt:r, as indicated by
unusually high lt:vels of doubled-up
households,
substantial
pent-up
demand remains in urbanized coastal
counties.
Currently, new housing construction falls well short of accommodating
the state's rapid population growth.
According to Tom Leist:r, executive

• Institute of Applied Research and Policy Analysis
• Inland Empire Management Center
• Business Partners
• College of Business & Public Administration
• College of Extended Learning

would like to thank the following sponsors for their support
of the 12th Annual Economic Forecast Breakfast:

accounremps.
Sptaaliud Fr""'"""l Slllffing·

Financial

+

Communrty Hospital of San Bernardino

CHW

Advisors

growth in wt:ll-locatcd inland markets, such as Sacramento, Tracy and
Temecula.
• Nt:w methods for n:ach10g
young, first-time huyt:rs, includmg
Internet-based marketing and mortgage services.
• ShifL\ in ethnicity of consumers,
particularly for entry-level housing.
• Increased emphasis on applying
innovative management and markctmg concepts to enhance long-term
relationships with employees, suhcontractors and customers.
• Shift of private builders away !Tom
head-to-head competition with pubhc
companies and toward~ dominance 10
specialty niches.
As a whole, 1999 is shaping up to
be another strong year for both
builders and buyers. Concerns about
the economy and affordability levels
should be treated with respect 10 the
planning process, especially during
land acquisition and product design.
But builders who are tuned into the
specific housing needs of the home
buying public within their market
areas are entering what should be
another year of tremendous opportunity.

Who's who

...

COillilluctl from page 28

Bill Phipps

about different companies, their products and
their business opp<lrtunities.
"Being able to fulfill their financial needs and
achieve their company's goals is a very rewardmg part of my job," she said
Over the past several years, Smrth has been
very active 10 civic, community and professional
organizations. She currently serves on the hoard
of drrectors for the Inland Valley Humane
Society. Other involvements include the Chino
Valley Chamber of Commerce, Ontario Chamher
of Commerce, American Heart Association,
Chino Valley YM.C.A., the Inland Empire
Business Journal\ Women & Business Expo
Executive Advisory Council and Financial
Women International.
In recent years, Smith was named the Woman
of the Year and Woman of Achievement for the
San Gabriel Valley Y.M.C.A In 1997, she was the
master of ceremonies for the Women & Business
Expo and, in 1994 and 1995, she won the Award of
Achievement by the Women & Business Expo for
outstanding promotion and for furthering the
advancement of women in business.
City National Bank recently opened a commercial banking center in Ontario as well.

Caroline B. Harkins

Da~·id

___

IROBEHTJIALF.

+ARRoWHEAD
..............

Spuiali:ud Firuzncral R~cruitrng""

Chapman is direc/or of real
esrare consulring for rlre Newporrbased Haskell& While UP, a specialty real esrare accounring and comulring firm. Call (949) 833-8312 for more
infonnarion.

s regional vice
president

of

mperial Bank's
Orange

County/Inland

Empire regional office,
Caroline B. !Iarkins man-

PACIFIC EIBELL.

Enterprile Fuadiug
Col"p01'8doo

Population

OFFJCETEAM"

+

CHW

liji#t
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space alone is projected to require
the addition of an area equivalent
to that in Century City every 16
months. Retail space will grow at a
rate of 2 percent annually, about 10
million square feet, mostly in
growing urban areas like the Inland
Empire. Warehousing space should
grow at a rate of 3 percent annually, mostly in the Inland Empire. A
similar growth rate is predicted for
manufacturing space, but that will
likely be focused in existing Los
Angeles and Orange County centers.
Unfortunately for the Inland
Empire, the anticipated 5 percent
annual growth in technological ("R
& D") space is predicted to be
focused in the South Bay and West
Side.

B

Eric P. Weber
ric P. Weber is a senior viet.: rresrdent in
Imperial
Bank's
Orange County regional
ortice. Ht: rs responsible tor
commercral business development of mid-sized business in the Inland Emrire

E

ried with two daughters and lives in Newport

and Orange County.
In 1998, Weber recervc.:d Imperial Bank's
President's Club Award lor outstanding achievements in business development. Prior to JOining
Impenal Bank, Weber served as vice president of
Wdls Fargo Bank's Institutional Trust Services 10
Irvine from 1993 to 1996 In this caracity, he
received Wclls Fargo Bank's Hazen Cross Sell
Award for the highest internal referrals and doubled
his average new relationships per year~ to 30. lie
also developed a database management software
program used to track company prospects in a particular an:a, which was later introduced fnr usc by
the national sales staff.
From 19R6 to I 993, Weber served as vice president of Wells Fargo's Commercial Banking Group
in El Monte, primarily rt:sponsiblt: for the business
development of middle-market lending, cash management and general banking servict:s for companies in the San Gabriel Vallt:y and Southern
California. In his community, Weber St:tvt:s on the
board of the Western Pension & Benefits Council in
Orange County and is past ambassador for the
Industry Manufacturers Council for the San Gabriel

Beach.

Va!ley Cities and Consortium.

•••

continued from page 22

SpecUUtted A.dministrati\·~ Staffing •

St. Bemanline Medical Center

ages commercial lending

ill Phrpps serves as a vice presrden! in
Imperial Bank\ Small Busrncss Lend10g
Division. lie is rcsronsrhh: for business
development in the Inland f•mprre The drvision
provides frnanc10g rnmanly under the SB:\'s 504
and 7(a) loan programs and otTers loans to a wide
variety of small businesses located 111 Calrfornia,
Nevada and Arizona.
Prior to join10g Imperial Bank in 1997, Phipps
served as vice presrden!/manager of Valley Bank's
SBA Lending Center in Moreno Valley whert: he
developed the SBA loan portfolio in excess of 110
loans to an ouL~tanding balance of approximately $43
mrllion. Pnor to JOIOIOg Valley Bank, Phipps owned
California Financial Servrccs in Corona, CA which
provided SBA loan packaging and orig10ation of
SBA loans to various SBA lenders in the Los
Angeles, Orange and Rrversrdc Count res. Phiprs also
held senior credit officer positrons at American
Commerce National Bank 10 Anaheim, Far Western
Bank in Tustin and Wes!t:rn States Bank 10 Duarte.
Mr. Phipps earned his graduate degree from the
University of Colorado\ Graduate School of
Banking.

activities in the Orange
County and Inland Empire area. The regional
office primarily serves local manufacturing,
technology, health care and service businesses.
Since Harkins joined Imperial Bank in
1993, it has more than quadrupled the loan
portfolio growth in the Orange County regional office. She is a 1995 and 1997 recipient of
Imperial Bank's President's Club Award, given
to employees with outstanding accomplishments in bringing profitable new business to
the bank. Before joining Imperial Bank, she
served as regional vice president at Bank of the
West in San Diego. She has 20 years' experience in the industry.
Harkins is a board member of the Orange
County Business Council for the Arts and
serves on the Investment Advisory Committee
for Cal-Optima. She graduated from Colgate
University in Hamilton, N.Y. with bachelor's
degrees in history and economics. She is mar-

Weber earned his bachelor's degree 10 finance
from Fordham Untvcrsrty 111 Bronx, N.Y. In 1999,
he was induct.:d rnto thc umvcrsit) 's I tall of Fame
tor his outstandrng performances in swimming and
water polo.

Keith Johnson
hen
Keith
Johnson took
over as manager of First Pacific
Nauonal Bank's Inland
Empire offices five years
ago, he couldn't have
known what lay ahead.
Last year, First Pacific National Bank
became part of the Grossmont Bank family. Now
the hank is expanding its community relationship
banking philosophy to the statewide level as
California Bank & Trust. Johnson is responsible
for the Temecula, Ranch California Road and
Moreno Valley offices.
He is on the board of directors of the
Economic
Development
Corporation
of
Southwest Riverside County.
He also serves on the hoard of the Rancho
Industrial Park and a member of Temecula
Rotary. He has been involved in numerous community and civic activities, including coaching in
the Temecula Valley Little League.
Johnson is a graduate of Biola University
with a degree in communications. He and his
wife, Shawn, have two daughters and a son.

W

Ralph Padilla
========!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
alph
Padilla's
bank may have a
new name, but he
is certainly well-known as
a long-time lender in the
banking industry in the
Inland Empire.
Padilla had been a manager with the Sumitomo Bank for 21 years, the
last five spent at the Pomona Office, prior to its
acquisition and change to California Bank &
Trust. During that time he firmly established
himself as a concerned and involved participant
in a wide variety of Inland Empire activities.
Padilla is a member of the board of the Inland
Valley Economic Development Corporation. He

R

has served as Double Distinguished President of
the Breakfast Optimist Club of Pomona, an honor
awarded to only nine of the more than 4,200
Optimist Club presidents nationally. He has
received an "Award of Excellence" from the Los
Angeles County Fair Ao;.<;ociation.
Padilla attended Whittier College and the
American Institute of Banking. He and his wife, Julie
continued on page 51
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Company

Current
Close
American States Water Company 29.44
Fleetwood Enterprises
36.50
US Filter Corp.
23.88
Life Financial Corp.
4.69
Modtech Inc.
15.88

···-············

_____, ......

.. .......

<;AINER.S
hy p~··-~·cntagc

~~~ liE

· rup

.. .

..

·-

' ·"'"'

Beg. of
Point
Month Change
27.25
2 19
34.75
1.75
22.88
1.00
4.50
0.19
1525
0.63

Amencan Slates Water Co. (H)
Channell Commercial Corp.
CVB Financial Corp.
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc. (H)
Foothill Independenl Bancorp (H)
HF Bancorp Inc.
Hot Topic Inc.
Kaiser Ventures Inc.
Keystone Automotive Industries Inc. (H)
Life Financial C{)rporation
Modtech Jnc.
National R.V. Holdings Inc.
PFF Bancorp Inc.
Provident Financial Holdings Inc.
United States Filter Corp.
Watson Pharrnaceulicals Inc.

% Change

···-······ ··················· . . .

'I ickl'l'

AWR
CIINL
CVB
FLE
FOOT
HEMT
HOTT
KRSC
KEYS
LFCO
MODT
NVH
PFFB
PROV
USF
WPI

TI-lE LOSERS
by 1>ca·ccntagc

Company
WatSon Pharmaceut;cal Inc.
CVB Financial Corp.
National RV Holdings Inc.
Keys1one Aulomotive Inch. Inc
Provident Financial Holdings

8.0
5.0
4.4
4.2
4.1

..... ...................

Beg. of
Month
62.88
22.50
25.75
20.94
1706

Current
Close
54.13
19.69
24.56
20.00
16.88

Point
%Cha nge
Change
-8.75
-13.9
-2.81
-12.5
-1.19
-4.6
-0.94
-4.5
-0.19
-1 I

····································-··············································..

I 26 '.19

I ~ 99

<r Ch~:.

!'2 \\"l'k

!'2 \h-l·k

CUITl'lll Rat"

C luw l't·in·

Opl·n l'rin·

:\lunth

lli~:h

Lu"

I' E

29.44
8.38
19.69
36.50
15.38
17.25
1306
8.75
20.00
4.69
15.88
24.56
16.25
16.88
23.88
54.13

.

~rop live~

27.25
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Stewart Holt Expands Its Public
Relations Department
Stewart Holt Advertising, a
full-service agency offering strategic market planning, award-wmning creative and E-commerce
expertise, has added two people to
lis public relations department.
Brendan Lopez joms the
agency as public relations specialIst. A graduate of California State
Umvers1ty at San Bernardino, he
has an extensive automotive and
journalism background. Most
recently, he was technical editor for
European Car magazine.
Jennifer Gilbert, w ho has been
with the agency a year, was promoted to public relations a<;Sistant.

She also attends Chaffey College in
the evening, where she is studying
business.
"Brendan brings us a valuable
combmat10n of writing skills and
media experience which will greatly benefit our clients," sa1d public
relations director Ron Raposa. "It's
rare to find someone who has such
a solid journalistic background
combined with strong client-contact skills. He added, "Jenmfer's
agency experience, orgamzatiOnai·
ability and work ethic will ensure
that the department continues to
operate smoothly as our growth
continues."
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F iH· \l ust ·\ ctiH' Stucks
Stock
US Filler Corp.
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Fleetv.ood Enterprises Inc.
Keystone Aulomotive Industries Inc.
Hot Topic Inc.
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Month \'olum" (OOO's)
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Fleetwood Rebounds After Tough Year
Mention RVs and visions of road-roaming retirees and twister-trashed southeastern
states may come to mind. Big business is not
a synonym . So, it is no surprise that
Fleetwood Enterprises is not the business
most associated with Inland Empire economic prowess. Firm ' s like Lewis Homes,
Kaiser Ventures, Watson Pharmaceuticals or
the Ontario Mills seem to fit that mold better.
Fleetwood Enterprises reported revenues
of $I. 74 billion dollars at the end of October.
For the previous 26 weeks, that is. That's billion with a '"B."
The Riverside-based firm is the largest
manufacturer of recreational vehicles and
manufactured homes in the U.S., according to
The Online Investor service.
Even with such huge numbers, all was not

rosy at Fleetwood in 1998. The year startedoff well enough as the firm 's stock (NYSE:
FLE) peaked at $48 in March, doubled its
then 52-week low. But, the company made a
series of purchases in retail which raised
investor concerns. The investments required
to strengthen tis retail base put a squeeze on
profits and resulted in a hit of almost 50 percent in six months. By October the stock was
selling for $25 . It has since recovered about
half of the down-slide.
Regardless, analysts have continued to put
a positive aura on the firm . Even as the slide
gained momentum, two firms upgraded their
projections, including Paine Webber which
gave FLE a "Buy" rating just as it began the
worst of the drop.
However, the slump appears to be behind
the firm, and projections are upbeat, with

good reason. After struggling with pro ductio n
problems, RV sales were up 18 percent last
year and the ma nufa ctured ho me di v ision
posted a 5 percent sales gain
Quality and styling o f manufac tu re d
homes have improved dram at ically in recen t
years and more than a qua rter o f all ne w h ome
sales in the country were fo r pre- fabs. It is the
fastest-growmg segment o f the ho u sing indus try, and analysts proj ect an 8 p erce nt g rowth
rate for 1999. The firm's I 9 ,000 e mployees,
led by president/ COO ~els o n Po tt e r a nd
chairman/CEO Glenn Kummer are equall y
divided among RV and manufac tured ho me
efforts.
FLE stock was up above $36 in late
January and the firm reported earnings per
share of $0.84, a 9 percent increase in one
year.

Brendan Lop ez

Mark Hawkins
M ark Hawkins is the CEO/president of
Riverside County 's largest c redi t unwn Riverside County's Credit Union (RCCU).
The firm was forn1ed in September of 1998
in a merger of existing Riverside County
credit umons.
A native of Indiana, Mark acquired his
bac helor's degree in political science fro m
Indiana Universit y a nd immediatel y
launched his career as C EO of Tape rlock
Employees Fede ral C redit Union in
Mark Hawkins
Indiana. He la ter moved to MIDFLORIDA
Federal C redit Un ion as executive vice president, a post he held for 10
years .
After completing his master 's degree in business administration at
Florida Southe rn College, Mark was recruited by Riverside County
Schoob Credit Union in 1988 to take on the leadership role of CEO. Mark
accepted the c hallenge and moved to the Inland Empire w ith his wife,
Dawn, a nd two children.
Under Mark 's direction, RCCU has enjoyed s teady growth a nd now
boasts more than $250 million in assets, 60,000 membe rs, nine bra nc hes
throughout the county and 140 employees. RCCU was recently granted
charter status by the State Department of Financial Institutions. A~ a result,
membership eligibility will be significantly broadened.
With virtually unlimited membership growth potential, Hawkin's main
focus for RCCU continues to be a commitment for excellent service to its
members, and support for the community it serves- Riverside County.
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Kaiser Permanente presents ...
conttnued from page 3
doctor visits, heanng aid~ and other
services to kids in need.
"We feel a social responsibility to
tend the healthcarc needs of the indigent children m our communities,"
said William Meyer, Medical Group
Administrator at Ka1ser 's Fontana
medical center. lie added that working with groups like Children's Fund

can be a viable health care resource.
Kaiser, the nation's largest HMO,
ha~ been providing care to Inland
Empire res1denb for more than 50
years, and currently serves 340,000
people in the area. The Community
Service ProhrrJm wa~ developed to
Improve the conditions of the communiues the company serves. Special
empha~1s is on the need.;; of mdigent
children.

CSUSB Accounting Program Earns
International Distinction
California S tat~; University, San
Bernardino has becom.: only the
third school in the state to have its
programs endorst:d by the Inslltute of
Internal Auditors (I! A). Eldon Lewis,
dean of the College of Business and
Public Administration made the
announcemt:nt. Only 2ll schools lfl
the country are cerllfit:d by the IIA.
Three foreign institutions also hold
the distinction.
"Internal audillng is a fast-growing field providing competitivt:
salaries, excellent growth opportunities and mobility within an organization," sa1d Lmvol Henry, chair of the

school's accounting and finance
department. Cal State offers an Internal auditing track in its accounting
concentration for a business administration bachelor's degree.
The IIA is an international
organization dedicated to improving
auditing .:ducation in colleges and
univt:rsitics. Graduates of certified
schools receive ccrti!Ic;ltes from IIA
and can earn the designation
Certified Internal Auditor after completing an examination and certain
professional expcri.:nce requirements. The program also generates

I
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Fitulllciallnstilulions
(4th Qt1011er, '98)
I.E. ,'\-taJJ:, atul Retail Stores

Executive Education

AD CLOSE
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lnlarul Empire Malls
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Mental Heahh Care
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Met·tings anti Conventions

Golf Resorts
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Transportation
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For more information
on any of these issues please call
(909) 484-9765 ext. 21 or 26
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Residential Real Estate Builders Serving the Inland Etnph·e
1\anJ..tdll\ wit\ \olum,

Fina

Sales$
1998 Volume

AddrtsS
City, State, Zip

I.

LtwisHa.es
1156 N. Moalaill Ave.

$720,000,000

Sales$
Numbtr or Units
1999 Projection
Total

$800,000,000

3,634

Units Constructed in 1998
Single
Apts. Condos/
Family
Town Homes

3,634

0

0

Year End
Inventory

89

Uplad. CA 91786
2.

3.

Rldl.nad .U.ericu Ho•es
17310 Redhill Ave., Ste. 320
Irvine, CA 92614

257,000,000

310,000,000

921

921

0

0

N/A

ne rorea~t en.p

198,000,000

224,000,000

1,228

1,228

0

0

Minimum

160,000,000

175,000,000

600

600

0

0

100

10670 Ovic Ceater Dt
Rancho Caamoaga. CA 91730

15373 Innovation Dr, Ste. 300
San Diego, CA 92128

c-yo...o
5.

I

Bob Shiota
President
(949) 756-7373!757-4333
Jmes P. Previti
President
(909) 987-77881980-7305
dsm@forccuthomes.com
Chris Beucher
Division President

(619) 675-0800/675-0060
ryland.com
I II

79,000,000

100,000,000

JSO

350

0

0

29

41,000,000

69,000,000

230

230

0

0

21

lS3S Soudl "))" St • Sae. 700
Saa Berurdiao, CA 92Q

u.s. no. Carp. C.ealrll c.a Div.
'-

Leoa Swails
Divisitln President
(909~2-11011802-1111

Ryland Ho•es

4.

Top Local Executive
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Address

J, Pmlak/H. Crowell
CWBOs
(909)381-tm/{381-«JJO

4371 Latham St., Ste. 204
Riverside, CA 92SO I

Michael J. Lutz
Division President

(909)784-7700!784-7799
ushome.com
132

132

253

253

0

0

N/A

Steven C. Cameron
Regional Manager

IJO

IJO

0

0

N!A

Stetlut MarlrMrllz
Prelideat

0

Ed H1ppiJaluaAbel
Mcmbm

FORTY/
I
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Help us identify the best of the best in
business today. Forty under Forty

the future
look like?

In a special supplement in the March issue of the Inland Empire Business Journal, we' II show you the faces of the future. We will
identify, profile and honor forty young professionals whose success in business and organizations of all kinds is setting the pace for
the future of our region. We are looking for innovative achievers who are already making a mark for themselves with their energy,
ideas and commitment to excellence. Nominations are welcomed from all sectors of the community.

• Deadline for nominations: February 25, 1999
• Nominees must be 39 years old or younger as of December 1, 1999
• A panel of judges will do further research on each nominee and make final selections.
• The final Forty under Forty will be profiled in a March 1999 issue of the Inland Empire
Business Journal at a networking breakfast.
• Use the form below to nominate your candidate.

(909)682-5352/786-0199

(949) 640-9090!759-3344

(949)789-8300(189.8325
160

160

0

0

ISJ

lJS

0

18

40

John R. Younc
President

(909) 477-6719/477-6725

50.000,000

Robert Rediae
Execative V.P.

Nominee:
Current Position:
Company/Organization: _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _
Company address:
e-mail address:------ - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City/State/Zip:
Company Phone Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Age(asofDecember1 , 1998): ______________________________________________________
Birthdate (must be included) :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
c~~ge~atlended : ________________________________________~~~~~~--------Business accomplishments: (Job responsibilities, special projects, business-related affiliations)

(626) 91U123J912-7045
ill~

Rlclwd K. Ashby
President

Community involvement: (Nonprofits; civic, state and national organizations)-------------

(909) 823-44301823-8769

Dulel Klal'BJ. Delar

Achievement and awards: (Memberships, special recognition)

Co-Pnaidema
(S6l) 986-7474/986-7470
Aldrtw B. Wtipl

(909) 481-11SG'481-1154

Phone number: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - e-mail address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Fax form to: 40 under 40 at (909) 391-3160
or mail to:
.Jerry Strauss
1999 40 under 40
Inland Empire Business .Journal
8560 Vineyard Ave., Ste. 306
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-4352

REAL ESTATE

Architectural/Engineering Firms

Barratt American Suit May Affect Building State
by Charlie Rojas
All real estate eyes are focused
on the town of Murrieta, located in
Riverside County. A trial is taking
place in the town that may have
major repercussions in the way cities
and home builders do business.
As reported in the November
edition of the Inland Empire
Business Journa~ a San Diego home
builder, Barratt American, is suing
the city of Murrieta because it
believes that the city is illegally
charging the builder more than the
cost of its inspection services. And a
recent Murrieta study seems to indi-

cate that it is indeed charging as
much a~ twice the cost of those services.
The legal issue hinges on a state
law which says cities can only charge
home builders the costs of services
for building inspections. According
to figures released by the home
builder, Murrieta charged $1,000 for
home inspections that cost the city no
more than $500. If the Murrieta study
is correct, then it would seem that
Barratt American was charged twice
the legal amount.
Barratt contends that the overcharges should be refunded, not to
the home builder, but to the home

CONSTRUCfiON

NOTICES
PERMITS
NEW
$521,334

1/8/99
Ref. N30
Palm Desert

NEW
$799,734

1/7/99
Ref. N7
Corona
NEW
$1,243,029

1/6/99
Ref. N29
Palm Desert

NEW
$1,896,854

1/5199
Ref.ll6
Corona

~500,000

OR LARGER

6 SFAS W/ATI GAR

OWNER: Del Webb Calif. Corp., 39755 Berkey Dr.,
Palm Desert, CA 92211
CONTRACTOR: Donald Mickus, P.O. Box 29040
Phoenix, AZ. 85038, 619-772-5300
PROJECT: 78808 Daffodil, 37290·37489 Pineknoll Ave.
16 SFAS & ATI GAR FROM $67,998 TO $109,761
OWNER: Lewis Homes, 1156 N. Mountain Ave.,
Upland, CA 991785, 909-949-6630
PROJECT: 12615-12655 Dandelion, 6484-6514 Lilac,
12633-12653 Oakdale St.
14 SFAS W/ATI GAR FROM $82,402 TO $103,704
OWNER: Del Webb Calif. Corp., 39755 Berkey Dr.,
Palm Desert, CA 92211
CONTRACTOR: Donald Mickus, P.O. Box 29040,
Phoenix, AZ. 85038, 619-772-5300
PROJECT: 37129-37173 Medjool Ave., 37131-3762
Mojave Sage, 37146-37173 Medjool Sage,
37146-37482 Turnberry Isle
25 SFAS & GARAGE FROM $58,633 TO $91,097
OWNER: Richmond American Homes, 104 W. Grand Ave.,
Eacaldido, CA92025, 760-745-1605
PROJECT: 44598-44630 Brentwood Pl., 22672-22745

buyer. And if it wins the suit, the
company is going to write out a
check to each of its homeowners for
the overcharged a.nount. This has.
never been done in California before.
The builder has kept the money in
the rare case that it was proved that
they were overcharged and deserved
a refund. But Barratt wants the
money to go back to the buyers in
order to show that it is the consumer
that pays the inflated fees. In the
scheme of things, it is a rather novel
concept. Barratt officials are hoping
that if they win the suit, it will put
cities on notice that they no longer
have carte blanche to overcharge
builders - and home buyers - for
building inspection services. With
the level of building that's taking
place in the Inland Empire, that could
potentially amount to millions of dolJars.
In other Jess litigious news, the
Ontario office of Grubb & Ellis has
announced finalization of two transactions this month. Universal Forest
Products, a lumber producl~ company out of Grand Rapids, Michigan,
has purchased a 118,000 square-foot
building in Riverside. The facility is

located at 2100 Avalon Street and
will be used for mtlling and distribution of lumber products. The transaction was valued at $2.8 million.
Bruce Springer was the Grubb &
Ellis associate and represented the
buyers.
And Grubb & Ellis was involved
in a build-to-suit Riverside lease deal
valued at $2.8 million. K & N
Engineering, a manufacturer of automobile and motorcycle air filters, has
signed off on a 20 year lease on a
property that will encompass
271,000 square feet and will serve as
corporate headquarters. The property
is being developed by Citrus Partners
and will be located, appropriately
enough, on Citrus Avenue. K & N is
slated to occupy the facility in June
of this year. Bruce Springer was
again involved in the transaction.
It 's promotion time at CB
Richard Ellis. The company ha~ promoted retail specialist Christine
Jacobs to vice-president. Jacobs has
consistently ranked as one of the
company's top retail broker.; in the
Inland Empire. In the last four years,
she has been involved in more than

continued on page 52

LET..BELL CONSTRUCTION

Solve Your Tenant lmjlrovent
Problems at Affordabfe Rates!
• Electrical
• Painting
• Plumbing
• Roofing Repairs
• Carpentry
• Tile & Marble Work
• Marble Polishing Specialist
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Ly11r Cooper
Dor of BustD<:S Dcv
<,o()'))'J.IS.i269

Robrrt J. Kala, AlA

LifT)' WoiiT

Chairman of !he Boord
(909) 98().9980

<.. n........

llrrnaodrz. Kroonr & '""'ciatrs
10. 234 E D!.okc D1.

Mgr 'f P•OJCC! l)v,p
(90'1) 387 OSlO

Mrtronl J. Pbdlla
.Manag1ng Pnnap:J
(909) 884-9900

T~mKihm

RI<Urd T. RobotU, P.E.

\ oce P•estdtnt
(909) ~q ~ 108

Presrdent
(909) 6~1~234

Lha Rtrrr
Markellng Dirtctco
(90'1 94 I ffl9

April Morrli
Prwdeni/Cl:O
(909) 98(). ·~1!2

Maria Marzorki
Azx Marl:etmgMg;
(909 481 <7~7

ClifT Simruta~ P.L.S.
VPJQflice Mgr
(909) 481 5150
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Jo~•

Konr Eaginrrriag. Inc.
12. 290 N 'D St, Sle. 504

Jta McDoaald

Jim Fl'}
Sr Eogoneer

Glru L. Lud"i&
CEO
(909) 884-8217
ludw1g(!lludwogeng.oom

(909} 889.0153
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\)09)676-8042
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Land Surveying,
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I
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I,IOO.I'W
I 1.300,000

San Berna1dono, CA 91401

BUIGrttn
Scmor \~u Presodent

Covol Traffoc Ellgmcermg,

AOllbrim

NIA

l..arT) WoiiT
Chaorman of !he lloard
(909) 98'7-0909

Ridoanl Kop<dy
G~o~y Daart
Rcgwnal Otficc M.magcr President
(909) SSS-5107
(909) 3..'l6-0200

I.SOO,IXIO
4,0110,1Xl0

San Bernardono, CA 9241V!
Aadrrasra Ea~ia~riiiJ. lac.
11. 580 N Par< Ave.
Pomon.1, CA 91768

Dc-elopn~tnl

Pres~<I<DI/CEO

('lO'T\'189-9979

Pubhc Agencres

4(l,(JOO.~ll)
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GaryP.~

CFO

President
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(909) 623-1595
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Offi,., Manager

Office Manager
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(909) 884-lm

Dui<t J. O'Ro.rt.t
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IJ. 33'JJ 14th SL
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For over 25 years Jerry Bell has blended his European
Craftsmanship Internationally. Bell construction guarantees their work 100% to your satisfaction, and offers a
wide range of services at the lowest r~asonable price.
Call today for a free estimate.

BoyIt Eaala~rt"' Corp.
IS. 1131 W. Sixth Sr., Ste. 285
Onta110, CA 91762
W~<rlrr & W~rrl<r AlA Arcbitrcrs

600.000
54,000,01)()

soo.OOJ
500.000

16. 133 S Spnng S1
Claremonl. CA 9!711-1930
WilloaiArdtlleds, lac.

17. 276 N. S=ndAve.

Passionflower Ct.

Southern California Construction Reports
Phone: (800) 383-1723 or (310) 451-7660
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Architectural/Engineering Firms
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Pn>alt Developers

$250,000

Arch1teCiure

SA

Plannong
Engonccnng

Commercial, Me:dacal,
Convemencc Stores, Restaurants,

250.000
250,000

Htllld, CA 92$43
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3,000,000
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Palridl L. Hrma

Rut~! P.

Voce Presidcnl
(909) 652.Q113

Presidcnr
(909) 652-4431

Rob<rt A. Martiuz

Rob<rt A. Martian
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(760) !41-7854

(760) 24 I -7858
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President
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Prcs1dent
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Presidcnl
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President
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Plannong,
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Ttrri

Saady Ballty
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l'nnC!pal
Rob<rt A. Stocktoo
Vice Prcsodcnl
(909) 782-0707

HtniDU 0. RU..a,FAIA
Chairman
(909) 684-4064
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(909) 608-9207
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Owner
(909) ~-9200

JtlbC.Wolllat

J.UC Wolllq

Rafas'l'lrou

Owner
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N!A

Jndoan Wells

29. 63 7W Second Sr
Pomon.1, CA 91766
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Pomona

• WND

EA:ooomia. Tr.wponatkm,

31. 999 Towa &. Cououy Rd., 4111 Floor
Orus<. CA 92868
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P.Ur J. Plluol AlA Ardikdllrr
8439 While Oak Ave , Src !05
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WND
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Plannong.
R. Cucamonga
WND

In tenors
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Res. Buoldmg lndusuy,
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"-ia&

3l. 2900 MID St.. Sit. A-IS
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Enginccrong
Arcbolccture
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Design
Environmcnlal, A>oottoo,

Rcsidcnha~

CMJ~

ScvcyiiiJ, GPS, Govt. Rtlolioas
N/A

OnWIO, CA 91764

Ontano

Ci>ol Engonccring
Survcymg. Plaaoong/Landscapc,
Archtltcture

Government.

Land Developer>

l're•odenr

l'rCl1dcnr

(760) )60.{)186

(760) 360-0250

Josopb Kaac~kk
Chaorman

Cb.arlts Pikbtr

(909) 62a.861J

CEO
(909) 620-nos

.... C)'d Bnlld•ltll
AMot:. VP-Mart<tioc

..... Kiaky
PrClidcDl

(714) 28S-OJ02
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Pnocopal
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(909) 944-5814
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Pnncopal
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EMWD Names
Davrd J Slaw\on was cl~ct~d
president of lhc hoard ol directors of
the Eastern Muntctpal W;llcr Distncl
(I·MWD) on Jan. 20. C'layton A.
Record Jr., will be the agency's vrce
pre~rdenl. EMWD provrdes water and
s.:wer service in a 550 square mile

DESERT BUSINESS JOURNAL
New Leaders Southern California Edison Applauds Coachella
regron including Temecula, Moreno
Valley Water District Efficiency Measures
Valky and Hemet.
Slawson, 45, is a Moreno Vall~y
restdenl and has served on the board
for two years. Hers president of a crvil
engrnecring ftrm. Record is a native of
San Jacinto.

Desert Notes
Palm Springs CPA firm
Maryanov, Madsen, Gordon &
Campbell has been accepted a~ a
member of the Institute of Profit
Advrsors (IPA), a national orgamzation or trarned profit enhancement
professionals. ·n1e firm's partners
underwent five days of mtensive
trarnmg rn Chrcago rn order to qualify
for the certification. lbe training
involves rdcntrfying cxrsting profit
centers 111 an organrzation . . .
Rodney Young h<L~ been named head
golfprofcssronal at the Desert Willow
Golf Resort. Young is a Class A-1
member of lhe PGA. He is now
responsible for overseerng day-to-day

operation of the Firecliff Course and
the new Mountain View Course,
which will open in October ..
Candace Bengston has been named
director of group sales for the 512room Westin Mission Hills Resort
in Rancho Mirage. She has been
wllh the resort srnce 1993 and wa' a
national sales manager... Merv
Griffin's Resort Hotel & Givenchy
Spa h<L' appointed Will Shuman to
the posrtion of social director
Shuman previOusly worked at the
front desk of the Givenchy Hotel &
Spa and, the Ritz-Carlton Rancho
Mrrage and the Muamonte resort. He
is a US Air Force veterJn

Sullivan's Steakhouse to Open in Palm Desert
Sullrvan 's Steak.house entered
the restaurant scene in Palm Desert
when they opened to the pubhc on
Friday, Jan. 29, 1999 Sullivan\ is
located at The Gardens on [;.! Pasco
on the second level. Reminiscent of
a traditional 1940s Chrcago-stylc
stcakhousc, Sulli,an's arms to grve
guesls the same ambiance of a great
steak house of the era
an exuberant, energetic restaurant where people gather for business or pleasure,
entertainment, a great bar and a perfectly grilled steak
Sullivan's check average is
approximately $40 per guest.
"That's what really sets Sullivan's
apart," says COO Michael Archer.
"Our guests want to have a great
steak, they're having fun in an
exciting almosphere and the check
at the end of the night doesn't break
the bank."
The interior of Sullivan's is
comfortable, yet elegant. Touches
of art dcco include rich, dark woods
and a haml-paintt;tl mural depicting
scenes from the high-living swing
era.
Sullivan's namesake is the legendary bare-knuckle boxing cham-

Coachdla Valley Water Drstnct
(CVWD) rcccrved the excellence tn
Energy Manag.:ment Award from
Southern California Fdison (SCE) al
thts month\ meellng of the district\
board of d1rectors. The award, int~nd
ed hy SC'E 10 call anenuon to energy
efficrency tniliatives by business and
government, recognized CVWD's
conservation efforls that saved the district $435,000 and 6 millton krlowalt
hours or elcctnclly during 1998.
Guu.led by CVWD din::ctor Jack
McFadden, the district worked \\ rth
SC£' to lower electric costs. The result

Casino Names New Official
Fantasy Spnngs Casino has
named Sleven Bayard to be rts
new facilities maintenance manager. Bayard recently retired
from R10 Hondo College tn
Whittier after directing that

school 's facilities and security
programs for 16 years . Bayard
holds a business administration
degree from Californra Stale
Unrversity Los Angeles and rs a
U S. Army veteran.
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pion, John L. Sulltvan, and historical black-and-white photographs of
the champ and sports and celebnty
figures of hrs day are displayed
throughout the restaurant
The bar at Sullivan's ts
designed to be a destination of its
own . Live JUmp blues and swing are
performed nrghtly. Rather than a
traditional stratght-across bar,
Sullivan's bar is serpentine -shaped,
allowing guests to easily enjoy. and
partake in, the scene around them.
Sullivan's seats 200 guests in
the dining room, 55 in the library
room, and 50 in the bar area, with
25 additional scats in the outdoor
cocktail area. The bar begins service
at 4:00 p.m. and dinner is served
from 4:30 until 11:00 p.m., Monday
through Saturday.
CORRECTION
Due to an editorial error, La
Quinta Mayor John Pena was misquoted in our last edition. Mr. Pena 's
quote should have read: "we are proud
and excited about La Quinta's growth
and will CJnlinue to balance the commercial growth while maintaining a
high quality of life for our resident~."

was $420,000 tn savings from rate
changes plus $15,000 from the installation ot prcmium-dtlciency motors.
"Analyzrng rate options and
pumprng scheduks wrlh the intent of
lowering costs was a major priority
for us rn 1998. The resull~ dt!llnitely
pard off," satd Tellis C'odek<ts, CVWD
president.
Mary Drury, SCI"'s local region
manager, added, "We salute this
proactive approach to busint:ss."
CVWD distributes water 10
approximatt:ly 270,000 resid.:nts m
the Coachella Valley area.
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"Laws were made to be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we sinn 'dis innocence"
Sir William Davenant
1606-1668
B 3
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ANDALUSIA: The captivating capital of Southern Spain
by Camrllt• Bound.1

gr.lled her 11110 thetr prose and oper<1s

\\h t

"tthout h.l\ mg
her soil

\n

C\ cr

.1rc knm~n tnr thctr cas) charn1, their
grJce. then relaxed approach to life
and lilT a sltghtl) cnndcsccndmg altitude! 1011 ard the rest of Spa111. Scv1lk
creates a perfect examplt: of what
Andalu~tans arc all about.

stepped foot <>n

1, not

d

g1.1111 opera set, \\ ith Its

Beautiful
sister
provmce~
Cordoba and Granada have the flavor

Plu.;a 1: ~f)(li/U

J>hoto:

.\.t.'\ tilt•

Canull~ Bound~

Jews lived. Many wonderful stones
could be told hy the cobhlt:d-stoncd
streets, the geranium-hung houses and
tiled plazas. Th1s colorful area 1s not to
be missed.

and amhiance of the countryside, but
Seville has the! JXTSOnality of the countryside with the sophistication and flavor of a cosmopolitan city. This is
what makes her special. In the past, her

Established hy the Romans, develO]Xd by the Moors, favon:d by Spain's
Catholic Kings, and made wealthy hy
the New World nches that poured 11110
its ports, Sevilh: IS layered with cui-

The mass1ve Plaza de Espana is a
stunning structure that was designed
hy architect Anthal Gonzalez. Its tileadorned pavilions, waterway, and

reputation n:achcd poc!Ls and com-

tun:.

bndges Jre an exercise in Sevillian

Dinmg and lodging arc available

opulence.
Torre: del Oro, (Tower of Gold)

at vaned prices with seafood and sher-

displays a 12-sidcd tower built by the
Moors in 1220 to complete the city's

in such h1gh e~tcem h) the Moors that
they planned to destroy it rather that let

li.mcr to ,mother tower on the opposite
han!... ln 12-lH, Adm1ral Ramon de

mg soccer and golf
Night lile abounds with theater,
movies, casmos (gamhling is legal
here), music, bars, cafes and Flamenco
dancmg. Smce many of Spain\ bestknown IIesta-. take place in this area, it

it tall 11110 Chrislton h;mds. Four golden halb atop the m111arct caught tht:

Bomfaz

breaktng

is wi-.c to make reservations months tn

through thi~ hamer. gtvtng f·crdinand
Ill the opening to c<~pture the city

advance for maJor festivals.
Discovery's Park was built lor the

Pedro the Cruel used the tower as

'92 Expo. Covering 173 acrcs, it ts a
comh111ation entcrt;unmcnt center and
amusement park, with statc-of-thc-art
attracttons. A spc!ctacular light show

earth4uakc dcmolish.:d part of the
mthque and the famou~ halls, hut the

in

<1

pnson. l..<~tcr, precious metals from the
New World were stored here. Today,
the tower houses a small but well-dis-

area, they ton: down the: mos(jllt:, hut

Howtn and royahy

For more information. call 909889-39!\0.

Many sports arc available, includ-

The Ontano Police Department
dctccttvcs have turned the business
ol clostng down the drug busmess
11110 a whole dift't:rent busmess of
their own. ln March of la~t year,
Corporal Gary Dufour, Corporal
Terry Bcrtagna and Officer Doug
Bos formed "red P clothware." The
three began selling T-shirts with the
slogan "No Tweekers" (police slang
for methamphctammc users) around
thetr offtce for fun. Before long, their

hit of tun had produced dozens of
orders from across the country.
The trio has now sold more than
5,000 of the garments and have
added two more designs featuring a
character named "l .ucky." They have
done no advertising. Some proceeds
from the sales of "red P clothware"
products go to the organization
Concerns ot Police Survivors
(COPS) which cares for the wtdows
and orphans of slain police off1cers.

GALLEANO WINERY

Executive Notes
Frank Wilson & Associates
has named former Ontano clly
official George lJ rch to be its new
director of public affairs. The
firm spectalizes tn political, public relations and market111g services.
Cl.tremont-based
Pacific
Research Strategies Inc. has
brought aboard three new professionals The public relations and
political consulting f1rm welcomed Lisa Krueger. who has 20
years of cxpenence in the legal
industry, for project tracking.
Shameka Miller and Lani Walls
wdl serve as adm111istrat1ve asststant and execut1ve assistant,
respectively .
Pomona
Valle}
HarleyDavidson has named John Gnesc
as Its ne\\ serviCe manager. lie
brings three decades of experience to the posttton. The
Montclair dealership is one of the
more umque automotive dealers
in the Inland Empire. Barbara
Hertz, the store owner, IS one of
very
few
women
Harley-

Looking for that perfect Gift

Davidson dealers 111 the world
Harlcy-Davtdson ts celcbrat111g its

for your clients, friends or family?

96th year 111 business
HMC, a maJor architectural
firm with a regiOn;d office in

Let us design a personalized
wine label or make a custom
gift basket just for you.
Choose one of our designs
or let us design one
just for you using your
company logo and message.

that uti Iizes laser beams is proJeCted on
water screens, and includes fireworks

Ontario, has promoted several
staff members to the assoctale
level. Among the new a~soc1ates
are: Laura Amiri, Mitch Carp.
Tom Cavanagh, Ken Salyer, Scott
Griffith and Rohit Shah. The firm
specializes in large institutional
proJects, such as schools and hospitals. Current work includes

years' experience in marketing
and sales from the publishing
industry She is a graduate of
Boston College, and is an active
member of the InternatiOnal
Assoctatton of Administrative
ProfessiOnals.
The California AssociatiOn of
Community Managers has awarded the professtonal designation
"Certified Community
1\ssociation Manager" to Richard
Monson
of
Montclan-based
AMC Property Management.
The designation requires certam
educatiOnal and professional
training standards and all 613
CC AMs m the state must re-certify every three years ...
Ontario-hased
Associated
Engineers ha-. welcomed back
one of Ih former managers to a
new position. Douglas Goodman,
who managed the firm ·s San
Bernanlino office in the midI 9H0s. Is Associated's new senior
engineer. lle will be assisting with
one of Associated's largest proJects, the Colonies master-planned
commumty in Upland . CitiLens
Business Bank CEO D. Linn
Wiley has announced that Edna
Ennis IS the new servict: manager
for the bank's Pomona Office
Ennis has 23 years of experience
in the banking industry. She previously held branch management
positiOns with l lome Savings and
First Interstate Bank. . Rancho
Cucamonga
resident
Kevm
Malson is the new manager of the
Pasadena/East Los Angeles district for Bank of America.

and elcctnc fountain-.. Tht.'> can all be

Sumner Elementary School in

Malson has been with B of A for

ered in flowers that can be admired

viewed !rom restaurants wh1lc dining,
and from other outdoor arc<ls 111 the

Claremont, modernization work
for the Pomona Unified School

the bell

hy those that walk by or relax on

p;1rk.

tower. In 1565. a lanlt:rn and belfry

hluc ceramic bcnch<;s. The !lowers
arc equally luxunant at the Moorish
Alcazar, Europ<;\ oldest conttnually

a~

wen: added with 24 bells, one for each
of Seville\ pamhes and the C'hnstian
kmghts "ho fought with J·crdinand Ill

Mana Lus1a Park ts usually cov-

\ <th lu <>avor

Scvillt: ts a city to be looked at

occuptcd palace. Tht: Alcazar wa\

dunng the day and savored at mght.

the home to Pedro the Cruel and

She is tnendly and hcautllul, with

Faith was added, wh1ch turns as a

hrd111and and hahdla. The prescnt

relaxed attttudc that immediately

weather vane El giraldillo (translation:
"somethmg that turn~'), h.:nc.: the

ftnds the current king. Juan Carlos

makes friends of stranger~.

in the Reconquest. A bronze statue ot

~

succeeded

played Naval Museum.

ed it into their new cathedral

' J

ramparts. The Moors would close oil
the harbor hy attaching a cha111 across
the river from the base of the Golden

minaret still stood.
When the Chnstians took over the
the: beauty of the tower impressed
them to the point that tht:y mcorporat-

---------

ry be111g the spec1allles of the regton.

At its heart lies L! Giralda. a former mos(juc \~hose beautifully
destgned minaret is the city's emblem.
Built between II R4 and 1196 under th.:
Almohad dynast), La Gtralda Wils held

ra)s of the sun and the glint could he
se.:n hy travelers as much as a day\
Journey from the city ln 1356, an

MK Walker will also create the
ewnt's commemorauve poster and T-shirt.
The event ha.'> grown from a 3(Xlvehiclc gathenng at a regional park 111
19!\9 to one wh1ch took up all of downtown San Bernardino and had to be limned to 2,4()() cars last year. It was selected as "Best Spectal Event" by the
Califorma Division ofTounsm in 1997

Police Officers Find Themselves in Business
Columhus.

posers around the world. They into!-

MK Walker Tapped for Lead PR Role
Ing to handle the public relations and
c1 cat1vc '"peels ol the IOth Annual
Stater Bros. Route 66 Rendezvous. The
fiT'In will be tasked with handling puhlicny and media relations lor the event,
as well as securing nom mat ions for the
"Crusin' Hall ol Fame" and promoting
pre-n:gtstratam for car cntncs.

It "as the: home of the g) ps)
C .1rmen, amomts Don lu.Jn, ..:1d th.tt
f,mHlUs barber, I :gam. hen If Sev1lk
baro4ue architecture, romantiC gar
dens, and ~trccts lined \\ 1th orange
trees, it certain!) looks like one. Gi1 en
Sc1 Illan<h passionate n.ltun:, 11 ddi
nitdy feels like one. Don Qutxotc, the
creative knight of La ~fancha. \\Us
JXnned hy Migud de Cervantes whik
he served in a Seville debtor's pnson.

I , < \

The San Bernardino Convention
and Vis1tors Bureau has selected
Redland~-based MK Walker advertis-

On!) one ot the m'"' be.JUtiful
nreas in Southern Sp;un. II IS a fcg•on
of mount.uns nnd \aile)'· Here 111 the
valk)' b) the Guadai!JUIV•T R1ver, \\e
ftnd s~\ lllc, the capll.ll ot eight
provmccs m th1s <~r<:a. The Andalusi<IIls

<) [)

S

<l

and hi'> tamliy as its pnncipal ten-

name Giralda. It still stands today and
is now a part of the world's largest

ants.

Gothic Cathedral and is said to contam

111

(one: of many so claimed) the tomb of

quarter where Seville\ Moors and

There arc abo humble dwellings
the old Barrio de Santa Cruz, the

Cwntlle Bounds is lhe I ravel edllor for
1hc: we.11ern dtVI.I/On of Sunrise
Publications and Inland Emp1re
Business Journal.

I case (of 12) labels are

just $12.50 per case.
That's just $61.25 for a
case of Champagne with
personalized labels.
For More Info call Cara @
(909) 685-5376.
Plcrue allow 7 days for label onkrs; msh ordm mll be considered bas.!d on anulahdit~.

GALLEANO WINERY
4231 WI NEVILLE ROAD. MIRA LOMA, CA 91 752
PHONE (909) 685-5376- FAX (909) 360-91 80
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District and a new elementary

nearly two decades and previously served as financial relationship
manager in the North Central Los

school in l·ontana .
Irritrol, a Riverside-based

Angeles district.
Californta State University

irngation control systems compa-

professor Bob Blackey has been

ny, has named Tom Childers a-. its
nev. eastern regional sales manag-

honored
with
the
1999
D1st111gUI'>hed Service Award of
the Western Regional Assembly

er. liis territory will include all
states cast of the Mississippi
River. lie has 13 years' experience in the indu-.try ... Cl;ure K.

of the College Board. lie wa-.
honored for his dedication to the
professional activities ot the
College Board, which seeks to aid

Strupp is the new division dtrcctnr tor Offin:Tcam •., OntariO

students in the tran-.1tion to higher

office. She brings wtth her

education.

I0
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Inland Empire Top I nsurance B roker Moves
Into Northern California
R1vers1de-based Talbot ln..<;urance
and Financial Services Inc. has
announced the acqUisillon of Putnam,
Knudsen & Wieking Inc. of Concord,
Cahfomia effective Jan. 15, 1999.
Founded in 1927, the highly respected
firm, Putnam, Knud'iCn & Wieking
Inc. (PKW) w•ll serve as the starting
point for growth in Northern
California as Talbot expand' their
agency location throughout the West.
"This acqui.-;ition marks Talbot's
first presence of a property and casu-

alty agency m Northern California
and extends our serv1ce and market
strength to all of our customer»
presently represented here m
Southern California," said Roy H.
Taylor, execullve v1ce president for
the pacific divisiOn and head of
California property and casualty operation..\. Mr Taylor added, "the addition of PKW, with its 36 employee.....,
will not only benefit our cl1ents who
maintain operations in Northern
California, but conversely, PKW's

customers will be rewarded with our
large network of offices and markel'i1"
The newly acqUired PKW will
only add to the rapid growth of falbot
Insurance and Financial Serv1ces
whose Southern California pre..'iCnce
began JUst 10 years ago. Talbot's phenomenal growth within the Inland
Empire is largely attributed to previous acqUlslllOns of five local in..'iurance brokerage firms within the past
decade.

OSHA Warns Against Effects of the Cold
The U.S. Department of
Labor's OccupatiOnal Safety &
Health AdministratiOn (OSHA)
has provided tips to employers
for protectmg workers m cold
environments. Secretary of Labor
Alexis M. Herman said that more
than 700 people in the U.S. die
from hypothermia every year.

The most important thing,
OSHA adv1sed, is to ensure that
workers wear the right protective
clothing. In addition, providing
employees the opportunity to
come in from the cold on a regular basis is also important, as is
havmg systems to check on
workers
more
frequently.

Contact with water can worsen
the effects of the cold and result
in the condition known as trench
foot.
About 60 percent of the
body's fuel is used to heat the
body in the cold, and that fuel
demand becomes more extreme
the colder the weather gets.

AirTouch
Package Makes
Cellular More
Accessible
A1rTouch C ellular has created
a simple way for consumers or
business people on budgets to
enjoy the convenience and safety
of cellular phone technology.
The company 's "Prepaid
Phone in a Box" system is sold at
retail outlets such as Circle K
convenience stores. The box
includes a phone, battery, charger
and a $20 phone card good for 60
days of limited air time. There arc
no credit checks, contracts or
monthly bills with the system
which gives budget-conscious
users access to an affordable
Wifeless phone service, sa1d
AirTouch vice president Nancy
Hobbs.
The package is available for
approximately $80.

Inland Empire People
Sal Briguglio
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Right Now
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From the time he was a small boy, Sal
Briguglio knew that he was going to be an attorney. It was not a vision caused by idle daydreams or romantic notions of being a barrister.
Rather, he had to read and understand legal documents from an early age.
"I was the oldest son and my parents didn't
read or understand English very well," says
Briguglio "So I was the one they depended on to interpret and explam to
them what certain papers and record~ actually meant. It was very good
training and it made me so interested, from an early age, that I would
become a lawyer."
Acting on that initial revelation, Briguglio honed his speaking and presentation skills by joining debate and speech teams in high school. He
attended Rutgers University and graduated with a degree in political science. Eventually, he graduated from the University of La Verne Law
School. Within a few years, he established his own firm, partnering with
John Mannerino to establish their practice, Mannerino & Briguglio, in
Rancho Cucamonga.
Briguglio describes his work as "appearance intensive," meaning the
law his firm practices keeps him in court a great deal of time. Specifically,
they work largely in the fields of personal injury, real estate, family and
criminal law. In 1991, Briguglio was elected president of the West End Bar
Association, which encompasses the areas between Fontana to Pomona. His
experience has given him a keen insight into the field of law.
"The number of lawyers keeps growing each year and the field has
become far more competitive," says Briguglio. "But there are new areas of
litigation. The use of new computer technology has made the legal issues of
privacy and free speech a far more important matter than ever before."
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FOR ALL YOUR CORPORATE CATERI NG NEEDS
FEATURING
• 1-xccuuvc Lum:hcs • Company Picnics • APx I.Uill'he' M"c"
• Continental Breaklast • Gra nd Openmgs • Delivery Full Service

Multiple Streams
of Income

(909) 923-8030 • Fax (909) 923-8620
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Aftl'r yl'ar.-; of n·st·<uTh. I've discovered a new
way to achit'Vl' linancial frl'<'dom. I'd likt• to
s<>nd you FREF ;,for1'1at10n about a new nutri
tiun tompan) ''it(, produds t"at really work I
wc.uldn't s1x·r d day without them. ·nH'y
makt• me feellantasllcl I'll show you how to
improVL' your lwalth A\ IJ earn incredible

'

strt•ams of extra incotnf" right from your own

home. You'll work with Ill<' and my tt·am using
a powerful marketing system l'vl' dt·sigtll'd called tlw Ulttmate
S uccess Sy;tem. It involvl·s no nwl'lings, no fan~to-fare sdling
Your phom· will ring with excitt·d P<'<>Plt> who want what WL'
have. llw incotm· potential is enormous II that interests you.
then call this number (800) 468-7262 ext. 42783
to hear a fn•e J.minute recordt·d •tll'ss.ll{l' 24 hours per day.

~

RANCHO CUCAMONGA
Amenities Include:

• Fitness Cenlcr
• lk ued Pool & Spa
• Deluxe Continenlal Breakfast
• Pnvale Exccut1ve Level
Clo~e~t Hotel to:
• Quakes S1adium
• California Speedway
• Glen Helen Blockbuster Pav ilion
• Empire Lakes Golf Course

Rancho Cucamonga's Preferred Hotel!
•Cal
•Fax
•Modem

CALL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS

1-800-682-STAY
Bellll Construction
European Craftsmanship at affordable rates
Electrical
Painting
Plumbing
Roof Repairs
Carpentry
Tile & Marble Work
"Marble Polishing Specialisr
F~'l t970

Jerry Bell

909-943-0482

Pogcr/mob•l• 909-508-4032
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For rates and to secure
your position call:
MITCH
909-484-9765 Ext. 21

Payroll in 1 hour. Call {760] 779·1731

Get Your Message
To Your Customers
The Fast, Easy & Inexpensive Way
FAX BROADCASTING can do it for you! You can send
a smgle page letter for HALF THE PRICE of FIRST
CLASS MAIL, AND RECEIVE VERIFICATION OF DELIVERY.
• A single page letter faxed anywhere
in the U.S. can cost$ 0.16 per page,
or less! •
• Fax letters can usually be delivered
within 24 hours of your request.
• Your letter can be personalized with
your customer's name, company
name and address - it's all part of
DataMart's Fax Broadcast Services.
*Minimum list size 1,000 - Jist purchase fees
start at $ 0.20, list rental fees start at $ 0.065.
Please call for pricing.
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Who's who
cmllcm1ed from page 37

Y2K

The Lende.. 's Choice
~

.

.......
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Is 12 months away!

A~t

Environmental Due Diligence

~
~

• Personal Attention
• Rapid Turnaround
• Professional Reports

(114) 442-8341
(909) 930-0999

YOU ~tAPY. 0~ tv01?

Evaluation of your embedded, micro or mini computer system.
All computer languages spoken here.
SCOPE2000

Call now * 800-200-9729
Bcnramm A Herr. co-author of
".\1ongo 's I 21-. Survi\'al Cruide for the Complete Idiot"

/PEC Global Inc.

8 COIII,OIIIATE 'AIIIK. SUITE 300 1111\/INE. CAt~
10.7 E ACACIA STIIIEET ONTAIIIIO. CA t1 7CI
VISIT OUIII WliB SITE AT

L

HARD SURFACE CLEANING

WWW.IPECGLOBAL.COM

rKNUTSON CONSULTANCY CO.

Partial Area Swee•t•l Street swee•l•l
IIIII Prtssart Stea• Cllaalll
lall•••••llallllltltlta Servtcn

Minimize your past due business debts.
Maximize your cash flow.

111-412·1325 fn:lll-412·1231

How?
By having the European system for debt arbitration work for you. If you have a problem with a business
creditor or bank loan, call us for a No Success/No Fee
consultation.
(909} 790-6459
Toll Free: (877) KNUTSON
568-8766
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employee theft, and more than nol, the courts ore hold1ng
employers respons,bale 101 acts committed by employees

iNLAND EMPIRE

Safeguard1ng your business IS easter ard cheaper than
you th1nk Our SKI led inv&sbgaturs {ret red law enforce·
ment) w check out your apphcants before they re h~red
Ca us to handle af of your invest,gative and protectiVe

needs and mystery Shop yo.;,: r bus111ess 1 ensure your
tUgh standards arenl gorng to ll'e dogs

YOUR
AD

EXECUTIVE SOLUTIONS GROUP, LLC
8400 Maple Place Ste t 02 Rancl1o Cucamonga CA 9! 730
L ...,
(909 484 2001 • 24 Lour a day· Every day

ExpPct mon•

from S<>ntt·y
Business Oltntrs knolt the~ ran expert
mort from Stnlf') ln•uranct
•l'ropc:M) & Ca.•uall) •( m>up •\H
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~ sentrylnsurance
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Christopher S. Hammatt
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Center for International
Trade Develop_ment

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
CE Mark:

Passport to Europe

1

For rates and to secure your position call:
MITCH
909-484-9765 Ext 21

CE Mark Ia NOW required
lor wide r~nge of products

Februyary 11. 11j9g; 8:00 am. 10 Noon
In RMirside. $45 In advance

Importing Workshop/
Customs Update
Willi ~ G. Wiley & Co
Feb. 24, 1111111, 7;30 am 10 1230 p m.
Cal lor 1oca11on $55 In advance

(909) 682 2923
www.reaources4u.com/cltd

Ann, have three daughters and three gr.mdchildren. In h1s ~pare lime, Padilla
enJOys llshmg, campmg and reading.
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arry M Rinehart, pres1dcnt and CEO of
PFF Bank & Trust (PFF), is truly one of
the few who can call the Inland Empire
"home.''

Rinehart is a graduate of Pomona High School,
a
Vietnam veteran and recip1ent of the Army
<
Commendation Medal for meritorious military
service. He earned his bachelor's degree m education at the University of La Verne, and in 1977 jomctl PFF Bank &
Trust He was appomted as PFF's president/CEO in 1992.
H1s commitment to the Inland Empire and surrounding communitics is stronger than ever He has served as fund-raismg chairman of the
Pomona Red Cross and MI. Baldy Un1ted Way and board member of
Casa Colina Rinehart was selected recently as board member of
America's Community Bankers (ACB), representing, at the national
level, both the Inland Empire and other community banks in the state of
California.

Gregory C. Talbott

Alan J. Lane
====================
lan J. Lane is pn:sident and CEO of San

A

Bernardmo-hased
Busmess
Bank of
Cahforma. He JOined Ihe hank m Augusl of
19'.16 .Js chief financ1al officer and was appomtcd CI'O
in Mar.:h I 99H. His d1verse husmess background,
enwmpa"mg CI:O positions in private industry and
finance, gives him an expanded flC"pcctivc ol business strategy. Under h1s direction, the bank received the
SBA's PI.P lender status and has mvesied in a newly-formed technology firm ,
providmg state of-the-art computing solutiOns to the financial industry.
A father of five, Lane is an active member of St Catherine's Church 10
Temecula and partiCipates in many youth programs.

Steven Janda
==~==========~===

S

tevc Janda Is senior vice pres1d.:nt and manager
of the n:al estate finance department of Busmco;s
Bank of California. In October 1996, he launched
the hank\ construction lending/real estate finance d1vismn. The department's success, funding nver $XS million dunng iL~ first two years of operations, is credited
to Steve's un1que techmcal knowledge and experience,
Much of his free time is spent 1n mdustry-n:lated
activities, such as h1s membership in Baldy View Chapter or the Building
Industry Association and the San Bernardino Chapter of the Home Aid of
America. Free time is almost always spent on the golf cours.:! l-Ie is a av1d golfer
and a member of the Bear Creek Golf Club.
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"No one covers Inland Empire business I
ike The Business Journal"

G

regory C. Talbott is the chief financial
officer for PFF Bancorp, Inc. and Its
wholly-owned subsidiary, PFF Bank &
Trust (PFF). He joined PFF in 1987 as assistant
ch1ef financial officer and was promoted to chief
financial officer/treasurer m 1989.
Born and raised in R1vers1de, Talbott is a native
of the Inland Empire. He graduated from
California State Polytechnic University (Pomona) with a bachelor's
degree in accounting.
Talbott is a certified public accountant, Eagle Scout and retired
reserve police officer. In 1990, he was acknowledged as the city of
Irvine's Reserve Officer of the Year.
In 1996, he played an instrumental role in PFF's initial public offering of stock. PFF Bank & Trust is the largest publicly-owned community bank headquartered in the Inland Empire.

Kevin McCarthy
====================
vin McCarthy, senior executive vice
resident and chief operatmg officer of
FF Bank & Trust (PFF) has served the
bank for more than two decades.
McCarthy is a graduate of Claremont High
School and Claremont McKenna College (CMC)
where he earned his bachelor's degree in economics. McCarthy, like many of his colleagues at PFF,
finds his roots in the communities the bank has served for over a century.
In 1992, under his leadership, PFF consolidated its entire loan operation into its state-of-the-art loan center in Rancho Cucamonga, providing PFF customers efficiency and convenience in purchasing a loan.
McCarthy has served as president of the Appraisal Institute and has
contributed his time as board member of Casa Colina, Le Roy Haynes
Center and Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center.
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ARTICLE REPRINTS
Mailers

I'<

Press Kits
Shareholders
Trade Shows
Conventions

Make headlines every day with Inland Empire
Business Journal article reprints.
Scoop' Media SerVI'::es c· 1 ;tom desrgned repPnts are ''1e ultiMa:e
PR tool. They sell for you through promotional ma1llngs to shareholders, clients, prospects, employees and distributors- and handing
them out at trade shows and conventions makes a powerful impression.
We carefully design your article so there is no mistaking that 1t ts
editorial coverage. Prices vary according to size, complexity and
quantity. Minimum quantity for reprints is 1000. So call us and we'll
give you a quote right away.

c§cog~
MEDIA .SERVICES

1.aK).767-3263 ext 308
C1997Sooop.lnc.- No pan ollnland Empore Busmess Journal may be copied, pholocopoed "' duplicated rn any !ann Wllhout pnor wnnen consenl
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"Don't Worry, Make Money"
hr Roger llan·cy
Dr. Richard Carlson's book,
"Don't Worry, Make Money," is a
must read for anyone aiming to
eliminate financial stress and
enjoy life more. The book has
easy-to-read chapters of only a
few hundred words - each with a
recommendation that could very
well change your life!
For example. Chapter 19
"Experiment With the One Hour
Solution" describes the vast numbers of financial opportunities
available to those who want one.
and are open-minded to doing
something a little different. He
says there are numerous parttime, home-based businesses that
are turning ordinary people into
millionaires.
Carlson asserts that the greatest dream-snatcher is fear. That's
the catch. He recommends an
experiment - "The One Hour
Solution." "If you banish worry
from your consciousness and
choose a credible, financially
solid, ethical home-based or multilevel marketing business, you can
become financially independent
in as little as one hour a day. You

don't have ll' quit your job,
change careers, or take on a great
deal of risk," he says.
Carlson advises spending
time investigating what's out
there. To look at your options. I
recommend an illuminating 52page book by Daren Falter called
"Hov. to Select a Network
Marketing Company" which
reviews of over 200 of the top
MLM's.
Dr. Carlson predicts that if
you pick a business you love, and
you faithfully spend your hour
doing the key parts of the business, that within two years you
will be well on your wa) to complete financial independence.
"Don't Worry, Make Money"
is published by Hyperion, 114
Fifth Avenue, New York, NY
I 00 II. Most book stores have it.
You can get a copy of "How to
Select a Network Marketing
Company" for free if you leave
your name, address and phone
number in my voice mail box at
(714) 903-0692.

MANAGER'S BOOKSHELF

th;1t c1ty. The first was the 124-unll
Summerhrcezc Apartments. purchase price $l\.75 million The second transaction was the 220-unit
Vintage View Apartments, purch;L~e
pnce $12.65 million Fremont
Im·cstmenl and Loan provided
financing for both of the Temecula
acquisitions. Equity W<Ls provided
hy the (T California Fund and other
tnd1vidual CT Realty investors.
One hundred ne\" homes are
under construction in the l.ake
Elsinore
region.
Cornerstone
Communities, a San Diego home
builder, has begun grading and
model conslntction in the hills overlookmg
the
lake.
Named
Summerhill Trails, Cornerstone will
fimsh the first phase, consisting of
20 homes, by April I. Prices will
range from Sl44,9(XJ to $159,990.
Cornerstone is betting that the Lake
Elsinore area, including Murrieta
and Temecula, is emerging as the
next hot home market in Southern
California.

continued from P<IN<' -12
200 tran~actions totaling more than
SUO m1llion in total \,llue. ller
expertise is in representing retailers
in the acqui~illon or dis[Xbition of
sites and leastng and marketing of
Inland Empire shopping centers in
the Inland Empire.
The year 199i> was very good
for CT Reali} Corporation, a real
estate investment and development
firm ba.,cd 111 NewfXlrl Beach and
well involved in Inland Empire
transactions. CT Realty acquired
four ne\\ properties, aggregate value
of $44.5 million, which mark.' the
most productive year in the fim1 \
history. Included in those acquisitions are the Inland Empire Village
Oaks, located in Chino Hills.
Purchase price for the 2~.;()-unit property was $20.55 million. And the
principals at Cf Realt} foresee
Temecula as an optimal mvestment
location. The company purchased
two multi-unit apartment units in

~----------------------------------

CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
FAX 909-391-3160
FAX or MAIL

Roger Harvey is 1•ice president of
marketing for the Inland Empire
Business Journal.

DISPLAY RATES : $70/inch; 1" min. UNE RATES : $11.65/line; 6lines
min. Avg. 30 characters/line. Frequency discounts available for BOTH
display & line. CONFIDENTIAL BOX CHARGE: $25/insertion. Box II
will be assigned by the publisher. Business card ads can be purchased at a flat rate of $150. Fill out form below in full. Use addition·
al sheet of paper for ad copy if needed. Type or print clearly. All ads
must be pre-paid - no exceptions. Send check, M .O., VISA, or M /C.
Deadlines: 2oth of the month preceeding date of issue.
Catego~:

_________________________________________

Ad C o p y : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

··.hello?

Date(sl of Insertion: --------------------------------Name: _____________________________________________
Company: ___________________________

Your company may not leave callers 'on-hold' this long......
Bw lllX ~ 'on-hold' can seem like an e1ernity, unless you
provide them with valuable information that can help them
malce informed decisions about doing busaness with your
company.

Address: ----------------------------------------City, State: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Credit Card#: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

Little Bear Enterprises
1-714-899-9310
.

Exp. Date: __________~P~h~o~n~e~:________________

Contact Teddy
"Helping people create a better future"
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"Smith & Wesson Beats Four Aces" as Management Theory
"The E-Myth Manager: Why
Management Doesn't Work-and
What to Do About It," by
Michael
E.
Gerber;
HarperBusiness, New York,
New York; 1998; 229 pages; $24.
When the boss is the only person in an organization with a
vision of 1ls future, the organization won't have much of a future.
Similarly, when the managers
working for such a boss arc content with that arrangement,
they're headed for short careers.
It's not simply a lack of vision
that's the cause of management
failures, but who has that vision.
According to author Michael
Gerber, a business consultant and
lecturer, the vision of your work
must come from you, not your
boss or a corporate vision statement. He notes: "You must come
to the realization -the very personal understanding
that
despite what you have been led to
believe, there is no real mission
statement or business aim that's
propelling you to do the things
you arc supposed to do. It's not
the company and its goals that arc
motivating you, it's some per-

v1s1on The people who had to
perform the tasks had only two
choices: perform or die.
Fundamental to Gerber's
value system is the belief that a
good entrepreneur docsn 't want
precise clones of himself. The
boss really wants people who are
capable of taking authority and
responsibility for all phases of
their work. People who, in effect,
become entrepreneurs of their
own segments or an organization.
To do this, Gerber believes it
is necessary to identify what you
want within the context of the
boss's vision of what he or she
wants. He writes: "So the first
step in the process of becoming an
E-Myth [entrepreneur] manager
has very little to do with the
organization, your job as you've

known it, or the Emperor's needs.
It has primarily to do with what
you want for yourself. Apart from
the organization, as opposed to as
a part of the organization ."
Empowering'! Yes . familiar?
Definitely. You may want to
review Mano Puzo 's "The
Godfather," especially where Don
Michael Cnrlcone says, "Don't
believe them when they say it's
only business. Every distasteful
thtng a man is forced to do by
others is personal. Every bit of it.
I don't let people determine for
me what I do." Both Puzo and
Gerber seem to be restating one
of key rules among Murphy's
Laws: "A Smith & Wesson beats
four aces."
In Gerber's case, however,
he's talking metaphorically.

There's no doubt that most
good bus1ness owners and senior
executives want people on their
team who feel empowered
enough to exercise sound judgment in running their parts of the
organization without frequent
consultation w1th the boss about
every decis1on they take. Most
welcome innovators on their
teams. None, however, want people v. ho recast the boss's vision
so completely that one segment
of the organization zigs while the
rest of it zags.
An interesting, well wrillen,
and intriguing book, "TheE-Myth
Manager" offers a view of running an organization that may
come as shock to both senior
managers and those who work for
them.

Bestselling Business Books
Here are the current top ten bestselling books for business. The list is compiled based on information received
from retail bookstores throughout the U.S.A.

1. "The Millionaire Next Door," by Thomas J. Stanley and William D. Danko (Longstreet Pres.~ ... $22) (l)'
Millionaires are made of discipline, work. and frugality.
2. "Roaring 2000s," by !larry S. Dent (Simon & Schuster ... $25) (3) Despite the Hears of '9H, Dent sees the
Bulls of '00.

son .••. ''

To fail to understand this truth
presupposes objectivity where
only the subjective is true.
When a manager understands
that satisfying a person's - his
boss's - aim is what his job is •
truly all about, the whole job
changes. Suddenly, and probably
for the very first time, the truth
comes into focus. And when the
truth comes into focus for a manager, he is first given the exciti ng
opportunity to ask the only question that can save him: am I here
to serve this person •• or am I here
to serve me?"
Gerber equates the boss with
an emperor of ancient times, when
only the emperor had the total
vision of what he wanted to
accomplish, In Gerber's analogy,
the immediate servants of the
emperor
are
compared
to
taskmasters forced to share the
boss's vision, but free to implement the means of achieving the

3. "Die Broke: A Radical Four-Part Financial Plan," hy Stephen M. Pollan (HarperBusines.'i ... $25) (2)
Planning for retirement by not retiring.

4. "The 48 Laws of Power," by Robert Greene with Joost Eiffers (Viking ... $24.95) (4) How to get power or
defend against it.
5. "Eat the Rich," by P.J. O'Rourke (Atlantic Monthly Press $24) (6) A humorous look at the "dismal science"
of economics.

6. "Titan: The Life of John D. Rockefeller, Sr.," by Ron Chernow (Random House ... $30) (5) The man who
was the paradigm for being 'rich as Rockefeller.'

7. "The 9 Steps to Financial Freedom," by Suze Orman (Crown ... $23)** How to overcome obstacles in the
path to achieving wealth.
8. "Success Is A Choice," by Rick Pitino with Bill Reynolds (Broadway ... $25) (7) Ten-step system for getting
ahead in business.
9. "Work in Progress," by Michael Eisner and Tony Schwartz (Random House ... $27.95) (8) Disney's CEO
tells his side of running the "Mouse House."
10. "I'm Not Anti-Business, I'm Anti-Idiot," hy Scott Adams (Andrews McMeel. .. $9.95) (9) Adams skewers
mismanagement yet again.
*(I)-Indicates a book's previous position on the list.
•• -Indicates a book's first appearance on the list.
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Inland Empire R estaurant Review
This Business Is Bubbling!

Room Service Comes to the Mountain
by Joe Lyom
The
history
of
Lake
Arrowhead is hare!) a century old.
lt used to be Little Bear Valley, sister to Big Bear Valley some thirty
miles away. Like Big Bear, someone proposed a reservoir and
power supply system and the lake
became a reality.
Investment in the property has
been spotty. Speculators do not
always have the money they think
the} do. But the value of property
around the man-made lake has
been constantly on the rise. It is not
uncommon to read about a million
dollar cabin for sale in the area.

The center of Lake Arrowhead
activity has traditionally been the
resort. Originally it was the
Arlington Hotel. Later a new version became the Arrowhead Hilton.
Rumor had it that Donald Trump
was looking at buymg the entire
village about 10 years ago. There
must not have been enough art in
that deal.
Today 11 IS the Lake Arrowhead
Resort. And it is a popular destination for Southern Californians who
want to show the1r kids what the
other seasons look like Skiing,
leaves turning, buds bloommg...
you don't see things like that down
here on the ground.

br Jan· D. Mead

The current 177-room resort
like this up in the mountains, there
was built literally on the ashes of
are very few things I like better
the old one hack in 1982. It IS a
than a good smoke.
state-of-the-art hotel and convenTo make the stay even better,
tion center with a vanety of restausome friends of mine happened to
rants, meeting rooms and amenipass through the lobby in the mornties. The rooms themselves feel
ing while getting ready to take their
more like a hotel than a mountam
boat out on the water. As is tradilodge facility.
tiOnal on Lake Arrowhead, they
With a v1ew of the lake out my
had a classic Chris Craft.
window, I was delighted to find a
My friend spent a lot of time
complimentary bottle of Filippi
apologizmg for the conditiOn of
Winery's famous chocolate port
the boat, but the fact is, if you're
waiting for me. Dinner was hot
out on th1s lake with a Chris Craft,
and prompt The French onion
no excuses are necessary. Of
soup ($4.50) was good and hot and
course, it needs maintenance. They
cheesy, hut it was shy a few
all do.
onions.
It's the id~.:a of cruising along
The Ceasar salad ($7 95) was
the water 10 a teakwood classic that
good, although the chicken was a
makes the dny an event.
little dry. Of course, had I ordered
I have to admit that I had
extra dressing I could have solved
reservations about staying the
that pwhlem. On a lark, I asked for
night at Arrowhead Resort
a roast heef dip sandwich ($7 95)
Changes in management and
wh1ch could have used some more
ownership ov~.:r the years have
meat, but what it had vvas very lean
been confusing at best. Th~.: stay
and that's more important.
turned out to be a joy. The dmner
My entree was a filet steak
was as good as it could have b~.:~.:n
($18.95) that was so good I still
downstairs, at least. I look forthmk about 11 today.
ward to my return.
The seafood scampi Italian
A friend of mine has vanity
style ($14.95) was cheesy and very
license plates 0-2-B-N-L-A. lie
sp1cy w1th a generous amount of
does not mean Los Angeles. He
shnmp.
will quickly tell you it means "Oh,
Chocolate cake ($4.25) and
to be in Lake Arrowhead."
coffee made up dessert.
I understand.
Later, I took a walk in the brisk
pine-scented air and enjoyed a , Joe Lyons is a regular contributmg
good cigar. OK, you may not like
columnist in the Inland Empire
cigars, but I do, and after a dinner
Business Journal.

t- cask 'n cl€aV€R tif
CHOICE MIDWESTERN CoRN- FED

STEAKS • PRIME RIB
CHICKEN • SEAFOOD • FRESH FISH
CASUAL AMBIANCE • EXTENSIVE SALAD BAR • SUPERB WINE LIST
Open Da1ly from s,oo p m. - Sunday·4 30 p m
Banquet Facilities Available
• Rancho Cucamonga

• Riverside

(909) 982-7108

(909) 682-4580

Corona

Victorville

Redlands

(909) 735·8550

(760) 241 · 7318

(909) 793·1055

All About Bubbles
Buy your Champagne and
sparkling wine now .. .for the year
2000! You heard me, if you're
planning any kind of large celebration for Y2K, then you'd do
well to buy your bubbles right
now
Some experts (usually those
with Champagne or sparklmg
wine to sell) are actually predictmg shortages of upscale, bottlefermented, effervescent wines.
I'm not really buymg into the
shortage theory, but a couple of
things are pretty obvious to anyone with an even remotely clear
crystal hall.
Easy prediction No. I More
sparklmg wine will be sold and
consumed in the year 1999, culminating with New Year's Eve,
than has ever before been consumed in h1story.
Easy prediction No. 2:
Champagnes and sparkling wines
of all kinds (except the really
inexpensive bulk process stuff
selling for $4 to $7) will never
cost less than they cost right now,
until Jan. 2, 2001.
Let me explain Traditionally,
more bubbly wine is sold in
December than is sold the entire
rest of the year, so that's when all
the deals are available. Producers
and wholesalers give retailers
special prices to ensure that their
brands are featured. To be able to
sell all the bottles possible, retailers and discounters pass those
savings on to consumers.
An example of what's happening right now is the way
Moet 's h1gh-end product, Dom
Perignon, is being foothalled. The
suggested retail price for this
famous Champagne (takes a capital "C" because Champagne is a
place like Roquefort or Bordeaux)
is more than $120 per bottle and
small retailers have trouble even
getting any. And if they do, their
wholesale price is more than $80
per unit. Meanwhile deep discounters like Costco have the
product floor-stacked at prices
below base wholesale and one

large West Coast supermark~.:t
chain has DP 111 its ads for $69.95
As a quirky little side note:
The laws of most states require
small retailers and restaurants to
buy their wme from wholesalers,
even though they could buy it
cheaper from a large retailer. Not
only docs this mean h1gher prices
for consumers, hut no business
should be forced by law to buy its
goods at a higher than necessary
cost.
Th1s being a normal holiday
season, the seasonal bargains and
discounts continue to be available. But 1999 will not be normal
and few if any discounts on the
most famous brands will be available this time next year.
And, while you'd thmk the
prices would drop on Jan 2, 2000,
they won't. Here 's why:
Easy prediction No. 3: One
minute after midnight on Jan. 1,
2000, the hype will begm that the
real millennium is the next year
when we're really beginning the
first of the next thousand years.
So the trade will milk this thing
for two years mstead of one.
That's why, if you're planning
large parties (including weddings
and anmversaries in the coming
two years) and plan to serve highquality bubhlies, you can save a
bundle if you buy right now. And
yes, any good sparkling wme will
be just fine for a year or two, with
even reasonably good storage.
Sparkling Primer
A few words about sparkling
wine terminology, what it is and
how it's made
The most frequently asked
questiOn on the subject 1s,
"W-hat's the d1fference between
Champagne and sparkling wine?"
The French will tell you that
Champagne is a place, a growing
region about an hour and a half
northeast of Paris, with stringent
rules on grape varieties permitted
as well as on the technique
employed to create the bubbles. If
it's made in France, and says
Champagne, it does indeed come
from that place. Other French
spark! ing wmes cannot call them-

selves Champagne.
But what l call "lower case
champagne IS a perfectly legal
semi-generic name in the United
States, Canada and a few other
places. To use the name here, it
must be preceded by a geograph1c
qualifier as in ··california
Champagne" or "New York State
Champagne."
Most of the really inexpensive bubbhes from California call
themselves champagne as an
image enhancer, but then highly
regarded and relatively expens1ve
products such as Schramsberg and
Korbel call their products champagne also. While it is true that
many California producers have
ceased using the champagne name
and just call themselves sparkling
wine, it's also true that many of
them are owned by French companies.
In the end, there's both wonderful and med1ocre Champagne,

but the same can he said for
champagne and sparkling wme
It's what's in the bottle that
counts
Brut
Sparkling wmes w1th
a dry or nearly dry perception.
"Dry" is the absence of sweetness.
Extra Dry ... Very confusmg.
"Extra Dry" is not really very dry
at all, and is always less dry
(more sweet) than the Brut wine
of a given producer
Methode Champenoise ...
Sparkling wines get their bubbles
differently than other carbonated
beverages. The C02 1s not
pumped in, but 1s the result of a
natural second fermentation that
takes place inside the bottle.
Charmat Process ... also
called "Bulk Process," is also a
natural secondary fermentation,
except it takes place 111 a large
tank rather than the ind1vidual
bottle

W ine Selection
& Best Rated
by Bill Anthony
Atlas Peak Vineyards
Sang1ovese 1995
$16.00 •
Napa Valley, California,
Reserve
Chardonna} 1996
S16.00
Napa Valley, Califorma
$24.00
Sangiovese 1995
Napa Valley, California,
Reserve

Greenwood Ridge
$2200
Pinot Noir 1996
Anderson Valley, California
Merlot 1995
$22.00
Anderson Valle), California,
Estate Bottled
Zinfandd 1996
$18.00
Scherrer Vineyards, Sonoma
County, California

Belvedere Winery
Cabernet Sauv1gnon 1995 S13.50
Dry Creek Valley, California
Chardonna} 1996
$13-~0
Alexander Valley. California
S 11.00
Chardonnay 1996
Sonoma County, California
Gewurztraminer 1996
$1:!.00
Floodgate Vineyard, Anderson
Valky, California
$16.00
Merlo! 1996
Dry Creek Valky, California
Sangiovcsc 1995
S 16.00
Dry Creek Vallt:}. California

Hidden Cellan.
Chardonnay 1996
$6.85
"Mendocino Heritage,"
California
Zinfandel 1995
$25.00
California, "Mendocino
Heritage"
Generic & Proprietary Red 1995$24.00
Mendocino, California
$14.00
Petite Sirah 1995
Mendocino. California
$24.00
Petite Sirah 1995
Eagle Point Ranch. California,
"Mendocino Heritage"
Zinfandd 1996
$14.00
California, "Mendocino Old
Vines"
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It's Easy To Order. Here's How. For fastest service,

www. toplist .com
Features:

Just click lo http: 1www toplislcom and this goldmine of information Is ready to use.
You can use our Toplis! software or export the data into ACT!, Word, WordPerfect,
Excel and other programs. You can sort by company, lisVrank or zip code/company
order. Merge it into your own sales letters and print mailing labels, too. You can
target portions or all ollhe list Relds included are list name, company name,
address, phone number, lax number,
contact person. title and
tlll!!~~!!i.!!l!lllllllll!l...~.....~~~
ranktng criteria. These
fields are included if originally published
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New user friendly Interface.

--------------------,
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FORM

Yes!
/love what I'm reading
about TopUst. Please rush me
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Look, how immediate is immediate?
It's like now.

my order

Q Payment tncloaed

Chorge1o: [.]Visa

TopUst@ $125 00 ea

0 MasterCard
OAMEX

Add 8 5"' sales tax
Add shipping/handling ($3.50)

Add tor next - . . day {$8 50)

I uot o: (]PC
OMacin1osh
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Cred• C81d ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Exp.
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~~------------------------
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Southern Cafi(omia
'Binrfery & '.Mailing Inc.
10661

(909) 129- 1949

Ol!ku • Sanks • Hotels

Restaurants • Model Homes
SHORT TER1'1

nteds.

• Porlles

.u

Busmess Dr. Fonlana. 92337
FAX (909) 129-1959

Inc "'atJOJt.t1 A-..,,octation of
Women Bu,ine--;.s C>-.mers Ls
holding Jb quarterly luncheon
on Thw'ie.lay from IUXJ a.m. to L30
p.m at the Ontmo I hlton, 7(XJ N.
!Iaven Avenue, Ont:uio. 'Il1e cost 1s $25
for mcmhcrs if received by Feb. 1, $35
tor non-members or members at the
door.
The luncheon will feature the
Southern California Eili'>(m Company
Speakers will he Dennis ·nmrston, sales
manager of small businCS.'>Ilkl'i.s markctmg; Sheila l.cc, project program analyst; Grace Whitcomb, project manager
of supplier diversity :md Ana Bamosa,
project manager of economic & busine.-;.s dcvdopmcnt.
h1r more inli1m1ation call
Kathcnne Bocckder at (X!XJ) X32-9964.

ll

'Th.: enter. for Intenmtional
Tmdc Development in conJunC!tOn wuh the Riverside
Commw1ity C{lllegc District v.'i.ll be
ha;tmg ··Pa-;.sport to Europe," a CE
Marking work.shop on Thursday from
9:<Xl a.m. to 12:00 p.m. at the Riverside
Clwnber of Commerce, 36R5 Main
Street, Suite 350, Riverstde. 'The ro.1 is
$45 and advanced registration is
required
'The topic of the workshop is the CE
Mark, now mmdatory in order to sell a
wide 11mgc of products in the European
community. The work.shop will addre.ss
how to meet thi.s mmdatory reqwremcnt.
'The deadline for rc&ristmtJon i.s Feb.
4. For more information or regis1mtion
call (909) 372-7138 or fax (909) 372C.

7140.
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your f•cdltlj Our /Ughl!/
trained teclvncraru "<9·
ulal1y -..ct
yo<¥ plar1t

· ~ci•IEuent>

• ConventiOns
• IUnqu<I.S
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• 11ltr"" E<XnU

.,.....

LONO TER/'1
• O..•gn
• S.les
• lhslall.tuon

• Matntenancr
• ~uaranleed Qu.lrll/

•wk!n« •1th the Jn\t Ollkc

OOrn Uml."a, -.narttr the-n tJtr Poat
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or cal 707-579-2900

Right
now!
of lists is a fabulous resource, and the good news is you
are just a click away from downloading it and putting it to work.
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Start clicking ••• t he clock is ticking.

You want all these
lists when?

T
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OUR QUAUTY IS E.XCEUENT
OUR SERVICE IS SPECTACULAR
OUR PRICES ARE COJ'I\PE11TIVE

lk;t{.j i''lJ4f;1:i l;t3: j(;\lj
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PHON!!: (714) -26J6/(619J 94 1. 10 fM (71 41 894·79Je
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1ree.r Fairs lntenmtional is
hosting the Accounting,
Banlang and Fmance C.areer
Fair on Wcdilesday from 11 :CXJ a.m. to
7:00 p.m. at the Hyalt Regency
Downtown, 711 S. Hope Street, U:k,
Angeles, (213) 683-1214. 'The event is
co-hosted
by
CBS
and
AccountJng]Obs.com.
For more info011ation call I(!®{)
59-fAIRS.

1

hosting the Accounting,
·· 1g, and Finance Career
Fair on Thursday from I I :00 a.m. to

ll:(XJ p.m. at the llyatt Regency
Alicmte, ncar DLsncyhmd., I(XJ Pl:v.a
J\licante. Garden Grove, (714) 7406014.
For more infommtion c11l l(XAA)
59-FAJRS.
'The Employers Group is h<~t
mg "l.caderslup Skills for the
-bt Century" on 'Thursd:ty.
from 9:(XJ .t.m. to 4:(XJ p.m. at the
Ontario lloliility Inn, 3400 %dby
Street, Ontario. 'The a~t Ls )2 15 for
memhcrs, $270 for non-members and
S 195 for 3 or mor.: pcNlns.
Fnr more inJorm.atton call (909)
7X-J.-9430.
'The Execuuvc 2!XXJ Council will
be hostmg a prognun entitled "Where
Do Your llcalthcare Dollars Go'!'' at the
Riverside
Community
llealth
Founilitlton I lealth Educllion Center,
4445-A Magnoha Ave., Riverside. 'The
luncheon event will be held from 12:CXJ
to 1:30 p.m Featured speakers will
mclude Richard f lawktm; of Richard
HawktiL~ lrL'illl1lllce Scrvrces and Roy
Taylor ofTalbot, Goldware & Taylor.
For info011ation and reservatiorLs

1&

caii909-78X-3471.

19

1lle C.ollegc of Extended
Leammg at C.a1 State San
Bernardino will offer ~veml
weekend courses at iLs De.scrt Stud1es
Center. 'The "f·lintknapping: Makmg
Stone Tools" cla•;s is an opportunity to
learn the fundamenutls of manufacturing by bre.aking rocks in a sys1ematic
fasluon. 'The course is offered over the
weekend of feb. 19-21. The cost is
$228, or S148 a.s a non-credit course.
Call the College of Extended
Learning at (909) 8X0-59R1 ext.
576.

Charter
The
Celebration of the
Inland
Empire
Speaker's Bureau Toastmasters
Club 6919/12 is scheduled for
Saturday, 6:00 p.m. at Heritage
Park
Rettrement
Community
Recreation Center, 303 West
Merrill, Rialto. A catered dinner
will be provided at 6:30 p.m . The
cost is$ I 2.50 per person, or $20.00
for two. The recommended attire is

27

business to semi-formal
The keynote speaker wtll he
Sheryl Roush, DTM, PDG,
accredited speaker, author and
mentor, who will
present
"Memoirs of a Road Warrwr."
Ms. Roush is one of only five
women accrc.:dtted speakers rn
the world She ts also acttvc as
a speaker at the Women and
Business Expn sponsored hy the

Inland
Business
Journal.
The Charter Ceh:bration is an
excellent opportunrty to h:arn more
about this diverse group of seasoned Toastmasters. The club and
the Charter Celebration arc open to
the public.
!·or r~rvaltons, ctll K1y Strrr,
D1M, PDG, (lXJ9) K!H-63:!1 by Feb.
:!0. 1999.

~--------------

------

REGULARLY SCHEDULED EVENTS
!\1onda~

Bu"ness Builders ot Rancho
Cucamonga, wedd), 7 a.m. at Socorro·,
Mext<:an Restaurant, 10276 Foothill
Blvd.,
Rancho
Cucamonga
Memhcrshtp: $2'i. Contat:t D;twn c.rey,
(909) 41\4-5244; Shirley Patrt<:k, (909)
625-:!31\6.
Personal
Break
Through
Networktng, weekly, 7 a.m. ,Jt 711'5
Carnelian St., Rancho Cucamonga. The
club mec<s to discu" maximiZing oustness and personal l<veragc, Conl:tt:t
Warren Ha"kins. (909) 626-261\t or
(909) 517-0220 (pager).
Thesday
Bustncs'> Network InternattOnal, La
Verne Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m. at Cino\,
:109 E. Foothtll Blvd ., Pomona Contact
Donald Clague, (909) 593-3511
Business Network lnternaltonal,
Inland Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 to 8:10
a.m. al Mimi's Cak, 10909 Foothill
Blvd., Rancho Cucamonga. Conta<:t
Michael Bailey, (909) 94R-7650.
Ali Lassen\ Leads Cluh, Claremont
Chapter, weekly, 7·15 :t.m at the
Claremont Inn. 555 W Foothill Blvd.,
Claremont. Contact. Philip Board. (909)
91\1-I 720. Regional olttce: (ROO) 76 7-

Toastmasters Club 6!>31>. lhc Inland
\alley Earlybirds of Upland, weekly
6:45 a.m. at Denn) \, northwcsl corner
of Seventh Street and Mountatn Avenue
tn Upland. Info: Nancy Couch, (909)
621-4147.
1l1e lru,litutc of l\.1.1nagemenl Acwuntanls Inland Emptre Chap<er, <he lourth
V.edncsday of the month, 6 30 ,t.m. al the
Mo,ston Inn. :1649 Sc\enlh Sl, Rivef\ide.
Contact. E.\lcr Jamora (SIR) .105-721K) ht
t06.

The Rancho Cu.:amon~:a Women\
Chapler of Ali La.....en\ Lead' Club. wee~
ly. 7:15 a.m. a1 Mtmt\ Calc, :no N.
Mounlatn Avenue. Info: Palneta
Brooking.s, (909) 91'1-4159 or (909) 59451S9
Thursday
Consumer Business Network
weekly, 7 a.m. at Michael Js. 201 N
Vineyard Ave., Omario. Mcettng
Charge: $15 tncluding breakfasl
Contact: (811\) 446-191'6 Host. Sandy
Patterson.
Business Nct\HHk lnternaltonal,
Upland Chapter, wcc~ly, 7 a.m at
Denny's. 31\5 S Mountatn Ave., Upland
Contact: Jtm ~1angtapanc, (909) 9-l66616.

7337
Wednesday
Busine" Nct"'ork lnterna<tonal,
Victor Valky Chapter, weekly, 7 a.m. at
Marie CalkndcP.>, 12180 Manposa Rd.,
Victorvtlle Visttors welcome. Contact:
Jo Wollard (760) 24 1-1633.
Bus1ncss Network International,
Chino Valley Chapter, weekly, 7 a m. at
Mimt\ Cafe, Spectrum Marketplace,
3890 Grand Ave., Chino. Cont:td: Mtke
Agee, (909) 591-09\12.
Bus1ncss Network International,
Rancho Cucamonga Chapter, weeki~. 7
a.m at Plum Tree Restaurant, 1170 W.
Footlull Bl\d., Rancho Cucamonga.
Contact. Mtchacl C~.te rty , (909) 4679612.
Wcsl End f:\cl"Uit\cs' A"\Ktatton,
weeki). 7 to S a.m .•11 Omano Atr(X•rt
Marriott Hotel, 2200 [:. Holt Blvd ,
Ontario. Contact. (909) 949-352.:\, or
(818) 960-5X~4 .

Friday
Sales
Success
lnslttute
Prospecttng Wilhout Cold-Calling'~
wnh D. Forbes Ley, author ot wsucccss
Today 1" weekly, 1;30 p.m. to 5:00p.m
at the Ontario Airport Marnott. Free, but
reservattons a must. Call (!:iOO) 772-1172 .
Prev1ew: www.scll-faslcom
Saturday
People Helping People to Keep
Dreams Alive 1, weekly, I ::10 p.m. at The
Peoples Place. D5 W First Street,
Claremont Info: Dr. D.M Yce, (909)
62-l-6663
Sunday
Claremont Master Mtltt\ a tors
Toastmaster~ Cluh. \\cCckl), b to 7:JO
p.m tn the Jagds Bu1ldtng al
Claremont Graduate School, 105 F
lOth St.. Claremonl Contact Chuck
or Dolores Wee~, (90'1) %2-3430
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M T Engineering, 1688 N
Perris Blvd. , Ste. G4, Perris,
CA 92571, Mickey Monroy
M T Enterprises, 2773
Condor Creek Ln . Ontano,
CA 91761, Dtane McAulay
M V P Temecula Shuttle,
41920 Stxth St Temecula,
CA 92590, Dennis Dtllon
Macblrdle Golf Gifts, 72840
U.S. Highway 111, Palm
Desert, CA 92260-3324,
Melinda Hutchmson
Magic Moments
Photography, 6648 Rathke
Dr., Riverside, CA 925090773, Cynthia Abling
Mall Boxes Etc. 2401, 6185
Magnolia Ave.. Riverside, CA
92506-2524, Michael Balsen
Mall Boxes Etc. 932, 100 S
Sunrise Way, Palm Springs,
CA 92262-6737, Luella Mac
Lead
Main Street Subs, 24578
Sunnymead Blvd., IIF,
Moreno Valley. CA 92553,
Deborah Castille
Martin Financial Services,
29983 Big Range Rd , Quail
Valley. CA 92587-7659,
Marttn Rauscher
Martinez Maintenance
Service, 5075 Sierra St,
Riverside, CA 92504. Gilbert
Martinez
Marty's Roadside Service,
695 Williams Rd .. Palm
Springs, CA 92264, Martin
Sarkisian
Marty's Tlres Plus, 74849
Joni Dr., Palm Desert, CA
92260, Martin Hart
Mary's Collectibles, 6351
Pullman Ct., Riverside, CA
92505, Mary Chaptini
Mary's Dog Grooming, 428
W Foothill Blvd .. Rtalto, CA
92376, Mary Sand
Master Clean, 879 Encino
Pl., Corona, CA 91720,
Agnieszka Guzzetti
Master Tech Laundry
Services, 1094 Le Conte Dr.,
Aiverstde, CA 92507, Steven
Tillman
Masters Window
Coverings, 41682 Chablis
Ct, Temecula, CA 92591,
Mtke Azeredo
Matchmaker Properties,
19120 Pimlico Ad, Apple
Valley, CA 92308-6783, Del
Kast
Mathew's Trucking, 674 N
Aspen Ave., Rialto, CA
92376-4602, Kevin Mathews
Maxtran Corp., 6221
Softwind Pl., Alta Lama, CA
91737-7775, Maxlran Corp
Me Kesson Drugs, 225 W
Hospitality Ln., San
Bernardino, CA 92408-3237,
Haris Simangunsong
McGowan Construction,
P 0. Box 43, Big Bear City,
CA 92314-0043, James
McGowan
Meadow Wood Apta., 6920

Phoenix Ave. Riverside , CA
92504 Rob Walker
Med Ex Billing Services,
13335 Wisteria PI Chtno,
CA 91710, Tricta Cavan
Med Sites & Information
Svc., 669 Attenborough Way,
San Jacmto, CA 92583-6507
Steven Howey
Medscrlbe, 9624 Cody Rd ,
Lucerne Valley, CA 923568471 Sandra Long
Medstar Professional
Services, 4195 Chino Hills
Pkwy , 11624, Chino, CA
91709, Melynda Kreeger
Melanie's Uniforms, 27645
Jefferson Ave Ste. 113,
Temecula, CA 92590-2649,
Deborah Bendt
Melissa's Dance Studio,
2503 E. Lakeshore Dr ,liE,
Lake Elsinore, CA 92532,
Barbara Riley
Mendoza Auto Repair,
68426 Commerctal Ad
Cathedral City, CA 92234,
Adan Alcaraz
Menifee Valley Feed &
Supply, 31371 Murneta Rd.,
Menifee, CA 92584, Doug
Lech
Mentone Rental, 2003
Mentone Blvd .. Mentone, CA
92359-9501 Andrew
Anderson
Mentone Smog Auto
Repair, 1759 1 '2 Mentone
Blvd , Mentone, CA 92359,
Francis Hijazin
Mercado El Palsano, 3848
N. McKinley St, Corona. CA
91719·6114, Sergio Galvez
Mercury Marking Devices,
600 3rd St., Lake Elsinore,
CA 92530-2748, Mercury
Metal Die & Letter Inc.
Mercy Outreach, P 0. Box
90127. San Bernardino, CA
92427-1127. Daniel Balcazar
Meridian Pacific Group, 741
Hacienda Dr.. Riverside, CA
92507-6039, Stephen Kisiedu
Method Tool & Design,
19059 Valley Blvd, 11415,
Bloomington, CA 92316,
Travis Taylor
Mexican Lindo, 9097 Sierra
Ave , Fontana. CA 923354735, Josie Gonzales
MG Nails, 1240 E. Ontario
Ave ., Corona, CA917193600, Thanh Thi Do
Mgmnt. Services Unlimited
Trust, 909 North "D" Street,
117, San Bernardino, CA
92410, T. S. Bhasin
Ml Casa Bar, 2905 S. Euclid
Ave., IIC-D, Ontario, CA
91761, Armando Pando
Mlcrodlgltal, 4420 N. Varsity
Ave., 111058, Arrowhead
Farms, CA 92407,
Mohammad Shinwari
Midway Trailer Court, 5017
Holt Blvd , Montclair, CA
91763·4817, Lois Johnson
Mighty Ducks, 2695 E.
Katella Ave.. Anaheim, CA

92806-5904. Marsha Reed
Mike & Gabes Painting
Service, 12210 Mtchigan St,
Grand Terrace, CA 923135484, Michael Estes
Mike Dempsey
Landscaping,45420
Abroma, Palm Desert, CA
92260, Mtchael Dempsey
Mikes Lines, 1426 University
Ave. Riverstde CA 92507,
Mtchael Moss
Mikes Pilot Kar, 81600 Fred
Waring Dr.. Spc. 31, Chtriaco
Sm( CA 92201-2033,
Michael Huff
Mlkkls Rings & Things, 338
Samsara Ct, Perris, CA
92570-1974, Eliberto
Olivares
Milestone Company, 2694 E
Garvey Ave , West Covina,
CA 91791-2113. Random
Resource Corp.
Millennium Club, 13824
Vista Grande Dr Chino. CA
91709-4429, Chandravadan
Bhakta
Millennium Com., 2727
Pactfic St., 11118, East
Highland, CA 92346, Leon
Gagnon
Mlna Cleaners, 933 N
Central Ave , Upland, CA
91786-3531, Adel Hanna
Mini Nails, 147712 Napaz
Dr, 11103, Victorville, CA
92392, Hue Vu
Mira Consulting, 10230
Pradera Ave , Montclair, CA
91763, Warren Gacsi
Mira Lama Auto Repair,
5350 Etiwanda Ave , Mira
Lama. CA 91752-1862
Hector Hernandez
Miraflores Travel Agency,
15915 Foothill Blvd,
Fontana, CA 92335, Vahag
Hovseptan
Mirage Inn, 72750 Country
Club Dr., Rancho Mtrage, CA
92270, L J Reid
Mister Drip, 32810
Magdaleno Ct , Lake
Elsmore, CA 92530-6925,
Jerry Sherman
Mobile Chiropractic Care,
35357 Comberton St.,
Yucaipa. CA 92399, Dan
We they
Mobile Home Electric, P.O.
Box 333, Sun City. CA
92586, Stephen Jones
Mobile Home Park
Electrical, 25650 Louisa Ln.,
Romoland, CA 92585-9504.
Robert Tieman
Mobile Stereo Installers,
550 Emerson St., Upland, CA
91784, Kris Jackson
Moe Air, 24200 Myers, 111,
Moreno Valley, CA 92553,
Terriss Broun
Mamie Helens, 1090
Washington St., Colton, CA
92324, Dorothy Pryor
Monarch Business
Services, 7605 Malachite
Ave , Rancho Cucamonga,

CA 91730, Debra Ham
Monarch Trails
Publications, 11168
Montlake Dr., Riverside, CA
92505-3650, Joyce Glavan
Montellndo Foods, 915
Brooks St, Ste 105S,
Ontario CA 91762·3603,
Nicolas De La Torre
Montessori School of
Chino, 4511 Riverside Dr
Chino, CA 91710, Ranjanie
Serasinghe
Morales Financial & Ins.
Svc., 81791 Armata St.,
Chiriaco Smt., CA 922013061, Rosemarie Morales
Morales Machinery Service,
4125 El Molino Blvd., Chino,
CA 91709, Angel Morales
More Investment, P.O. Box
5112, San Clemente, CA
92672, George Ocsenas
For Fitness Sake, 2159
Sunndge Dr., Chtno, CA
91709. Gabriella Disson
Forcat Enterprises, 16701
Main St., 11213, Hesperia,
CA 92345-6027, Forrest
Dodd
Force One Enterprises,
29472 Mariners Way, Lake
Elsinore CA 92530-7319,
Vicki Vicario
Forever 21, 2121 E.
Montclatr Plaza Ln.,
Montclair, CA 91763-1536,
Jin Chang
Forklift Parts Depot, P 0
Box 8312, San Bernardino,
CA 92412. James Porter
Four Seasons M H P, 5925
Riverstde Dr., Chino, CA
91710-4452, Phillip Connors
Frame It By Ryan, 733 W.
Foothill Blvd., Ste. D, Upland,
CA 91786-3874, Patricia
Lehman
Frame Works, P. 0. Box
1685, Upland, CA 91786,
Robert Frame
Franks Engine Rebuilding,
P 0. Box 236, Bloomington,
CA 92316, Empire Truck &
Eqpmnt Repair
Freedom Machine, 2770 1/2
N State St., Arrowhead
Farms, CA 92407-6552, Paul
Shafer
Fresh Fish, 81944 Hwy. 111,
II A, Chinaco Smt, CA
92201 Nguyen Lan
Fritts Ford, 8000 Auto
Dr., Riverside, CA 925044118, Warren Anderson
Ford Inc
Front Desk, P.O. Box 2817,
Mark Twain Enterprises Inc.
Big Bear Lake, CA 923152817
Fuller Consulting, 23765
Sky Mesa Rd , Homeland,
CA 92548, Jan Fuller
Futon Oasis, 2755 N. Palm
Cyn. Dr , Thomas Finegan
Palm Springs CA 92262
Future Tee Systems, P 0
Box 2954, Helendale, CA
92342, Jeff Peace
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G & D Enterprise, 40609
Clark Dr Hemet, CA 925446263, Grace Van Buskirk
G & M Jurupa Auto Repair,
5909 Jurupa Ave . # P & R
Riverside, CA 92506,
Francisco Gomez
G 4 Enterprises, 800 W.
Community College Dr., Spc
177, San Jacinto, CA, 925837177 . Robert Goods II
G A I S, 7365 Silkwood Ln ,
East Highland, CA 923466225, Maryanne Geske
G B Warehouse, 1270 West
Center St., Riverside, CA
92507, Garo Missakian
G H Entertainment Group,
18332 Hatnes St , Perris CA
92570-8075, Bridget Steens
G H Farm, 11435 Spruce
Ave., George Hickman
Bloomington, CA 92316
G K M Enterprises, 2365
Summerhill Ct, Perris, CA
92571, Debra Magstadt
G T Industries, 16357
Golden Tree Ave , Gino
Monterroso Fontana, CA
92337
Gabby's Automotive, 1005
E Quarry Ave ., Gabriel
Salazar Corona, CA 91719
Gary's Vending, 44687 La
Paz St., Temecula. CA
92592, Tamera Mulholland
Gatherings, 28561 Hwy 18,
Lake Arrowhead, CA 92352,
Sharon Sprigg
Gavllan Div. Funding,
21663 Monument Dr., Perris,
CA 92570-8415, Dinah
Wilson
Gem Maps, 714 E. Oak Hill
St., Ontario, CA 91761-6054,
James Wielenga
Geoseek Technical
Services, 8948 Firebtrd
Ln.,Riverside, CA 92503,
Elizabeth Aguilera
Gerard's French
Restaurant, 9814 Magnolia
Ave., Riverside CA 925033524, Plr Restaurants LLC
Ghetto Superstars, P 0 Box
28, Etiwanda CA 91739,
Gregory Scott
Gift Box Merchandisers,
549 Gise Cir . Corona CA
91719-1021, Betty Berg
Glft Gallery Express, 4399
Sawgrass Ct., Chino CA
91709, Harry Kazarian
Glacier Enterprises, 22610
Round Up Way, Apple Valley,
CA 92308-8551, William Datta
Glass Tattoo, 721 09 Sullivan
Rd , Twentynine Palms, CA
92277 . Linda Minarik
Glenoaks Ranch, 38475
Camino Sierra Temecula CA
92592, Donald Martin
Global Relkl Network, 5884
Kendrick Dr, Riverside CA
92507, Elizabeth Rodriguez
Global Trade Co., 2120 S
Waterman Ave., 11202 San
Bernardino CA 92408, Sam
Chahata

Natl. Shippers Network, P.O.
Box 9000, Alta Lama CA
91701-9000, Edgar Reece
Natures Nutrition, 22600
Inspiration Pl., Quail Valley
CA 92587-7855, Keith Ayres
Naturestone, 65895 Avenida,
Desert Hot Springs, CA
92240-1523, Cadena Ramiro
Zamora
Navetas Creative Moments,
307 S Smtih Ave. , Trlr. 9,
Corona CA 91720-1745,
Noveta Hepler
Nebula International, 44150
Mayberry Ave., Hemet, CA
92544, Robert Olsen
Net Cash Now, 402 W
Francis St., Corona CA
91720-4834, Debra Upchurch
Network 1 Resource, 4766
Central Ave , Riverside CA
92504, Ernest Ramirez
Network Learning Center,
1150 N Mountain Ave., Ste
105, Upland CA 91786-3668,
Joey Cowan
New Beginnings, 40110 Cal
Oaks Rd, #103, Murrieta CA
92562, Ronald Becker
New Diamond Glass &
Mirror Co., 31877 Mission
Trl., Lake Elsinore CA 92530,
Nawee Shairant
New Media Innovations,
5710 Dogwood St., San
Bernardino, CA 92404·2812,
Debbie Johnson
Nlc Construction, 13525
Glacier Cir, Hesperia CA
92345, Nicholas Collins
Nice N Clean Carpet Care,
28332 11th St., Lake Elsmore
CA 92532, Brian Forster
Noahs Ark Pet Prescription
Svc., 2060 Pactfic Ave .,
Norco, CA 91760, Taryn
Hefler
Norco Dental Practice, 1260
Hamner Ave ., Murrieta CA
91760. Pacific Dental
Services Inc
Oak Tree Village Express,
143 Myrtlewood Dr.,
Calimesa, CA 92320, Kerry
Stevens
Oasis Concrete, 1051
Peaceful Dr., Corona, CA
91720, Stephen Tengen
Odaly Enterprises, 7948 1/2
Sunnystde Ave., San
Bernardino, CA 92410-5026,
Anna Wilbanks
Odor B Gone, 1259 East "G'.
Street, Ontario, CA 91764,
Julie Jiles
Old Man Trucking, 910 W
Locust St, Ontario, CA
91762-5928 Martin De La
Torre
Old Tom Donuts of
Temecula, 28326 Front St.,
Temecula ,CA92590-1814,
Adona Paolim
Olmedo Enterprises, 73315
Country Club Dr, 11190, Palm
Desert, CA 92260, Jose
Olmedo
Omega Mortgage West, 189

Nebraska St., Lake Elsinore
CA 92530, Samuel Jiron
On Camera Management,
7270 Victoria Park Ln , Ste.
2C, Etiwanda CA 91739-1850,
Clover Divers En! Inc.
On The Mark, 3127 Mohawk
Trl, Riverside CA 925035461, Mark Whritenour
One El Paseo Plaza, 74225
U S Highway 111, Palm
Desert, CA 92260-4143,
Samuel Rasmussen
One On One Publishing,
210 W Kimball St. 116,
Hemet, CA 92543, Gayle
Arrowood
One Stop Construction,
1723 Pennsylvania, Colton,
CA 92324, Tyrone Ervtn
One Stop Funding, 3347
Mtchelson Dr., Ste. 300,
Irvine, CA 92612-0661, Neil
Kornswiet
One Stop Mini Mart, 4300
Green River Rd., Corona, CA
91720-1506, Vasant Kale
Ontario Dental Health, 2114
Victoria Way, Pomona, CA
91767 Lupe Garcia
Ontario Mills Tailors by
Peter D, 880 N. Rochester
Rd Ontario. CA 91764.
Pratap Chugh
Out West Soups & Dips,
1005 N . Center Ave Apt
8207, Ontario. CA 917645522, Deborah Godbout
Overcome Unlimited, 12651
Penske St., Moreno Valley,
CA 92553-5261, Gary Barnes
P & S Trucking, 13450
Avenida, Desert Hot Springs,
CA 92240-6406, Hermosa
Parker Tanner
P C A Company, 42335
Washtngton St, IIF230, Palm
Desert. CA 92211 Sandra
Hughes
PC W Construction, 8414
Snow Cap Ave., Pinon Hills,
CA 92372, Paul Wadum
P D D, 31675 Corte Encinas,
Temecula. CA 92591, Robin
Loizu
P G Productions, 7201
Archibald Ave , 114-228, Alta
Lama CA 91701-6403,
Bookhart
P J's Refrigeration & AC,
3030 Winifred St, Riverside,
CA 92503-5424, Peter Edivan
P S Nature Pure Water Co.,
1110 N. May Dr., Palm
Springs, CA 92262-4810,
David Semones
Pacific Coast Hair, 8651
Baseline Rd., Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730,
Susan Johnson
Pacific Coast
Herpetological, 18540
Arrowhead Blvd., Arrowhead
Farms, CA92407-1306,
Robert Johnson
Pacific Computer
Marketing, 8350 Archibald
Ave. , Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 9173Q-3669, Moe Azmat

Pacific Decorative Printing,
41083 Sandwood Cir liD
Murrieta. CA 92562, Curtis
Boulware
Pacific Exteriors, 7949
Woodley Ave .. 11218, Van
Nuys, CA 91406, Stephen
Hoffman
Pacific Fitness & Nutrition,
P 0 Box 70026, Riverside,
CA 92513-0026, Eryn Cook
Pacific Funding, 1040 S MI.
Vernon Ave., IIG291 , Colton,
CA 92324, Fred Demarco
Pacific Mgmnt. Company,
1441 N. Sepulveda Ave., San
Bernardino, CA 92404, Gary
Emblem
Pacific Precision Products,
P.O. Box 130, Norco, CA
91760, Ron Kohlmyer
Pacific Realty & Investment,
2520 Moosedeer Dr., Ontario,
CA 91761 Robert Peters
Pacific Retail Consulting,
14683 Amigos Rd., Chino, CA
91709. Scott Mayo
Pacific West Cellular
Accessories, 405 Oak St.,
Colton, CA 92324, Shawna
Meadows-Loper
Padilla Tree Service, 68580
"H" Street, Cathedral City. CA
92234, Lazaro Padilla
Palm Springs Desert
Tanning Co., 4751 E. Palm
Cyn. Dr Palm Springs, CA
92264, Paul Smith
Palm Springs Mem. Ins.
Services, 690 Vella Rd ,
Palm Springs, CA 92264,
Anthony Rogers
Palm Springs Publishing,
1380 E. Tamarisk Rd .. Palm
Springs. CA 92262-5863,
Elliot Field
Palm Springs Sports, 384 N.
Palm Canyon Dr Palm
Springs, CA 92262, Court
James
Palm Springs Trading
Company, 4645 E. Ramon
Rd., Palm Springs, CA 92264,
Chung Oh
Pamela's Elite Office
Mgmnt., 4155 Second St.,
Riverside CA 92501, Pamela
Mata
Paradigm Financial
Services, 14127 Coloma St.,
Fontana. CA 92336, Richard
Caires
Paradise Carpet Care, 30545
Monte Vista Way Thousand
Palms, CA 92276, Rick
McCay
Paradise Custom Pools,
12767 Velare Ct., Victorville,
CA 92392-8963, Donald
Gratiano
Paradise Dress, 4689 La
Causey Ct., Chino, CA 91710,
Marcia Gorman
Paradise Lock & Alarm
Center, 41 083 Sandalwood
Cir., Ill. Murrieta CA 92562,
Greg Havens
Paradise Packaging, 39506
Via Monserate, Murrieta, CA

92563, Michele Elwood
Paradise Plants, 1005 N
Center Ave. 115307, Ontano,
CA 91764, Rebecca Durham
Parkwood Pre Collision
Services, PO. Box 30682
San Bernardino, CA 924130682, Brad Hayashi
Pars Surgery Inc., 205 N
First St., liB, Blythe, CA
92225, Hossain Sahlolbet
Past Life Insights, 1301 N,
Palm Canyon Dr., Ste. 301,
Palm Springs, CA 922624400. Patricia McColm
Pattons Liquor & Smoke
Shop, 3204 W Florida Ave.,
Hemet. CA 92545, Sophal
Sek
Pawelski, 2320 E. 3rd St.,
San Bernardino. CA 92410,
Naoum Bassil
PC Information Systems,
24844 Newgarden St
Moreno Valley, CA 925517421, Paul Catledge
PDITFC Corona, 1725 S
Grove Ave Ontario, CA
91761, James Fullmer
Pearson's Trucking, 7056
Topaz Ave , Hesperia, CA
92345 8111. Loren
Pearson
Pegasus Computer, 8228

Beech Ave., Fontana. CA
92335-3230. Stephen
Robertson
Penguins Yogurt & Ice
Cream, 3908 Grand Ave , liB:
Chtno, CA 91710, Yoon Kim
People of California
Heritage, P 0 Box 3000,
Chtno, CA 91708-3000, Tony
Cerda
People Pleasers, 31976
Lmda Ladera St , Yucaipa. CA
92399-1507, Kerry Bray ley
Perfect Nails, 331 E. 9th St
115 B San Bernardino. CA
92410, Dung Chau
Performance Auto Sales
Leasing, 2634 Hamner Ave ,
Norco, CA 91760-1924, Dale
Thompson
Performance Direct
Remanufacturing, P.O. Box
3231 Ontario, CA 917610924. Dannie White
Personalized Printing, 1414
N. Riverside Ave., Apt 102,
Rialto. CA 92376-8065,
Joseph, Thomas
Phoenix Automotive Group,
791 Silvester Ct , Corona. CA
91719. James Drevdahl
Photo prints for Kids, P 0.
Box 3032, Ontario, CA 91761·
0904, Kathy Rowland

Coming Soon

bus1ness 1ournaI
iNLAND EMPIRE

•1> your company on OUR l.,t? It
•bould bt!! lfyoatblnkyourcompaDY qualifl.. to bo iacluded OD any of
tbt Man:b lists aad you ba>t aot
rtceh'ed a simple quesdoonain from
Inland l!"mpir~ Busin~ss Journal,
pltast CODia<l Jerry at:

(909) 484-9765 ext. 28

SPACE RESERVATION

DEADLINE
February 20

For information call:
(909) 484-9765
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BANKRUPTCIES
Kanon Romain• \Je\ander, dba
Ka...,n \lnandrr & ho;o.:i.ate..,
11'79 Kmgsford Dn\e, Corona.
dcbL' Sl1l900, a.'<S<L' $171,650;
Chapter ll
Walttr\\ , \lpun, Helen J.
Alpern, 31071 Cot1e Alomar.
Tc..·ml·~o:ul.t, ddHs S.:!J7,244, a~~L...:
Slll5.090, Chapter 7
Carl Angeloff, Mary F. Angeloff,
ak.a !\IF Angeloff, dba Cam fa
Communications, 7o-XI9 ~cw
)ort.. Avenue. P•lm Dc.-.en, debe.
$50,.,.,21\5, .,.sets. $'.101, Chapter
7
D"ter C. Augu,tin, aka Outer
Charlb Augustin, dba T & S
Con,truction, 5005 '>;ortb F
Street, San Bcmardmo. debts
S~O'i,096, as.-.ets· $94,507. Chapter
7
Reno R. Banola, Lea V. Bartla,
dba RC Carpet Repair.; &
Stnicto, 37300 Mel ro-c Dnve,
O.thcdral C.ty, dehts. as.vcts schedule not a\aolable, Chapter 13.
Carl Wayne Baker, Et.a Gam ban
Baker, J2b70 Onl<lno Way, Lake
Ebtnore, debts $210,476. asscl>
$151,225, Chapter 7
Rhein Albert Buchbinder, Sherry
Jean Buchbinder, fdba Maxwell
St. Pizza, 2717 Leatherwood
Coun, Rl\eflitdc: dcbb, assel>
,.;hedulc not a-aolable: Chapter 13
Wilfnodo llruno-, Ana S. Bruoes,
17207 Whatley Avenue, Fontana;
debts $257,Y39, asseb $425,210;
Chapter 7
Jason Wayne Burke, Tina M.
Burke, ak.a Tina Henson, 31512
Colle Los Padres, Temecula; debts:
$250,130, asseL' $151!,44!!;
Chapter 7
James John Callanan, ak.a Jim
Callanan. 1\Jlthr)'D Aunt
Callanan 4273 Brcnt"O<>d
Avenue, RI\C:fSldc, dchts.
$311.824,
$196561!,
Chapter 7

•=ts

Richard L. Carre), Kimber!)' A.
Carrey, aka Kimberly A.
McKinney, 7940 Staod1sh A'enue,
Rovcrsode, debts. $201\,196, assets:
S 181,350, Chapter 7
Rebeca Cebnoro, I 7211() Aragon
Drove, Perros. debts $2,067, 7!!6,
asscb $54,565, Chapter 7.
David Noyce Chrisman, Muriel
Alice Chrisman, dba Hemet
Evecare Associates, dba Uberty
A~erican Mortgage, 42528
M•ybcrry. Hemet. debts $335,759,
asscl' $4~4,151, Chapter 7.
Henry Colan&elo, 9632 Chantry
AHnue, Fontana, dcbL<. $223,620,
as.sets SJJ7,050, Chapt.:r 7.
Michael Ja•ts Coanolly, aka
Michael J, CoaaoUy, aka
Michael Connolly, aka Mike
CoanoUy, aka M,J. Coaoolly,

dba Bernon-RP.C lndu,trial
\on~truction, :!616 Blue Ft.n
Dr"e, OnLano, debl!o $17~.912,
,J"-SCL' $239,411, Chapter 7

7

Bobb) Dale Gnoen, 20243
Ro.ol\\cll Road. Corona. debt>
S200,S31 a"'"t' $324,100,
Chapter 7
Rudolph Hernandez, Betty T.
Hernandez, ak.a Betty The"'"'
Htrnandtz, 22H9 N. Forest
Avenue. Roalto; debt>' $347.~41.
as.-cb. $252,760, Chapter 7.

Catherine 11. Darcy, aka
Catherine Holladay Darcy, fdba
Emerald hie Land,cape Desogn,
11738 Thord Stre<l, Yueaopa: debts
S44,34R, as.'cl> S 1,940, Chapter 7

Richard Earl He>ton, Kathleen
lle!olon, dba He!oton Insurance
Agency, 17490 Grcvollea Street,
Font.lna: deb~> . $204.000, as.,cl\
$219,3~0; Chapter 13.

\ficbael Darlington, dba Law
Office of .'\fichatl Darlington &
Associates, dba California
Family Law Center, fdba
Darlington & Macl.yman,
Attorneys at Law, faw Tbt Law
Office or Michael Darlington,
fdba :\ficbael Darlington,
Attorney at Law, 1592 Rosewood.
Upland, debts. SX51,111, a.\scb'
$910,900; Chapter 7.

Donald E. Karlen Sr., Unda I...
Karlen, dba D & I.. Trophies,
12200 :'vloonlot Coun. Voctol'\ olle;
debts $122.550, assets· $103,!>64.
Chapter 7

Patricia S. Eodrizz~ aka Patricia
S. Cerda, fdba Endrizzi
Janitorial Servict, fdba Be!ot Bet
Painting and Plu> Sen ice, 2685

Lawrence Avenue. San

Bc:rnardmo~

deb"> $43,210, a_,sel,. $10,400,
Chapter 7
Robert A. Epbrian, An nit R
Ephrian, dba Epbrian & Son
'Ihocklng, t8205 Reddong Street,
Hesperoa, debts, assets 'Chedule
not available, Chapter 7.
Ltonard E. Erickson, ak.a Len
Erickson, fdba Erickson & Son~.
619 W Monterey Road, Corona:
debts $127,454, assets: $'83,879;
Ooapter 7
John Patton Farrell, ak.a John
Farnll, 42751 E Floroda Avenue,
sp 126. Hemet, dcbL' $269.684.
assets $6,900, Chapter 7.
Stephen Garney, Mary Mlchtle
Gafney, dba Capers ror KidsAfter Five, 1547 WcM Norwood
Street, Rialto; debl' $189,498,
as.s<:ts' $104,892, Chapter 7
Janice Raye Halliwill, dba J .R.
Services, 3574 Cheryl Way,
Rover>Ode; debb $180,249, asset,;
$131,162; Chapter 7
Elmor< Genis Hechanova,
Milagros Umadhay Hechanova,
dba H & T Aquatics, a
Partnership, Rl~ Johnson
Street, Thermal; debts $246,626,
assets $458,753; Chapter 13
Barbara E. Gravts, aka Barbara
Tamsioc Graves, 66740 2nd
Street, IIC, Deset1 Hot Sprong>;
debts: $2!10,398, a.<Sel!>: $10,645,
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New Food Regulations Spur Industry for Local Entrepreneurs
C~aptcr

Dann) Earl Curran, aka Dann)
E. CuiTIIn, Joanne Marie
Curran, aU Joannt ~tarit
Lhingston, aka Joanne 1\1.
Curran, 1992 \\'c:-.t Wandhavcn
Drive, Roalto, debL' $21!!,60X,
,c;,...,ts. SI4!!,7W. Chapter 7

Ronald A. Dunlap, aka Ronald
Dunlap, RocqutUe Toni Dunlap,
aka Thni Dunlap, 31200 Landau
Bh d . Cathedral C11y; debts.
$265,972. a.'iS<:l\. $66,005; Chapter
7.

FEBRl \RY 1999

Brian R Kibby, 716 Hemlock
Coun, Redlands; debb: $2:> 1,138,
ascts $171.520; Ooaptcr 7.
Gerald W. Lee, 24230 Craog
Drove, Moreno Valley; debts.
$201,738, assets· $104,125;
Chapter 7.
Randy Ltroy Lake, dba Quick N
Kleen Janitorial Service, dba
Randy's Auction Service, dba Jet
Age Marktling, 22226
Woodcreek, Wildomar; debts,
assets schedule not available;
Chapter 7
William K. Martin, Pamela J.
Martin, aw Forsesight
Technologies, LI..C, 894
Brentwood, Lake Elsonore; debts:
S 147,!104, assets' S 125,272;
Chapter 7
Gary C. Mathis, aka Gary
Carlton Mathis, Erlioda ( .
Mathis, aka Erlinda Inez
Mathis; no addrbS avaolable,
debts' $550,002, as.'ets S!ll,!!79;
Chapter 7.
Gary Alan McCain Jr., ak.a Gary
.'\kCain, fdba Bicycle Club, 1525
Faith Lane, Yucca Valley, debb
SIOO,RI3, assets. $2,455; Chapter
7

Cbarlts F. McKee, Jacquelyn D.
McKee, dba CahuUia Mountain
Market, 53071 Hogh,.,ay 371,
Anza, debb: $172,175, assel\
S I06,225, Chapter 7
Lorain< McMullen, fdba Honor
Services, 2929 Glenn Way. Lytle
Creek, debb:$29,899, assets
$13,316, Chapter 7.
C hristopher Meas, Sandra
Pheakdey Meas, 24435 Sagecrest
Corcle, Murroeta; debts $206,126,
a..seb: S 154,600, Chapter 7
Jl.fing Plaza Development, Inc.
195 N. Del Ro:.a Drove, San
Bernardtno; debts, a."Csel> schedule
not avaolable, Chapter II

O>bun Ro.ou, S.on Bcmardono,
debts S1911. 105 .o"cL•. S l!~l.OOO,
Charter 7
Roberi.a Ne,.ton, Ronald
Sewton, 22112 RaHn \\ay, Grand
Terrace, dcbl,. S:!l6,94J, ..L.,.SCL'
Sl'~l.700, Chapter 7
Frank J. Ocadiz, 68112 Valley
\ost.o Drove, Cathedral City; debts:
$237,700, a"el\ $288,700,
Chapter 7
Harry Oo>terbroek, Carol Joy
Oosterbroek, fdba Harry's
Portable Weldi~g. 1221!! I 5th
Street, Yucaopa; deb~ $158.043,
J'-\CL\ $203,133, Ooapter 7

Primilivo Sanchez, Rebccta
Sanchez, 294S6 Manner's \V.ty,
l....tlc Ebonore; dcbL,. $204,436,
<L'-\tts $171,1>00; ChJpter 7,
Allan C. Sanderson, Rosemary
B. Sanderwn, 195 Gran Voa, Palm
De.ert. debts $116,8J7, aS.\CL'
S 175,6!!4. Chapter 7
jacqueline Sayre, ak.a Jacqueline
Godoy, 21<90 Golbcrt Avenue,
Corona, debts. $287,234, a"cts
$296,300; Chapter 13.

John Thoma> Orr, dba Orrlaod
Company, 2!!51 South La Cadena
Dme, #260, Colton, debts·
SoJ,J55, asseb. $5,000; Ooaptcr 7
Ted Overholt, Jean Overholt
4866 Canfocld Coun, Roversode;
o!cbts $146,400, assets. $296,200;
Chapter 7.

Seth A. Scott, aka Seth Am
Scott, \\onnt Danitlle Scott, aka
Yvonnt D. Esqueda-Scott, fdba
Apple Creek Arabians, (S.'P),
10185 Cherry Croft Drove.
Yucaopa, dcbb' $240,330, a<set"
$259,122, Chapter 7
Mark Brian Sheley, aka Mark B.
Sheley, dba Photographs by
Mark S heley, 1207 Scenoc Way,
Rom Forest, debb. $252,782,
asscL' $213,278; Chapter 7

John David Partridge, Bennie
Carolyn Partridge, aka Bennie
Carolyn Ace, dba Thrifty Auto
Sale!., 9648 Froant Street, Rancho
Cucamonga, debts. $379,442,
J.'i.\ets S165,609, Chapter 7
Jo,., A. Penoz, fdba JP
Construction, 889lJ l>J. Mountoan
V1cw, San Bernardino, , lebts:
S 16, 74~. asseb $8,070, Chapter 7.

John C. Simon>, dba Pbotogo,
fdba Magic One Hour Photo,
18739 Garden Circle South,
Hoghland. debts, asse~ schedule
not avaolable; Chapter 13.
Ralph E. Speer, Marguerite Speer,
fdba Ram Installations, db Ram
Enterprise, 30077 Skoppck Dnve.
Canyon Lake; dcbL< S 126,593,
a..sets: $225,100; Chapt<r 13.

Jose 0. ProUIIo, Ana Maria
Portillo, 7674 Lome Avenue,
Fontana, debb $219,129, assets:
SIW,940. Chapter 7,

For total ~tectio~
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in security.
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Luis Nazario, Diana Nazario,
dba Direct Ltak Protection, 6761

Michael Scot Rtod, faw
lnt<rnalional Sttel & Rlggong
Company, Inc. 21211 Trolloum
Dnve, Woldomar dchL' $15\oW.
as.'d' S 165,441, Ch.optcr 7

Gcncrall).

hu~1ncsses

are

mcltned 10 regard regulauons as burdens, tmptngtng on an enlreprencur\ abtltly 10 make a proftl But,
!he dtCltOnary dcftnes an entrepreneur as "one who organi£cs or manages
usually wilh considerable
tntltallve and risk." So, it should
come <h no surprise that there are
those who lake the mitiative to make
money wtth regulallons.
Enler Alta Loma restdenl Joyce
Salts When the County of Los
Angeles mandated !hal all food handltng estahlishmenls have a certified
food handler on staff, she knew it
\\<as an opporlunity. Solis has been
teachtng food handling courses for
more than live years and ts currently
an asMstant food services dtreclor at
Children\ llosptlal of Los Angeles.
So. she and her husband formed
ES. lnvestmcnls, a ftrm wluch provides eight-hour classes and certtfication Jests to food handling protessionals, such as managers and
restaurant owners. And their market
is ahoul lo expand massively. Whtle
L.A. Count} has reqUired the certificatton smce the I irs! of the year, il
will become a stale mandate on Jan.
l, :!000

Sohs has a degree tn psychology
from
the
University
of
Massachusclls and a certt ftcale from
the New York Cult nary lnsltlule. She
spent nine years with the Marrioll
Corp., where she leamed food handling gutdcltncs. Jler courses cos!
about $1 :!5 per person, and her calendar is booked soltd. She taught
300 students between November and
the end of January. She has a staff of

Immigration Law
conrinued from page .JS

ntes also must allcsl that they will not
place 1!-JB workers with another
company without obtammg assumnce
that U.S. workers will not be displaced withtn the period 90 days
before and 90 days <lfler the placemen! date.
Other provisions in the new law
enhance worker protections hy prohibiting employers from retaliattng
against workers who complain about
pos.sihle violaJion.s; prohibHing H-18
workers who leave thetr jobs early
from paying a penalty; and enhancing
penalties for more serious violation.s.

1hrec inslruclors and courses are
offered tn Engltsh, Spamsh and
German.
E::.ach of her instructors is certified h} LA County
The purpose of the regula! tons ts
to ensure that food ts safely handled,
stored and prepared for public consumption. In L.A. County, food poisonmg ts a maJor cause of tllnes.~.

Dr. Anthon} J Keyser, a professor of
paihology at the Universtly of
Southern California School of
Medtctne, says !hal lttcrally hundreds of people every day arc treated
for food poisoning al county hospitals. Some, often !he very old or very
young, even dte Dtscases !hal can
he spread hy tmproper food handling
include typhoid and hepatitis. The

leading cause of food potsoning ~'
poor hygtene, Keyser said.
In San Bernardino County, anyone who works with food is required
to lake a 1wo-hour vtdco course
before they can go 10 work. "! hope
they continue !hal," S<Hd Solts, noting !hal the new regulalion.s require
only one trained staff member per
location.

..... STOCK ORDERS SHIP UNTil 6:00PM!
SETON continues to carry thousands
of stgns. tags, labels and tapes in
stock and ready to ship the same
day when you place an order by
6:00 PM pacific time. Now. our new
California office means faster
delivery from our warehouse to you.
Whether you need products to
meet national or local regulations,
1n English or Spanish, in standard
or custom wordings, we'll continue
to meet your changing safety and
identification needs JUSt as we have
for over 40 years.

P.SETON
;it
Identification Products

I
• 44!:> 1 f .. ca 1 yptu~ Mv~ 3Jilt' ""u
r1, 1 ~~ " " n-t

'~0

• 20 Thompson Rd.
Branford, CT 06405
..... To place an order or request a
FREE cataloq and sa:np es

CAll 800-243-662
FAX BOn-'?
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ich i be fastest
•
the lnlan

Where is the Inland Empire Economy Headed in 1999?
You' ll hear abou t the Inland Empire's growth areas a nd trends
for diffe re nt indus tries includi n g m edia entertain m e nt, real estate,
health care a nd the f ina n c ia l markets.

wtng

You ' ll also h ave the oppo rtunity to questio n the expe rts and to
ne two rk with to p Inland E mpire e x ecuti ves .

f.J

GUEST SPEAKERS

l tJ

BANKING IN THE MILLENNIUM
D. LINN WILEY, PRESIDENT/CEO
CITIZENS BUSINESS BANK
lim

CUBA. CHINA AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
JULIAN NAVA Pb.D., FORMER U.S. AMBASSADOR TO MEXICO

g ll rst.,pc
c.tpll th.m tm
other l " ut\

INLAND EMPIRE ECONOMY 1999
SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY SUPERVISOR FRED AGUIAR

lhnt ltm c' t ch.:ctnc.t
r.ttr " 111 the Inland
f mpm:

HEALTH CARE CUANGE AND MORE CHANGE
RICHARD YOCHUM, PRESIDENT/CEO
POMONA VALLEY HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER

Htnt !lo me to .tn arh
le,tl\.tl rccogmzcd
a~ ont. of tht be"t
111 the nation

COMMERCIAUINPUSTRIAL REAL ESTATE BOOM OR BUST
SCOTT LUNINE, PARTNER, SPERRY VAN NESS
RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE
WALTER HAHN,Pb.D.
E & Y KENNETH LEVENTHAL REAL ESTATE GROUP
COCHELLA VALLEY ECONOMY 1999
TOM TOPUZES, VICE PRESIDENT,
VALLEY INDEPENDENT BANK

J{nswer:

VICTOR VALLEY ECONOMY 1999
JOSEPH W. BRADY, PRESIDENT, BRADO COMPANY

La Quinta

lh s1t lt nt- o l 1.1 <,.>umt.l .t ht,llltllultlt\ 111 'tlnl111 tht
Jootlulh o l t ht ~..1111.1 Ros.t lll<)llllt.uns t 11101 .Ill unp.11'311tlt d
qu.llu 1 o l hft \\ 11 h .1hund.tnt rt t rt Jtron.tl opportunl!tt·' and
Wltlt r.lll!:' of ..,.ullhlt ho u,mg But 11 hll:'it'lt .llont •~ not
t nough k t o ur numhc r~ do tht t.tlkmg In tht. P·•'' 10 HJrs
L.l <)umt.l h.l" t:xpcruntt cl

MODERATOR: ASSEMBLYMAN BILL LEONARD,
SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY

Daee:
Feb.19,1999
Ti17Ze:
11:30 a.m. t:o 2:00p.m.
Venue:

• Po pulat ion inne.1~e o f 120 °o
• Rct.ti l ~.ti e-.; inet'l'a-.;e of .1 1 ~ 0 o
• Jlotl'i room sale-. incrca ~e of 2l2°o

·--------------------- ---------------~
1
Name:
I Company: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __

Shop • Dine • Live • Love

Address=--------~----City:
State: _ _Zip: _ _ _ _ __

.f/LQu14

Phone:
Fax:_--:-:----:------Enclosed is my check for$
No. of
Attendees:~..,..--~
Make check payable to: Inland Empire Business Journal, 8560 Vineyard Ave.,
Ste. 306, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730-4352

Charge my:_
Account#

MasterCard

To be a ju11·t (if this exc iting grml'th,
call the la Quinta City ,Uanager 's of.fice. ( - 60 ) - ----03 5

__Visa
Expiration:_ _ __

I " " " " ' ll<"b <Iff' htlp / /ln-<JII111fa org

Signature:

FOR FASTER -::S:-::E:-::R::-V-::-IC=E:-::F=:AX:-:-:-=T:-:H:-::IS:-=F:=O:-::R::-M:-=T::::0:-(:=909=):-3=:9::-1:--3::-1~60=-----FOR MORE INFO CALL (909) 484- 9765

-

I. Unter for thr Continuing \tud) of the California EcORORI)
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Corpor te
Wellncss
&
Occupational
Health
Services
You KNOW US ...
IT'S TDIE \YE GET TO 1\SO\\' YOl'.
You kno" u-. for our world-reno\\ ned doctor-.. our qual it~
care. and the heart tran-.plant-. we do. But did

~ou

al-.o

kno\\ "c offer corvoratc "cline"" and a "ide 'arict~ of
occupational health "cn·icc" to bu.,inc.,.,c., '>mall :111d lan~c?
From cut.'> lo cardiac care. Loma Linda l ' nivcr.,ity
Center i'> here for the health and

wcll - bcin~

~tcdical

of all your

employee'>. Choo-.c a health plan that offer" the care and
-,en icc-. of Loma Linda l ' niYcr.,ity

~lcdical

Center. You and

your employee-. "ill benefit from the '>Cn icc-. of one of the
top health cnrc prmidcr'> in the nation.
Call 11" for infonnation on health plan"
Lomn Linda l 'ni\cr..,ity

~tcdical

offcrin~

the care of

Center and ll calth Care.

1-800-LLUMC-97
www.llu.cdu

~~xt. 57

/

